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HERMANN AGHA.

PART II. (continued)

'' Before we parted it was agreed between

us that Moharib should meet me the next

day at a kahwah which I named in a back

street of the town ; and should there bring

me Zahra's message. He did so. It appointed

the same place and time for the morrow as

the day before.

" And now began for me a period of happi-

ness such as I had never known till then,

nor have ever since. Though not daily,

—

that could not be, owing to hindrances arising

sometimes from her family and her occupations,

sometimes from mine,—my visits at the little

door with the red mark, which, by the way,

I took care to dull considerably, though not

wholly to efface, were frequent ; and the door
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of paradise never opened on keener joys. The

veil was rent between us ! her heart lay open

to mine, and mine to her ; without words we

understood each the other's very soul, yet

used many words to realize to ourselves our

own bliss ; as a miser turns over and over

in his open palms the treasure which he knew

was his all the same while yet locked up in

the strong box at his feet. She, however,

unfailingly true to herself, never allowed the

faintest approach to the familiarity that might,

if permitted, have shaken the unsullied bloom

from the tree of our happiness ; and I, taught

by her example, steadily repressed the passion

which I felt, and by repressing increased it.

'' Often however we could not but laugh

together at the security we enjoyed amid the

possibilities of discovery and danger on every

hand ; like those comfortably seated on a

firm grass-grown ledge, with precipices all
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around. Without, within the dwelHng itself,

where we met so easily, conversed so un-

reservedly, loved so ardently, were those to

whom the slenderest hint of what was then

passing in old Jowhar's chamber would have

been the signal for amazement, dismay,

—

fury, revenge, and blood. Now all was hushed

and calm ; if any suspicion had for a moment

existed, it seemed to have again wholly died

away. That I too, Hermann Wolff, a Euro-

pean, a stranger, should be here, Ahmed

Agha, a Mahometan, a retainer of a Koordish

Beg, unsurmised, undetected, in the haram

of a Sheykh of Benoo-Sheyban, conversing

with his only daughter, loved by her, pledged

to her as she to me, seemed to me at times,

and to her also, more a dream than a reality
;

till strangeness lent a new zest to enjoyment,

and wonder to love.

" Often, too, did our talk turn on the future.
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She would never consent to wed the Emeer

Daghfel : that was her firm, I had almost said

her iron, resolve. That she would be mine

and mine alone was, though implied rather

than expressed in words, not less her certain

will. But how ? She would not, and I could

not say. Moharib also, who best knew her

plans, and had indeed suggested them, waited

her order to speak, and in the meantime

kept her counsel, eluding my every attempt

to draw him into open discussion with perse-

vering adroitness. At times, too, I was

tortured by the necessary briefness of our

interviews, occasionally also by being obliged

to prolong the intervals between them ; but,

present or absent, the assurance of her love

and the nearness of my hopes sustained me.

My treasure, if not yet wholly in my grasp,

was not less surely mine.

*' Three weeks passed thus, and no tidings
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had reached us of the approach of the

hated Emeer,—hated because undesired. But

by the end of the first week my master,

Ak-Arslan Beg, accompanied by thirty of his

men, came in great state to fulfil his engage-

ment at Diar-Bekr, and took up his quarters

in the house of his kinsman, the bridegroom,

Afsheen Beg. Henceforth my attendance

and my services were frequently required
;

nor could I any longer live apart from the

whole band of my fellow-horsemen, nor elude

their observation in the manner that I had

been able to use with the two stolid Koords,

my original associates. So I made the best

of this state of affairs, went carefully through

whatever my duties in the Beg's household,

or the customs of town-life, required ; took

my full share of visits, active pleasures, and

amusements, even formed some fresh friend-

ships ; but made, as you may well imagine,
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no one the confidant of what was hour by

hour the mainspring, the pulse, the very life

of my being. Nor did this secresy cost me

the slightest effort. I was much too happy

to care inwardly for any other intimacy than

one ; wherever my body, and even my mind

might be, my heart, or rather my heart of

hearts, was always in one place, and with

one alone. Only for her sake I loved, and

have always since loved all little rooms,

black eunuchs, and red marks on doors."

" Go on," said Tantawee. Hermann con-

tinued.

'' Twenty days passed thus. Meanwhile

the preparations for Afsheen Beg's ill-sorted

marriage were nearly completed ; and nothing

delayed its celebration but the imagined

necessity of waiting for a lucky day; the

wise Arab admonition of ' Take no notice of

the days, lest they take notice of you,' forming
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no part of the superstitious old Koord's system

of belief However, unpropitious planets,

—

or rather propitious ones, so far as I was

concerned,—could not always be in the ascend-

ant ; and I perceived with alarm that Ak-

Arslan's stay, and consequently that of his

men, mine among the rest, at Diar-Bekr,

would not much overlast the nuptials.

'' I communicated my anxieties to Zahra.

She asked how long it might probably be

before the wedding. ' Ten days,' I answered,

' or fourteen at most'

" ' Have you any news of Moharib the Ria-

hee ?' was her next question. My answer was

in the negative ; for six days I had neither seen

him nor heard anything about him. We both

conjectured that his prolonged absence must be

in some way connected with the Emeer Dagh-

fel's movements, who,—a new cause of disquiet,

—might now be expected almost any day.
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*' She listened to my words, seated, and look-

ing straight before her, calm as ever, but saying

nothing. I felt sure that her silence covered

whatever I most longed or feared to know ; but

could not then comprehend the strength of her

resolution, and what gave her whole manner

the composure I was unable to rival, even ex-

ternally.

''
' Zahra , my sister, speak,' I urged. She

remained silent. I cast myself at her feet,

clasped them between my hands—and, more

by look and gesture than by words, implored

her pity.

"
' Not thus, my brother Ahmed, not thus,'

she said ;
' or is it that you doubt me ?'

" * Do I doubt you !' was my answering ex-

clamation ;
' ah Zahra' ! can you think that of

me ? It is no doubt that troubles me ; but

this uncertainty is hard to bear. You know

that when the Beg leaves Diar-Bekr, I must
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leave too ; and meanwhile the Emeer,—may

God confound him,—will arrive ; and what

hope then remains to me of seeing you again ?
"

" ' A thousand Begs and a thousand Emeers,

shall not separate between you and me, my dear

brother." She raised her head as she spoke, and

looked me straight in the face. " But you must

have patience ; the time is not come ; it
—

'

Suddenly she stopped, and a slight blush came

over her features ; her hand moved towards her

veil.

"
' Let these things aloiie for the present,'

she added, regaining her former calm. There

was a tone in her voice which while it re-

assured, warned me.

''
' Are you displeased with me, sister ?' I

said.

" ' No,' she replied, ' why should I, Ahmed ?

But I fear your impetuosity ; be cautious. Be-

lieve me, there is danger in the air.'
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'* I was about to ask her what her last words

meant, but before I could frame my question,

the door opened, and the black, Jowhar, whose

fidelity I never had any reason to doubt,

either then or afterwards, came hastily in.

With a low voice he warned Zahra that such

and such ones were about, and were likely

to be soon coming that way ; if she wished

to retire unperceived, she must make haste.

He then went out and reclosed the door.

"We parted abruptly. My heart was heavy,

my temperament in an excitement bordering on

irritation ; her features, too, had no longer their

wonted cheerfulness,—they were fixed and sad.

" * Not to-morrow, my brother,' said she, as

I proposed the next day for our meeting

;

' wait till I send. And, for God's sake, be

prudent,' she added.

'' * I will be so, but do not let the time be too

prolonged, sister, dearest Zahra',' I replied.
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"
' Please God,' she answered, with a faint

smile. She left the room by one door, I by

the other, each with a foreboding heaviness of

heart, which, had we known more, would have

been yet heavier. The sky, so bright of late,

was now grey and overcast, its horizon was

gloomier still ; eyes less keen than those of

lovers might have seen that a storm was at

hand.

" Slowly I bent my way back to the busy

town and streets ; but before I had got well

out of the gardens I noticed a figure, seemingly

expectant of something or somebody ; it was

standing a little way round the corner of a

cross path, half visible in the dark shadow of

the boughs that overhung the wall. As I

approached, it moved, and turned partly to-

wards me ; then abruptly retreated, and passed

along into the side lane. I looked after it;

and by a small green tassel hanging down be-
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hind over the collar of the blue cloth jacket,

more than by any other distinctive sign, I

became aware that I had twice before already

observed the same figure ; and each time while

I was on my way to or from the Sheykh

Asa'ad's quarters ; and that then, too, it ap-

peared to be, as it were, concerned with my

own movements. Could it be a spy ? and if

so, who was the employer ?

" More uneasy than before, I quickened my

steps, and entering the town by a different gate

from the usual one, made for a small kahwah

in the northern quarter, where from time to time

I had been accustomed to meet Moharib, in

hopes of perhaps finding him now. No Moha-

rib was there. This was the sixth day that I had

seen nothing of him; formerly his intercourse

had been the mainstay to steady my mind amid

the successive fluctuations of events ; now it

failed me just when I most needed it.
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" I returned to Afsheen Begs house, think-

ing there to find comparative rest of body and

mind, for I felt strangely exhausted. But no

;

there, too, everything went against me, An

unusual number of my fellow-horsemen were

gathered together in the room that evening,

and, as if on purpose to annoy me and in-

crease my restlessness, their whole conversa-

tion turned on our approaching return to

Jezeerah. I listened with disgust and im-

patience to the satisfaction that most,—indeed,

all except myself,—expressed in the prospect

of that event, and, in a fit of ill-timed per-

versity, took to contradicting them ; I even

went so far as to declare that I hated Jezeerah,

and would make means to remain at Diar-

Bekr.

" Makan Agha, who had remarked my ill-

humour, and kindly tried to soothe or turn it

off, stared in astonishment. 'What is the
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matter with you, this evening, Ahmed Agha ?

Has any one been annoying you ?' he asked.

" ' Upon my word, I think that Ahmed is in

love with some girl, hereabouts,' remarked, in

the merest random jest, one of my companions.

" But I started like a guilty man suddenly

detected ; and then, on looking round, per-

ceived for the first time, seated in the room,

not exactly with our group, but close by,

between us and the door, the very figure

that I had observed that afternoon in the

lane. The sight deprived me of what little

presence of mind I still had left ; and I

hurriedly began a perfectly unnecessary and

uncalled-for explanation ; in a word I ex-

emplified the proverb, ' The fool went to the

tank to wash, and dirtied his feet with the

mud.'

"

*' That is an Indian saying, I think," in-

terposed Tantawee.
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" Perhaps,'* replied Hermann ;

" but I learnt

it in the sook at Bagdad." He then con-

tinued

—

" Next day was a black one for me. New

and gay dresses, bright ornaments, prancing

horses, jovial companions, and ceaseless merry

makings and amusements on a preliminary

scale, shortly to culminate in the conven-

tional follies of the marriage Itself, surrounded

me on every side, and irritated me like the

pricking of thorns.

" For my greater mishap, while I was thus

inwardly smarting all over, my master, Ak-

Arslan, summoned me to his presence. Now,

though I had never dared with him to say

openly how hateful to me was the thought

of our return-journey, yet the sulky expres-

sion evident on my face whenever the subject

was brought forward, and my general way-

wardness of manner and contradictory tone,
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had before now more than once surprised

and displeased him, as well they might, con-

sidering the free and generous good-will he

had shown me from the outset.

'*0n the present occasion he wanted to

make some inquiries of me about our horses,

in the view of their readiness for the road

to Jezeerah next week.

" I went to the divan, but instead of

answering his queries with the respectful

alacrity of a favoured retainer, my behaviour

was more uncertain and moody, and my

replies more capricious and unsatisfactory

than usual. His brow darkened, and he

sharply dismissed me from the apartment.

And no wonder ; for though not unamiable

at heart, he was sensitive and suspicious,

quickly annoyed, and, when annoyed, not

equally quickly appeased.

" I had soon bitter cause to repent my
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folly. Half an hour afterwards, while loiter-

ing in a most unenviable condition of mind

near the door of the house, I saw a respectably-

dressed band, evidently of attendants, sur-

rounding- an elderly man on a sober well-

fed horse, come up the street and approach

our lodging-place. I looked, and in the

elderly man, recognised Rustoom Beg, to

whose garden I had, with unwise neglect,

gone but once since my ill-starred visit ; he

alighted at the gate and entered. In his

suite was the same kahwahjee whose eye

had caught mine so unpleasantly when we

were together on the kiosk-roof; and with

him I saw a real cause of alarm, a man with

a green tassel dangling down the back of

his dark blue jacket. It was indeed the spy :

who was, as I subsequently heard, a near

relative of the kahwahjee's, and who, my

conscience told me, and told me true, had

VOL. II. c
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on this occasion accompanied the other, not

by chance, but to corroborate and deepen

his accusations.

" What was the precise nature of the con-

versation that passed upstairs between Rus-

toom and Ak-Arslan Beg I never knew ; but

it was a long one. I waited, unable to move,

and tormented by the wildest fears, near the

outer-gate; till by the bustle within, visible

through the divan windows, I became aware

that the visitor had risen and was taking

leave. Then mustering up my almost para-

lyzed strength, I betook myself off else-

where, to be out of the way of Rustoom

Beg and his attendants.

"Hither and thither I wandered the re-

mainder of the day, miserable and restless
;

sometimes looking, but in vain, for Moharib's

appearance ; sometimes in vague longing I

strayed, uselessly and injudiciously enough.
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towards the neighbourhood of Sheykh Asa'ad's

garden, and the lane by the red-marked door.

At evening I returned, and summoning up a

desperate courage, went and stood before the

Beg my master. He made no fresh remark,

but his face expressed what his words did not,

or rather what his silence did. I felt for

certain that I was, if not discovered, at least

accused ; and I knew that with a nature like

his an accusation was, in nine cases out of

ten, tantamount to condemnation. Besides,

my own soul told me that in this instance

he was only too much in the right.

'' After a wretched night, in which the little

sleep I got was tormented by hideous and pre-

saging dreams, I rose early, and strolled out,

vague and purposeless, toward the open ground

on the east of the town. The morning was fresh,

and the air pleasantly cool to my fevered hands

and face. I welcomed it, and walked slowly on.
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" When half-a-mlle or so beyond the city-

gates, I saw three horsemen coming towards

me ; two of them very unHke anything I

was accustomed to meet In these northerly

countries : lean dark figures, with strongly

marked features, scanty beards, long, black,

and half-closed eyes ; their fore-arms and legs

were scorched almost black with exposure

to air and sun. They were dressed In long

dingy shirts ; and over their shoulders hung

brown cloaks, where the vestiges of red

braid alone remained around the ragged edges

;

on their heads were handkerchiefs of a dusky

red, girt by twisted camels'-hair bands of

alternate white and black. Each of them

grasped a long, narrow-headed, quivering

spear in his hand, and, besides the knife In

his belt, wore a slightly crooked sword.

Alongside of these two wild-looking figures

rode a third: it was Moharib, dressed much
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after the same fashion as his companions, and,

like them, furnished with a spear. All three

were mounted on lithe horses, beautifully

formed, but lean, dusty, and jaded-seeming,

as though from a journey of many days.

" At the moment they appeared, the sun rose

golden bright over the blue ranges of Koor-

distan, and while it shone on the rider's backs

dazzled full into my eyes ; so that I did not

recognise Moharib till he and the two others

were close upon me. I was then about at once

to have hailed him ; but he, who had perceived

me from a distance, was ready before he came

up, with a glance and a gesture that repressed

my salutation. So, taking no apparent notice,,

I walked on ; much puzzled to think who his

companions were, and why he was with them.

But when alongside of me he raised his long-

spear for an instant, as though to ease his

shoulder, and couched it across his horse with
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the point in the direction of a path further

on before me, out of which they had themselves

turned into the high road. I followed the

hint, and went as he indicated, very curious

to learn what it all meant.

" I was not long left in uncertainty. Before

ten minutes had elapsed I heard a sound of

galloping behind me, and Moharib came up.

Hurriedly he greeted me ; and, without await-

ing my questions, informed me that the two

Arabs I had seen were of Benoo-Sheyban,

and the Emeer Daghfel's outriders ; that the

Emeer himself, with the main body of his

men, would be here in seven days ; that he

himself had been all this while on the look-

out for them, and had not been able to get

back to Diar-Bekr sooner. All this he told me

with Bedouin conciseness of words ; and then

asked how matters had gone during his absence

—was there any appearance of suspicion abroad.
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"Briefly as might be, I told him all. He

listened attentively ; but the habitual impassive-

ness of the Arab face permits no expression

of the emotions of the moment. Without

interruption or sign of surprise he heard me,

till I had finished ; then looked hard at me

and divined my thoughts, which were indeed

of rushing off immediately to the haram and

giving notice.

"'For God's sake, my little brother Ahmed,'

said he, ' do not go there to-day ; return to

the town ; remain with your comrades, and

keep as quiet as you can. I will arrange

everything.'

"'When shall I see you again?' said I.

"*I will meet you in the town, before night-

fall,' he answered. And added, ' Do not go out

alone to-day, outside the walls or among the

gardens.' And, turning his horse's head, he

cantered off.
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" Left to myself, I retraced my steps to

Afsheen Beg's house; but found hardly any

one of our band there. My master, Ak-

Arslan, had been invited for the day to the

country-house and garden of a friend three

or four miles out of town, and most of his

Koordish suite had accompanied him ; they

would not return till nightfall. Whether or

not my absence was remarked, I did not

hear then nor had I subsequently any oppor-

tunity of finding out.

" Not knowing how to pass the time, I wan-

dered up and down the market-place wearily

enough, yet on the whole calmer somehow than

I had been for several days past. While at

the door of a mosque in one of the streets I

met the same kahwahjee of Rustoom Beg's

whom I now looked upon, and with the best

possible reason, as my most dangerous enemy

;

he came up, and greeted me with an affected
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frankness of manner to which I did my utmost

to correspond. But when he advanced further

to affectionate inquiries as to why my visits

at the Beof his masters house had been so

scarce of late, and even pushed his maHce to

talking about the alterations in the kiosk made

in consequence of that too-memorable after-

noon, I had great difficulty not to betray

myself downright on the spot where we stood,

by some fatal outburst. ' The pit is dug,'

thought I, ' under my feet ; better jiimp into it

at once and have done than continue walkino^

with useless caution on the rotten surface

;

sooner or later I must fall in.' However I

restrained myself, and preserved my outward

calm ; though I daresay the evident constraint

of my manner betrayed me hardly less effec-

tually than the most outrageous behaviour

could have done. He then bade me farewell,

and mixed with the crowd.
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" Twice in the course of that day I came

across Moharib, who seemed to be everywhere

in the streets ; but each time he gave me no

mark of recocrnition. I therefore had nothing

for it but to follow his example, and suppress

my impatience, now almost past bearing. At

last, just after sunset, he again appeared in

sight, and this time evidently with tidings to

communicate. They were brief, but important.

Hardly allowing me space to return his concise

greeting, he said, ' I come from her, your sister;

she salutes you.' Then pointing upwards to

the moon, which now, a pale oval-shaped disk,

hung high in the eastward heaven, for it was

her tenth nio^ht, he added, * When that is near

setting, meet me In the lane, by the door.'

And, without any other explanation, he passed

on and left me.

"The hour he had Implied was not much

after midnieht. I remained out In a kahwah
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of the quarter as late as I dared, in order to

give the Beg my master and my comrades

time to have returned from their merr}'-

makings and settled themselves to rest ; and

then resought my customar}^ night-lodgings

in Afsheen Beg's hospitable dwelling. When

I reached it all was quiet ; every one had lain

down long before. I too spread my carpet,

and, throwing myself on it, feigned to sleep ;

for real sleep, was of course out of the question

for me under such circumstances. Several

of us were lodged together in a large plastered

room on the ground floor ; and there I lay

wakeful enough for four long hours, listening

to my comrades, who were snoring beside

me as only Koordes can snore after a heavy

supper ; every one of them had been for days

past preparing by an introductory course of

gormandizing for the anticipated delights of

the wedding carousals.
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" The night was warm, the air still ; and the

rays of the declining moon shone almost as

mellow as sunset beams through two small

windows pierced in the side-wall of the apart-

ment above our heads. Yet as I rose from

my wakeful bed, I put on a cloak, not for

protection against chill, but to hide the gleam of

the arms which I carried about me ; and to the

service-condition of which I had given a careful

look that evening before lying down. Then

softly, softly, I left the room, and passed bare-

foot and on tiptoe under the vaulted entrance

through the large outer gate ; the servants

with a negligence not uncommon in a house-

hold where a weak good-natured old man is

at the head, had left it unbolted. When fairly

outside I put on my boots ; and took the road

I had so often trodden by day.

''No one was stirring on my way ; no living

form was to be seen ; nor did I hear any
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sound except the occasional plashing of some

small watercourse, and the wailing cry of the

jackals prowling about the fields outside the

walls : all else was still as death. The sink-

ing moonlight cast a few long yellow streaks

across the dust, but in most places dark

shadow had overspread the road. On I went,

like one half asleep, so overpowered was I

by past anxiety, expectation, and the hushed

night ; till, at the corner of the lane, under

Sheykh Asaad's enclosure, I found Moharib

in waiting. With an ' all's well,' he bade me

hail, and said, ' Go you there,' indicating a

spot on the stone-strewn piece of ground by

the path, already in deep shade, * and wait

without stirring.'

" I obeyed like a child without reply.

" Seated on the ground I kept my eyes

fixed on the wall of the haram opposite. The

lower part of the building, along with the
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trees that clustered beside It, were now one

mass of darkness ; but the almost level light

of the moon still caught on the upper storey,

and brought out the roof in a distinct pale

line against the deep pure sky, where the

larger stars alone were visible. The moon

herself, large and orange-coloured, seemed to

rest awhile on the brow of a black hill, behind

which she must soon disappear.

" I had not waited long when I heard a

voice,—it was Moharib's. Half ensconced be-

hind the shelter of an earth-mound not far

from the farther or outermost corner of the

haram buildings, he had turned his face to-

wards them, and in a low but very distinct

voice,—almost too distinct, I thought, amid

the intense stillness around,—he thus sang :

—

" ' Guide o'er the drear and desert ways,

Pass by the hills where foemen rove,

By heath and heather, banks and braes,

To greet the vale where dwells my love.
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Bid her,—yet bid her not,—entreat

A thought, a memory of the past,

For one whose heaven was at her feet

;

His more than heaven, that would not last.'

"He paused ; there was no answer, nor in-

dication of any. Then he resumed, on a

somewhat higher key

—

" ' Behind the sand-hills sinks the moon,

The lengthening shadows hurry on
;

Hid lies the vale,—but all too soon,

Both night and darkness will be gone.

Abide, abide, ye fleeting hours
j

What day denies let night restore.

Ours be the dell, the darkness ours
;

Thou, too, be mine, once more, once more !

'

" Before the singer had half finished these

verses, and just as the upper part of the

moon's disk was about to vanish below the

hill-top, I saw a female figure, draped in a

robe of some dark colour from head to foot,

emerge on the haram roof, and approach its

foremost edge. My eye could scarcely dis-
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tinguish the form ; but, quicker than my eye,

my heart recognised Zahra'. She stood near

the parapet for a short space, facing the

direction where I was, and waited motionless

till the song was over. She then lifted her

hand, and pointed towards a distant spot ; I

could perceive that Moharib also had risen

from his place, and made some sign in

answer,—what, however, I could not make

out for the shadow, which by this time had

overspread everything. Immediately after-

wards the figure left the roof

'' Moharib came up to where I was, and,

taking me by the hand, led me in silence

across the maize-field to the broken ground

where he and I had before sat and conversed

together in the torrent-bed. Once mare we

sat down on its pebbles ; a deep revulsion of

feeling came over me,—my heart was like

to burst. A faint sheen still glimmered over
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where the moon had set in the western sky
;

else the only light was that of the innumer-

able stars,—some of them were reflected in

the water at our feet. We waited both of us

without speaking ; had I tried, I could not

have uttered a word.

" A few minutes passed thus ; they could

have been only a few, but I held no count of

time, I had even no distinct thought ; only it

seemed to me that we were there spell-bound

by some strange enchantment, that had begun

I knew not how or when, and would hold us

thus unbroken for how^ long I knew not either.

At last I was roused to life by a slight rustle

coming through the maize ; then followed a

sound as of trodden pebbles, and two forms

stood by us. Amid the half-transparent dark-

ness of the summer night I recognized in them

Zahra herself, and with her the Arab serving-

maid, Moharib's kinswoman ; each was closely

VOL. II. D
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wrapped up in a long black veil that con-

cealed every feature.

** Approaching, Zahra' saluted us ; I stretch-

ed out my hand in silence, for my voice was

choked. We then,—she and I,—took our

place side by side on the bank of stones

;

Moharib and the maid remained standing

near, till Zahra bade them sit down, which

they did. For some time no one spoke.

" Zahra was the first to break the silence.

In a low voice,

—

' I have heard all this after-

noon, Ahmed,' said she, addressing herself to

me. * I was unwilling to speak sooner, but

for some days I had feared the eye of the

envious and the watcher ; that which I feared

has indeed come to pass. But they shall not

have their will :—cheer up, my brother.'

"*How can I cheer up,' I exclaimed, 'when

you are in danger? my life! my soul! For

me, enough if I die for your safety ; but what
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can be done? Tell me at once, and I will do

it; but, O my sister! do not keep me in

suspense; I am ready for everything.'

"
' It is not my danger that matters ; it is

yours,' she answered. * For me I am safe, at

least for the present ; no one either within

doors or without will dare to avow suspicion

regarding me ; much less to embody their

suspicions in act ; besides, the expected arrival

of my cousin the Emeer, if nothing else, will

suffice to put all gossip to silence where I am

concerned. But you, my poor brother!—they

will not be so scrupulous about you
;
your life

is every moment at the mercy of those who

would think as little of taking it as they would

of killing a quail or a partridge ; it is for you

I fear.'

" ' Let them try,' I replied. ' I have a right

arm and a dagger ; and these have been too

much for the like of any enemies hereabouts
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before now.' As I spoke, I Instinctively drew

aside my cloak, and showed the weapons I

wore.

*' Gently she laid her hand on my shoulder.

' You are brave, my brother ; I know it ; were

it a question of fair fighting I should be little

alarmed about you. But what use would your

courage be, or your dagger and pistols either,

against a shot from behind a bush, a stab in

the back, or a poisoned draught. Be wise,

and listen to me ; it is the only chance for your

life, and for mine ; for, Ahmed, if you die I

will not survive you by half-an-hour,' she added

in an under tone.

"*What would you have me do, dearest?'

I asked; ' quit Diar-Bekr? No; that I cannot

while you are here : and where should I go

,

leaving you behind ? Ah Zahra' ! not that ; tell

me anything but separation from you, and I will

obey ; were It to walk through fire for your sake.'
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''' Softly, brother/ she replied. 'All I want

of you is this ; do not return, by night or by

day, to this place or the house, nor even to

this side of the town and gardens ; do not even

form a wish to see me again here in Diar-Bekr

;

it cannot be. Our next meeting will soon

come, please God, but it must be far away

from hence, in the south. When the Beg your

master sets out to return to Jezeerah, go you

along with him like the rest of his followers.

On the second or third day of the journey

Moharib will fall in with you ; and he will

show you where to go and how to find

me.'

'''And the Emeer Daghfel?' I interposed.

" 'Never mind the Emeer Daghfel,' she said

almost impatiently ; then laughed. ' I am more

than a match,' she continued, 'for the Emeer

my cousin, he and all the clan. Have not I

promised you before? Only do you act as I
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now tell you, and everything, please God, will

be well'

" I promised to obey her directions in every

respect ; intoxicated by the hope her words

gave me, by the tone of her voice, by the felt

presence of her beauty, by the full draught of

love avowed and answered, she might have

dictated whatever she chose ; had my heart's

blood been the price then and there, I should

have consented. Yet I would fain have asked

in return some fuller explanation of the when

and the how of our next meeting ; but whether

it was her own maidenly reserve, or whether

she distrusted my prudence, I do not know

—

on this subject her lips were sealed.

" Then without a word more we read each

the other s thoughts ; and abandoning the

anxious future and whatever could bring fear,

disquiet, or pain, we turned our whole soul and

converse for one hour,—one last hour,—to love
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and happiness, now in past remembrance, now

in the fulness of the present. An hour of

perfect Hfe as of perfect love, an hour in which,

though after long barren years I yet live, she

yet lives to me and loves ; an hour of paradise
;

a last glad gleam before the darkness of the

storm closed in around us.

" Of brightest hues the fading leaf;

The latest flower the sweetest

;

The happiest hour is nearest grief.

The dearest joys the fleetest."

'' Suddenly a bright star leaped up over the

eastern mountain-range ; it was the star of

morninof. Zahra' saw and shivered. ' I never

hated that star till now,' she said ;
' may God

forgive you and me.' Moharib had risen,

—

he and the maid had long since kept silence.

' The time is short, the morning breaks,'

—

while he spoke the cool breeze smote us ;

—

enough ;— I will say no more of that moment

;

as I held her in my arms I thought it the
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sweetest, as we loosed our embrace, the bitter-

est of my life. I was mistaken ; there were

bitterer yet in store.

"It was over now ; she was gone ; . the

uncertain gloom had taken her veiled form

and that of her maid-servant into its depths :

and a quarter of an hour later Moharib and

I were slowly leaving the scene of all that joy,

all that pain, under the grey twilight of the

rapidly rising dawn. We made a wide circuit,

going half round the town on a track entirely

unconnected with that by which I had come.

As we walked, Moharib reiterated the advice

already given me by Zahra, to be quiet and

circumspect ; and at the same time he endea-

voured to quiet my apprehensions regarding

the consequences of the Emeer DaghfeFs

arrival.

"'The sheykh's daughter is an Afreet,'^

^ This word, denoting a powerful and cunning spirit,
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she will manage to have the nuptial celebra-

tions put off under one pretext or another,'

he said, ' till the caravan shall reach Nejd.

Nejd is far away ; the way thither is long ; and

you and I will cross their track before they

pass the limits of Zobeyr.' ^

"He then went on to give me minute

directions regarding my own share in the

accomplishment of the scheme. I was to

bide my time in Diar-Bekr, keeping as

much as possible within the walls of the town,

neither shunning nor attracting observation
;

but carefully avoiding all solitary walks among

the gardens or near the river, particularly in

the neighbourhood which we had just left.

' Remember, it is her honour^ not your life

is often used by Arabs regarding a clever person ^\'ith

a complimentary signification, as here.

^ A small to^vn on the north-Arab frontier, not far

from Basrah.
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only, that Is at stake/ he added. *As you

value them both, attempt nothing further so

long as you are in this place, come what may.'

*'*When Ak-Arslan sets out for Jezeerah,' he

continued, * do you set out too along with him,

like 'the rest of his suite. The second day,

before sunset, I will cross your road, as if by

accident, and at some distance. If then I say

nothing, and seemingly take no notice of you

or of any one else, understand that all goes

well ; if otherwise, I will find means of

telling you. That same night, during the halt

for rest, do you slip quietly away from among

your companions, the earlier the better ; and

make your way, keeping between west and

s,outh, till you reach the village of Ra's-el-'Eyn,^

In the desert. There, if not sooner on the

way to It, I will join you ;—the rest we will

1 A small Arab hamlet, about thirty miles distant

from Mardeen, in the Mesopotamian plain.
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arrange afterwards. We shall have to fight,

though, before all is done,' he added.

" My heart bounded with joy at the thought.

To prove my love by deeds, was the very thing

I most longed for ; had he told me that to

reach the loved one I must pass a river broad

as the Nile in autumn, and filled from brim

to brim with fire instead of water, the prospect

would have rendered me only the more eager

to set out on my quest.

'* But different things were in store ; man

contrives, and God ordains.^ When we came

under the city wall, near the narrow-arched

gate on the north side, Moharib left me, with

the promise of meeting me again in the course

of the next day ; while I, alone, but no longer

downcast as before, continued my way over the

rough pavement to Afsheen Begs house.

The sun was now up ; everybody was stirring

;

^ Arab proverb.
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and on entering the court-yard I found it

full of life and bustle ; some of the Koordes

were grooming, others feeding their horses

;

others again talking and smoking between

times. No one gave signs of having noticed

my prolonged absence ; in the holiday life we

were then leading, each one, within certain

limits, pursued his own occupations or pleasures

much as he chose ; and questions were seldom

asked. Only Makan Agha, who was leaving

the place at the moment I came into It, met

me with a serious expression unusual on his

merry face, and as he returned my morning

greeting, whispered, ' Have a care.'

" Indoors several of my comrades were at

work on a large bowl of clotted milk, into

which small green cucumbers had been liberally

sliced ; seeing me approach, they widened their

circle, and Invited me to join in a share. I

sat down in the offered gap, glad to still by a
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copious meal the craving emptiness that fol-

lowed on the watching and over-excitement

of the night ; and began a good breakfast.

" Before, however, this task was well accom-

plished, a message came from my master the

Beg, summoning me to the divan. I\Iy heart,

—which had so lately almost recovered its

calmer measure,—now again beat rapidly.

Could some spy, some traitor, have revealed

the night's adventure ? and was the crisis of

my fate indeed come ? It had come ; though

not precisely in the manner, nor with the

immediate crash, that my fears anticipated.

" Doing violence to my suddenly diminished

appetite, I finished to the best of my ability

my share of the cooling meal ; washed my

hands and face, arranged my dress, and, with

a mind disposed to meet and brave the worst,

went upstairs to the square many-windowed

room where Ak-Arslan awaited me. I found
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him at his ease on the divan, in a loose

morning dress, with one of his writers and

a few acquaintances around him. His coun-

tenance was singularly open, his manner

cheerful : it was, had I known it, the cheer-

fulness of the tiger when he sees his prey

secure within the reach of his spring.

" Calling me to him, he threw down on

the cushion beside him a large sealed letter.

' Take this, Ahmed Agha,' said he, ' and

mount, without a moment's delay, for Mar-

deen. There you must give the letter to

my uncle, Zenkee Agha, who lives in the

castle ; take his answer, and be back post-

haste. Afsheen Beg's wedding,—may good

fortune attend it,—is fixed for Thursday, and

you must be here again in time for it.'

" I picked up the letter, put it to my fore-

head, then into my breast, and was about

to leave the room. He called after me,

—
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* Ahmed' I stopped. ' Mind/ said he, ' you

deliver the letter to Zenkee Agha your-

self; do not entrust it to any one else.

Quickly, quickly : go, under God's guard.'

* On my head,' ^ I answered, and went out.

In the hurry of the moment, and the excite-

ment of unexpected escape, as I thought,

from a danger anticipated as certain, I did

not remark that he had neither assigned me

a companion for the road, nor even hinted

at any ; but the idea occurred unpleasantly

to me as I quickly descended the stairs with

the letter in my keeping.

" Yet after all, thought I, no occurrence

could be more natural than this ; one or

other of us was being continually employed

on errands of this sort, and often alone.

^ A customary form of speech, implying that he who

receives the order is ready to vouch for its fulfilment

with his life.
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Ak-Arslan had many friends, allies of In-

trigue, and correspondences In the country

all round, and was dally sending or receiving

messages. Still, It struck me as a singular,

and hardly an agreeable coincidence, that I,

who had for some time past been generally

regarded as one of the more personal and

Immediate attendants of the Begs, and ex-

empt from distant or courier work, should

have It now abruptly thrust upon me ; and

that precisely at such a time, under such

circumstances. It might be only the result

of his dissatisfaction at my late waywardness,

and of the wish to have a discontented face

less frequently In his sight. But it might

also well be,— I could not help saying to

myself,—a preconcerted design between my

master and Rustoom Beg,—perhaps the

Sheykh Asa'ad also,—to get me out of the

way, or, Indeed, to get rid of me altogether.
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" Anyhow, it would be well for me to be

provided against emergencies. So, when once

on the ground-floor pavement, I went round

to an out-of-the-way place, appropriated by

myself for the purpose on my arrival four

weeks since, before the dwelling became, as it

now was, overcrowded, where stood the box,

painted light green, and studded with brass

nails, in which my valuables were locked up.

I opened it ; at top lay, neatly folded, clothes,

shirts, handkerchiefs ; underneath were my

more costly possessions,—a choice suit of arms,

inlaid with gold, some ornaments, a bottle

of scent, a sandal-wood string of beads from

Mecca, and, more jealously concealed than

the rest, a girdle, in which sixty pieces of

gold had been sewn up.

*' Having well assured myself that no eye

watched me, and screening my actions as well

as I could behind a corner of the wall, for

VOL. II. E
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there was no door, I stripped myself, fastened

the girdle tight over the skin round my waist,

and then dressed again over it in my best

and strongest clothes
;

put the beads in my

pocket, and thrust my certificate of freedom ^

between my skull-cap and the new tarboosh^

which I donned for the occasion. Then I se-

cured in my belt,—not the one pistol only that

I ordinarily carried about me,—but two taken

from out of the chest, long-barrelled, primed,

and loaded ; besides a heavy, brightly-fur-

bished carbine, also loaded, which I slung

over my shoulder, and a particularly long and

sharp knife in my girdle. Cramming back

my older and less valuable chattels into the

1 The " Azad-Kaghad," given to a slave on obtaining

his Hberty ; it is signed by his master, and counter-

signed by a magistrate and witnesses.

2 The red cap, ordinarily surmounted by a blue

tassel, common in the East; it is also often called

" fez."
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chest, I relocked it, and issued forth into

the courtyard to see after my horse.

" ' Why, what preparations are you making,

Ahmed ?
' remarked one of my fellow-horse-

men,—a Yezeedee,^ I believe. ' How gaily

you are got up !

'

" I said something, not very coherent, about

the wedding.

"
' That's Thursday, and to-day is Monday,'

rejoined the other. * Why don't you keep

your fine clothes for the marriage day ? Be-

sides, the journey you are now for is hardly

more than a good day's ride.'

" The man's ugly squint, — he always

squinted,—had this morning something es-

pecially ominous in it ; besides, thought I,

how does he come to be already so well

informed about my route and errand ? I

1 See Layard's " Nineveh." The Yezeedees are a

remnant of the old Manichsean stock.

ffsnvV^^Ii^
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muttered an indistinct reply about the time

of the year, and the loneliness of the road

;

then wished that I had said nothing, and

passed on, with my suspicions now more awake

than ever, to see after the condition of my

riding-g-ear and my horse. Both were in

excellent order. Tightening the girths, I

leapt into the saddle^ and, without a word of

adieu to any one, rode out of the courtyard.

Streets, market-place, and town-gates were

soon behind me,— I hardly noticed them as

I passed,—and in a few minutes more I had

quitted Diar-Bekr, little thinking that I should

never see it again.

*' Mounted on a powerful three-quarters

blood-horse, which I had purchased ten days

before with the spare proceeds of my master's

liberality, in the market of Diar-Bekr, fine in

the muzzle, arched in the neck, light in the

shoulder, long in the back, full in the loins and
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quarter, iron-grey in colour, with plenty of

gold in my girdle, gay clothes, and service-

able weapons, Ak-Arslan's letter in my pocket,

I should have seemed to any observer by the

wayside a most unlikely person for sorrow or

mishap. A bright sky above me, I passed

rapidly on by house and inclosure, garden and

orchard, familiar objects, to all which I was

unconsciously bidding an absolute farewell, till

I reached the plain.

" I was now on the high-road between the

summer-dried fields, with the thick dust beneath

my horse's hoofs, and the burning sun in his

face and mine. By this time, I had lapsed

into a strange dreamy state of mind, without

distinct remembrance, idea, or plan ; the events

of the morning, of the night, of the preceding

days, with all the scenes they had presented

and the emotions they had excited, seemed

almost too distant for remembrance, or came
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before me flat, picture-like, and lifeless ; I tried

to rouse myself and realize them, but could

not. The surface of my thoughts, so agitated

before into a thousand waves, now lay in an

unnatural calm ; stilled as it were by the

advance of a huge though unseen swell, that

smoothed and absorbed into itself, while about

to overwhelm and bury all. This was, indeed,

no other than the unexplained presentiment

of great misfortune near at hand, of a new

and disastrous phase of life. I felt it to be

such
;
yet I could not shape the vague notion

into form, nor assign its why and wherefore.

" I had ridden thus for an hour and more

;

noon was drawing on ; and far or near hardly

a soul was in sight. But as I was leaning

half-drowsily over my saddle, I suddenly heard

my own name called out. The voice sounded

close to my ear, perfectly distinct, sharp and

shrill ; it was different from any voice that I
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ever heard before, or, once alone excepted,

since ;— I pray God that I may never hear it

again. Starting I looked around, before, be-

hind. No one was near me on the road nor

anywhere else within human call. I quieted

myself, and tried to dismiss the circumstance

from my mind, as merely the result of a

sleepless night and an excited imagination,

combined perhaps with the heat of the road.

Then, on the far edge of the visible horizon,

two miles or so distant to my right, I dis-

cerned three mounted figures that appeared

to be coming round from a wide circuit, and

hastening on in the same direction with myself,

as though intending to outstrip me. Soon

afterwards a rising ground hid them from my

view, and they did not again appear.

" There were troubles in the country at

large; the regular goverment was relaxed, or,

rather, existed only in name ; every man was
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law or un-law for himself. Several of the

innumerable petty chieftains who divide Koor-

distan were at feud with each other ; and every

day cattle and sheep were being carried off,

now by Beg this, now by Agha that ; now and

then a man was shot or, though more rarely,

stabbed.

" I was aware of this, and had it partly in

view when I armed myself for my solitary ride
;

thinking that, even treachery and assassination

apart, I might not improbably fall in with

troublesome customers, whose violence would

be best prevented or, if not, requited by a

good provision of powder and steel. Hence

I was not wholly taken by surprise by what

happened that afternoon shortly after I had

entered the long-winding valley through which

the road runs south-east from Diar-Bekr.

>
*' The path I followed led alongside of a

little ravine, or, better, an abrupt depression,
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filled up with willow, alder, and brushwood

;

on the other hand, that is the right, the rock

hemmed me in. The ground was rough and

stony, and I had allowed my horse to go

leisurely, picking his way among its inequalities,

when all at once, without sign or warning, two

shots were fired at me almost pointblank out

of the brushwood : one grazed my arm ; the

other went altogether wide. Near as the aim

was, I cannot up to the present day imagine

how the bullets missed my body. The reports

echoed wide and loud ; but through them I

clearly distinguished a third sound also,—that

of a trigger snapped, and a flash in the pan.

" Without waiting to think of numbers or

danger, I turned my startled horse's head

towards the thick leafage from which the light-

blue smoke was still curling up, intending to

discover who my cowardly assailants were, and

to punish their attempt The long-endured
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Strain of anxiety and passion had aroused

in me a reckless ferocity ready to break forth

on occasion given ; though of this I was not

myself yet fully aware. What next might have

happened I cannot tell : little good to me most

likely, the odds considered. But my time was

not yet come; for at that instant an armed

band of travellers, men of Mosool by their

dress, appeared winding up the valley towards

us ; they had heard the noise of firearms, and

shouted out loudly to me when they saw me.

This incident probably saved my life ; for the

would-be assassins, alarmed at this unlooked-for

reinforcement, hid themselves deep in the

ravine, and, doubtless waited a fitter oppor-

tunity.

**That which had at first been mere suspicion

now became for me absolute certainty ; a plot

had been laid to get me alone out of Diar-Bekr,

and then to murder me on the road. More
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I could not then give myself time to examine

or conjecture ; the first thing to be done, and

done without the loss of a moment, was

to change my route, and so baffle the llers-In-

walt, whoever they were. So, hardly waiting

till the Mosool band, after brief interchange

of inquiry and greeting, had passed on, I

turned sharp out of the regular high-road Into

a side-track that led off amid a labyrinth of

wooded hills, broken here and there into little

rocky ledges, on the right. Among these I

threaded narrow thicket-girded paths, pushing

my way with difficulty through thwarting

branch and bough, now climbing, now de-

scending, by countless slopes and valleys, each

puzzling like the preceding one, till I was

sure that I must have put a long distance

between the high-road and myself, and had

moreover entirely lost my way."

" Had I been you, I should not have been
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over-anxious to find it again," interrupted

Tantawee. *' What, in God s name, could have

possessed you to want to go on for Mardeen

after all that had happened ? Did you wish

to give your kind friends the chance of another

shot ? or was all the world for you in the

Karajah Dagh and the Tigris valley, that you

must needs remain within their limits to be

murdered at leisure ?"

'' True," answered Hermann ;
'' and now

that it is long over, and I am sitting here

quietly on the ship's deck, I can myself see

clearly what I ought then to have done. But

I had been for a good while in the service of

Ak-Arslan, and, though I could not otherwise

than suspect him of a hand in the ambush

laid for me, I had it not yet in me to re-

nounce his bidding. Zahra' too was still in

Diar-Bekr : and how so suddenly put an

absolute severance between me and the place
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that held her ? Ties continue to fetter, even

when every strand that wove them has been

broken across ; and I was young, and a

stranger; and many strands, ay, Tantawee,

and the strongest of them all, yet bound me.

Like a sheep to the slaughter I went on, head

downwards, with two only thoughts for guides :

one to reach Mardeen, deliver my message,

and return to Diar-Bekrwith all possible speed;

the other to avoid the high-roads and ordinary

paths of the journey."

''In a word, you had lost your head," sub-

joined his friend. '' Well ; much allowance

must be made for a lover ; but pray act more

discreetly in our coming campaign, or it will

go hard with your men and you. But continue

your story."

Hermann resumed.

"While I wandered thus, uncertain of the

very points of the compass, I met a peasant
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carrying a faggot of wood ; on seeing me,

armed and fierce-looking, he turned in fright,

and began running away. I called to him

;

reassured him ; and when he had recovered

his wits enough to understand me, asked him

my way to the nearest village in the direction

of Mardeen. He pointed out to me a bridle-

path leading to a large hamlet, Beydar he

called it, where, said he, I could find food and

forage for myself and my horse, and lodging

for the night. The place itself was three

hours distance from where I then was.

" Pressing^ forward in the direction he indi-

cated, I reached the low flat-roofed dwellings

and mud walls of Beydar a little after sunset.

In the village there resided an Agha, 'Omar

by name, a Koorde, of course. He was a

native of the locality, and proprietor of the

lands around it. His large, straggling house,

with its patchy plaster, numerous windows.
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and wide open entrance, attracted my notice.

Without ceremony I rode into the dirty court,

half-full of cattle driven in for the evening, and

dismounted.

" The Agha received me hospitably ; he was

a youngish man, thick-set and red-faced. This

latter quality was, I soon discovered, due in

great measure to the freedom with which he

habitually indulged in spirituous liquors, more

especially rakee. Not that he was wholly

singular in this respect, for all the inhabitants

of these parts, Mahometans scarcely less than

unbelievers, are given to strong drink ; the

Koordes more than any. Few in fact abstain

wholly, though the great number keep, at

ordinary times at least, from gross excess.

But within 'Omar Agha's walls, it was like

master like man. Every one, friends, acquaint-

ance, retainers, servants, slaves, were habitual

drunkards. Bottles stood on the shelves, and
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glasses were filled and emptied, from morning

till night. It was the rule of the place, and

who did not like it might go elsewhere.

On drunkenness followed its ordinary conse-

quences ; and a Bagdadee Be-lillah ^ himself

might have been startled and disgusted by the

debauchery that reigned in talk and deed

too throughout the establishment. I myself,

though not over-scrupulous on many points,"

—

'' I rather think not," interjected Tantawee

—

*' was so here ; besides, I was just then in no

humour for amusements of that kind.

" However all made me welcome ; few ques-

tions were asked of my coming and going

;

it was ' Hail, fellow ; well met ;' and, ' let

us enjoy the hour.' There was no lack of

good fare ; meat was plenty, and drink more

so ; and the boisterous gaiety of the Agha s

^ A "ne'er-do-well," or "son of Belial."
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men seemed to be only increased by the

anxious expression which they observed on my

face, and wished to dispel. A couple of bottles

of coarse but fiery rakee were speedily dis-

posed of by the party ; more followed. I,

harassed by my thoughts, excited by the noise

around me, determined to be merry also for

an hour or two at any price. I took my share

largely. The liquor acted even more than it

would otherwise have done on my worn brain

and wearied frame ; and I soon succeeded in

becoming to the full as noisy as the rest,

only less good-humoured.

" The night in these regions, for the village

stood high up among the mountains, was cool

in spite of summer ; we lighted a fire, and

sat round it drinking for more than an hour.

Of a sudden a quarrel arose between myself

and a young Koorde, one of 'Omar Agha's

retainers, of about my own age ; the beginning

VOL, II. F
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of it was a coarse joke of his, ill-taken on my

part. This led to high words and angry

gestures ; followed by knives drawn on either

side, thrusts and slashes. My new dress was

cut and torn in more than one place ; but my

antagonist got the worst of it, for a blow of

my khanjar ^ laid his smooth cheek open from

temple to jaw, and covered him with blood.

" Fortunately the soberer ones of the party

interfered, otherwise it would have fared

ill with me ; for three tall grizzly-bearded

Koordes had already unsheathed their knives

and rushed on me in a body to avenge the

fate of their relative, who, thrown backward

by the force of my blow across the bench

where we had been seated, now lay stunned

and bleeding on the floor. But with those

who were the least drunk, or who had no

' Dagger.
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kinsmanly interest in the fray, the titles of

stranger and guest had not wholly lost their

value even by this provocation ; and more

gathered to my defence than to my attack.

When the first hubbub was over, we picked

up the wounded man, and washed the blood

from his head and face ; the cold water soon

brought him to himself His comrades ban-

daged up the cut, which, however unsightly, was

not deep or dangerous. I was heartily sorry

for what I had done, and made many excuses,

which were seemingly well received, not only

by the young fellow himself, but even by his

more surly relations. After a few minutes

nothing more was said on the matter ; but the

conviviality of the night was at an end, and

before long we were all laid down, I with

the others, to sleep."

" Did the Agha know of the affair ? " asked

Tantawee.
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:

"At the time he certainly did not," answered

Hermann, "for he had gone out early in the

evening to another house, where he had an

appointment ; but he must have heard enough

of it later on, considering the consequences."

" And what were they ?"

" Bad ones
;
you shall hear," said Hermann

;

and continued,

—

" After a short and sound sleep, I rose next

morning early, and was in the saddle by sun-

rise, intending to reach Mardeen, which was

still several hours distant, about noon. The

path pointed out to me by the villagers, led

downwards for some miles, gradually de-

scending among rock, hill, and wood, till it

emerged, according to their account, on the

great plain west of Mardeen, in view of the

town and fortress.

" However, long before I had got clear of

the broken forest-covered ground, indeed when
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I could not have made more than three or

four miles distance from my resting-place of

the night, two Koordes, foster-brothers of the

young man whom I had wounded, started

abruptly out from behind a clump of brush-

wood alongside of the way. One of them,

leaping up at me, attempted to drag me off

my horse, while the other cut furiously at me

with a sword. But I was well armed,—much

better than my assailants ; and though, after

the peace -makings of the evening before I

had not anticipated this ambuscade in par-

ticular, I was so far prepared against similar

occurrences, that I was not taken wholly by

surprise. Before the swordsman had found

time to deal me an effectual blow with his

clumsy weapon, I had drawn a pistol from my

belt, and twisting round, shot the fellow who

was grappling me through the body. He

dropped groaning ; the other turned and fled.
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'* The sight of the dying man ; his look of

despairing rage at me as he lay there con-

vulsed on the grass ; the short stifled gasp

that, parting, left his features fixed in the

changeless distortion of death ; the dark

blood trickling out to a distance from under

heather and thyme ; the consciousness that

I had with my own hand killed a man with

whom I had been, not twelve hours before,

seated at the same table, eating out of the

same dish, drinking out of the same glass

;

the certainty too that I had by the act in-

curred the blood-revenge of a whole family

and clan at arms,—all these worked on me in

an overpowering manner, and utterly unnerved

me. I felt myself guilty,—though, in truth, I

was not so except in part,—of the first quarrel

which had brought on the whole affair
;
guilty

also of the death, which, rightly considered, I

had only caused in fair self-defence
;
guilty of
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whatever I was, and whatever I was not.

Besides the waywardness, the impatience, the

ill-humour, the over-excitement, the whole

element in which I had been living and in-

dulging myself for so many days past had,

instead of strengthening, really weakened my

character, by the unhealthy stimulus which

they at first conferred. They were now gone,

and in a moment the entire reaction came

over me.

" I dismounted ; stooped down by the body,

took it by one arm, lifted it a little, let it fall

back again. All was of no use : life had left it.

Hastily then I tore down some handfuls of

leaves and twigs, and covered the corpse ;
but

my bitter self-reproach would not be covered

from me. I knew myself to be, in the eyes

of all, near or far, a convicted criminal, both

for what I had done and what I had not

done. To return to Diar-Bekr, and there face
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my master, my comrades, my acquaintance,

Moharib, Zahra' herself, now seemed to me

an impossible thing. A curse was on me ; fly

I must; and my flight instinctively,—for till

the first glimpse of the open plain a full hour

later aroused me to such considerations, I

made no account of the why and wherefore,

—

took the direction of Mardeen.

''A dreary ride it was, full of anxiety and

remorse, full of the worst misgivings, the

apprehension of countless evils and dangers,

some real, some imaginary, but figured as

real ; and myself accountable for all. A
corpse in the grass, a broken heart in the

dwelling, anger, shame, hatred, confusion,

filled up my backward view ; before, every-

thing was doubtful, perilous, and dark. Now,

too, returned to my memory the happiness

known so lately at Diar-Bekr : that garden,

that room, that torrent bed, those meetings,
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those looks, those words, the warmth of her

hand in mine, the touch of her cheek ; but

all wore a different aspect, all was gloom and

wormwood to my soul. I condemned myself

for a seducer and a villain
;
yet had any one

questioned me in what I was a villain or a

seducer, I should have been at a loss for a

reasonable answer. The sky was one leaden

cloud-vault above ; there was no star to guide

or cheer me in sight.

" But worst of all to bear was the thought

of the barrier that my own acts, for mine they

were, had raised between my love and my-

self; a barrier over which I could then see

no passing. I saw her,—how near yet how

far!—bravely keeping her own against parents,

friends, relatives, suitor ; hemmed in on every

side by difficulties, pressed by every motive

of affection, modesty, fear, by persuasion, by

threats, by authority, by force perhaps ; and
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amid these faithful to her given word, and

waiting night after night, day after day, wait-

ing vainly for my re-appearance, and the

fulfilment of my plighted promise,—in vain,

in vain ! This thought was torment indeed

;

hell, did hell exist, could have no worse

;

for in the imagined hell of story there would

be no love, and love has cunning torments

unknown to any but himself in any world.

And thus they tortured me :

—

" 'I think of those I left behind,

Not those I see before me

;

A sudden pang contracts my mind,

A shadow darkens o'er me.

Of love unquited, left to wait

Far off, a chance returning

;

Drear road, and shadow-haunted gate,

And hopeless hopes of yearning.

" This have I found life's saddest curse,

That love is still unequal,

To take the better, give the worse.

With sundrance in the sequel.

And poise the scales, as poise we try,

The balance will not even ;

—
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Oh, hangs it ever more a.vrry,

Or comes it straight in heaven ?'"

Having recited these verses, Hermann

covered his face with his hand, and remained

silent.

"A pitiable case yours was indeed," observed

Tantawee ;
" but, honestly, I cannot call it

quite undeserved. You were, to speak the

plain truth, only reaping what you yourself had

sown. My dear Ahmed, intrigues like those

which you had then been pursuing with such

intemperate eagerness,—excuse me, but I am

only using your own words,—could hardly have

a different result ; and, boy though you were,

you knew, or ought to have known, that you

and she too were playing with edge-tools of

a particularly dangerous description. At best

you were wasting time and energy that might

have been more usefully employed ; besides

putting your own hands, and those of your
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fellow-players, in imminent risk of very ugly

cuts."

Hermann said nothing ; Tantawee went on.

''What right, again, had you, Ahmed, to

step in between a girl and her family, a

betrothed girl too, and you a stranger and a

dependant on others ; and to encourage her

in meetings and schemes which placed her

every moment on the brink of dishonour, or

worse ? She, indeed, seems to me, to have

been, if not better principled, at any rate wiser

than you, and to have known where to stop, or

rather to make you stop. I honour her for

it. But as for you, you were simply a young

pleasure-hunting scamp, determined on the

gratification of your fancies, lawful or unlawful,

with all their consequences ; likely enough any-

how to be worse for her than for you."

"You are too hard on us both," at last

answered Hermann, roused, as his friend
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had intended he should be, into self-defence.

'' Neither father nor family have, in my opinion,

a right absolutely to dictate a girl's marriage

choice, independent of her will; and a betrothal,

however formal, if made without consent, may

assuredly be broken off without wrong. And

as for the lawfulness of love such as ours, I

hold that what God Himself causes cannot

be unlawful. She was free, and so was I ; God

willed it, and we loved. In very truth, and

on whatever supposition you take it, neither

my love nor hers deserves blame, unless it be

for the rashness of bringing ourselves within

the compass of penalties which, like the laws

that imposed them, might in case like ours

command fear, but never obligation or respect.

" However, if you will know our thoughts,

neither she nor I troubled ourselves much

about these things ; we took the present as we

found it; and made of what seemed to us
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actual security, and of the intensity of our own

love and hope, guarantees for the future.

" Yet," added he, in a lower and a sadder

tone, " I was wrong ; but on her account, not

mine. For the perils which I exposed her

to, I was wrong. I saw it from the outset,

or nearly so, though indistinctly. I spoke of

it to her ; but her own constant habit of under-

valuing whatever was personal to herself, led

me, after a fashion, to undervalue it also ; and

when matters grew worse, instead of opening

my eyes, I closed them altogether. She loved

too well, and I not wisely.'

" Well , I admit your excuse in part at least,"

answered Tantawee. '' But you and she, had

you no definite plans for the future ? no pre-

arranged purpose to obviate the difficulties that

she, if not you, must have foreseen ?"

'' She had hers," replied Hermann ;
" plans

definite enough, as I learned afterwards, and
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perfectly feasible. That they did not finally

succeed, the blame was not on her, nor exactly

on me either."

" An Arab girl's projects would hardly be

other than reasonable," subjoined his friend

;

" and hers, I make no doubt, were such. But

yours ? I wonder what yours were, Ahmed

;

nothing very practical, I suspect. Something

in the romance style, a running away,—

a

rescue,—eh, Ahmed ? Or was a Jinnee from

among the Jann ^ to come in to your aid, as

in the stories ?"

'' Not quite so unreasonable as you choose

to suppose," replied the other ;
" and, had not

destiny been against us, they might have

readily succeeded. But there is no use in

canvassing them now."

"Why so?" asked the Egyptian.

' Plural of the former word.
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" Because I do not choose," was Hermann's

answer. " What is the good of discussing the

'would' and the * might'? Enough; I will

tell you what followed." Then he resumed

his tale.

** I rode on, gloomy and purposeless, till the

glare of the hot plain below striking up in my

face at the last descent, warned me that it

was time for me to come to some resolution

in view of my own personal safety. So, dis-

mounting, I led my horse a little off the path,

tied him to a dwarf oak in a dankish hollow,

and sat down close by to eat a piece of bread

which I had put into my pocket that morning

before leaving 'Omar Agha's house, and to

think collectedly what was next to be done.

" My mind was soon made up. I would

eo to Mardeen, and there deliver the letter

with which I was charged. That was, I ima-

gined, a duty I owed to my master, whom
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somehow I could not even yet bring myself

to believe a party to the plot laid for my

assassination."

" He must have been, though," interposed

Tantawee.

" Possibly," answered Hermann, " but of

that I had not any decisive proof. Besides,

I thought that my appearance on Ak-Arslan's

business in Mardeen, when it came to be

known and commented on afterwards, as it

could not fail to be, would act as a sort of

screen interposed between myself and my

subsequent movements. Yet my stay at Mar-

deen must not be a lono^ one ; the letter I

carried might, for aught I knew, contain matter

of danger for me ; nor were the kinsmen of

him whom I had slain that morning likely

to be long in tracking and finding me out.

So I determined that I would get the letter

put into Zenkee Agha's hands by some friend

VOL. II. G
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in the town ; secure meanwhile a good feed

for myself and my horse, and, if convenient,

some provision for the way ; and then make

off at the shortest possible notice for Ra's-el-

*Eyn, the meeting-place appointed by Moharib.

There, I thought, I can best lie concealed

till further tidings."

*' Not a bad idea," remarked Tantawee, " in

every point but one,—the same that I mentioned

before. You should have gone to Ra s-el-'Eyn

straight off at once
;
your presenting yourself

even for an hour at Mardeen was, to say the

least of it, superfluous."

'' It was so," replied Hermann ;
'' but in the

confusion of my ideas it seemed to me a ne-

cessity. There was also at the bottom of it a

lingering, a most idle, hope of discovering even

yet some means for returning to Diar-Bekr; or

perhaps it was mere dread that delayed me

from taking the plunge into the vague distance."
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After a brief pause, he continued.

" Noon,—one of the sultriest noons I ever

felt,—was still at ' its height when I reached

Mardeen, and wound my way slowly up the

giant hill towards the fortress, within the

ruinous circuit of which stood the house of

him to whom the letter I bore with me was

addressed,—Zenkee Agha. I felt the paper

in my breast,—it gave my hand the sensation

somehow of a dagger's point ' Another, not

I, shall deliver you,' I said. Then stealthily,

guiltily, I slunk into the city, feeling as if

everybody's eyes were upon me, and thought

myself fortunate indeed when I arrived, sa-

luted by no one, recognised by no one,

claimed by no one,—ah ! how unlike the

Ahmed Agha of a few days back,—at a

friendly door. It was the door of Molla

*Abd-er-Rahman Effendee, one with whom

I had made acquaintance, and who had
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treated me kindly when I had formerly come

this way.

" The house stood in a bye-street, little

frequented at any time : more silent than

ever in the dead heat of the hour. But a

handsome lad of about twelve years old, and

a little girl of six or seven, in a light pink

dress,—the mollas children,—were playing

in the shade by the entrance ; they recog-

nised me at once ; their father, said they,

was asleep in the haram. ' Do us the honour,'

added the boy ; I dismounted, and gave him

my horse to hold. He passed the rein to

his sister, who held it timidly, while her

brother ran, and opened for me the door of

the guest-room. Wearily I entered it, and

sat down on the spotlessly clean divan ; the

boy left me, and resumed charge of my horse,

which he led round to a shed near the gate,

and there took care of The little girl ran
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off to the haram, where, I suppose, she gave

notice ; for a few minutes later the master

of the house came in.

" Our greeting was cordial. However, I

was obliored to use some reserve in an-o

swering his inquiries regarding the errand

that had brought me to ]\Iardeen ; this

done, we remained half-an-hour or so in

general conversation. At the end of that

time, a young white-turbaned student, pupil

of the molla's, and who acted as his servant,

on occasions like this, came in^ bearing with

him on a carefully-burnished copper tray a

noon-day meal, prepared in haste ; for I had

told 'Abd-er-Rahman that my business was

of an urgent nature. Harassed and exhausted

as I was, I had really much more need of

food than of talk
;

yet, when the eatables

were placed before me, I could ill avail

myself of them ; excess of fatigue, mental
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and bodily, had taken away from me all

appetite, and even the power of feigning one.

I trifled with some slices of a ready-cut

melon, called again and again for water, and

drank of it largely.

" The molla, a bright, cheery, neatly-ap-

pareled, middle-aged man,—himself a model

of quiet and orderly health,—looked anxiously

at me. ' What is the matter with you, Agha?'

said he ;
* are you ill ? You were pale and

jaded enough when you first came in, but now

you seem paler and worse than ever. Eat,

In God's name ; it will do you good,—try.'

" * My worthy friend/ thought I, ' had you

on your mind the half only of what I have

an mine, you would be paler, perhaps, than

I.' Then aloud I said something about the

extraordinary heat of the day, the length of

the journey that I had come, and so forth.

' But now,' I concluded, though without rising
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from my place, ' I must go and deliver the

letter to Zenkee Agha.'

" * Let the boy Hamid take it for you/

said my host, making precisely the proposition

I trusted he would, ' and do meanwhile lie

down here on the divan and take a nap ; at

sunset you can go to the house yourself, and

receive the Agha's answer if he has one to

make. Hamid,' continued he, calling his son,

and throwing down the sealed paper on the

mat before him as the boy entered, ' take that

to the house of Zenkee Agha
;

you know

where it is,—up there in the castle, left of

the big entrance-gap.' The boy, who, luckily

for me, did not in the least know the house,

but, from respect for his father, abstained

from saying so, picked the letter up, and left

the room.

" * Now do you lie down,' continued the

molla, while he arranged the cushions com-
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fortably for me on the low divan. I took

off my jacket, loosened my girdle, and stretched

myself out. My friend next brought a light

cotton covering, and threw it over me, saying,

' In the name of God, the Merciful, the Com-

passionate ; God's blessings on the Prophet

;

say, "He is one God,"^ and rest secure; I

will come and wake you up before sunset.'

He then went out, gently closing the door

after him.

'*
I, for my part, had not the least intention

of waiting his return or sunset either ; all

I meant was to take an hour's repose at the

very most, and then to slip away unperceived

;

by that time my horse would, I calculated,

have eaten his barley, and I myself should

have regained strength enough for the way.

1 The first verse of a well-known chapter of the Koran,

often recited before going to sleep.
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But hardly was I alone than a weight seemed

to press on every limb, my ideas became con-

fused, the walls, the windows, the shelves,

the objects ranged on them, wavered before

me ; my eyelids felt as though some one's

fingers were closing them, in spite of my

efforts to keep them open ; a minute more,

and I was fast asleep.

" With a violent start I woke,—something

had, I thought struck me over the back of

the hand. Frightened, I raised my head

from the cushion, and looked in that direc-

tion ; even as I was looking I felt, it seemed,

the blow repeated, sharp and hard. I jumped

right up ; no one was by. The neat little

room, with its whitened walls, and clean straw

matting, the sentences of the Kur'an, and

framed specimens of Arab caligraphy hung

here and there ; the water-jar and glasses on

the shelves in the niche ; the long pipes and
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the shining brass ash-trays, were all there,

precisely as I had seen them when I first

lay down. Only the sunshine which had

then fallen through a little square window

bright on the mid-floor, now rested, dull and

ruddy, half-way up the wall opposite ; the

'Asr must have passed during my sleep

;

sunset could not be very far off.

The window looked into the main street

on the other side of the house. In that street

I now heard steps and voices, as of men going

by. Standing up on the divan I peeped

through the lattice ; and outside I saw,—yes

there was no question, I saw,—six villagers,

amongst whom I quickly recognised three

of my boon-companions of the night before,

all armed to the teeth, country-fashion, and

with faces and gait that plainly announced

evil intentions,—to whom I had no need to

ask. They went tramping along up the steep
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ascent towards the castle gate ; and several

townsmen, engaged in animated conversation,

were accompanying them thither.

No time was to be lost ; the avengers of

blood were already within the city-walls ; the

avengers of family honour and of the sanctity

of the haram miofht not be far off behind.

Cursing my own folly for sleeping with my

neck in so deadly a noose, indeed for putting

it there at all, I waited perforce an Instant

till the street was still, reclothed myself In

haste, and then, opening the door more gently

even than the molla had closed It, quitted the

apartment. Straight I went to the shed where

my horse stood, tied by a halter ; his reins

hung close by ; the saddle had not been

removed from his back. Poor beast !—he

neighed, much to my annoyance, on seeing

me. I stroked and unfastened him, and then,

throwing the reins over my arm, led him out
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by the halter-rope, as if I was taking him

to water. I never saw my friend 'Abd-er-

Rahman nor any of his household again.

"My best hope was now to get away un-

noticed to the outer town-gate, and then to

mount and ride for it ; but this was not an

easy thing to do, now that the approaching

evening had filled the streets with busy or

loitering inhabitants. In fact as I turned a

corner, with my horse following me, I came

right on half-a-dozen of my old Mardeen ac-

quaintances, men of my own condition in life,

sitting on wicker stools in front of a large

kahwah, chatting and smoking. When they

saw me they hailed me with a simultaneous

welcome. To avoid suspicion I acknowledged

it, and led my horse near the circle.

'*
' Whence come ? and whither away ? ' was

asked by all. My answer was ready: I had

brought a letter,—to say thus much truth cannot
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hurt, thought I,—from my master, Ak-Arslan

Beg, to an Agha in the town; had received,

—this was certainly untrue,—the answer ; and

was now away back for DIar-Bekr. I added

that my duty required speed. This very

night, I must, so ran my orders, reach the

village of Sheykhan, a long twenty miles

distant on the return road ; hence, I must,

for want of time decline the coffee and nar-

gheelah which their friendliness pressed upon

me, or I should be too late on the road.

*'A few moments of polite expostulation on

their part followed my announcement. Seeing

that I would not be persuaded, ' Boy,' called

out one of them to an attendant youngster

loitering at the door of the kahwah, 'go to

such and such a khan, and fetch my horse,

along with that of 'Alee the Seroojee ;—or

stay,—I will go myself.' Then, addressing

himself to me, ' Ahmed Agha, wait here
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till I return,' he said ;
' I will be back again

in an instant ; 'Alee and I will mount and ac-

company you a bit of the way. Never mind

about watering your horse here in the town
;

we shall cross the mill-stream just outside

the walls ; and the water there is warm and

good.'

" Compelled to comply by the dread of

seeming unreasonable if I declined the pro-

posal made me, I sat down, the end of my

horse's halter in my hand, wishing my cour-

teous friends and the honour of their com-

pany at the bottom of the mill-stream, or the

Tigris. To augment, if possible, my un-

easiness, the conversation now turned on a

man, a Koorde they said, found dead that

noon, shot through the body, near a village

some miles distant. The villagers had just

brought the news, and the governor of the

town would, no doubt, order search to be
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made after the murderer. I am sure that

my colour did not change ; I was now past

that; I even took part In the talk. But I

thought that Bedr,—such was the name of

my friend who had gone for the horses,

—

would never have reappeared. My lips spoke,

but my mind was absent, and my eyes fixed

on the street, watching every passer-by.

" As I sat thus, more uneasy than if the

wicker-stool beneath me had been of red-hot

iron, a well-dressed negro came hurriedly up
;

his face was glistening with perspiration, and

his half-wild eyes almost starting out of his

head. He neared me, and I recognised

Aman the Sowahilee^ an ex-servant, an ex-

fellow slave indeed, of mine, once like myself

in the service of poor Kara-Mustapha Oghloo,

the Pasha of Bagdad. With scarce a word

^ A generic name for blacks from the Zanzibar coast.
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of greeting he leant over my shoulder, whis-

pered hastily into my ear the words, ' For

your life, escape ;' thrust into my hand some-

thing on which he forcibly closed my fingers

with his own ; and was gone.

" Every one present stared, and asked what

this could mean. But before there had been

time for answer, and while I could just, only

just, restrain myself from rushing away,

springing on my horse all unbridled as he

was, and galloping wherever he might carry

me, Bedr returned with the beasts. I

crammed what the negro had given me (a

glance had sufficed to show me that it was

the letter which I myself had brought for

Zenkee Agha, but open, crumpled and torn)

into my breast fold, and rose. Within the

kahwah and without, not an eye but was

now directed on me, and many were the

questions and the conjectures even in that
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brief interval ; I however, busied with rope

and bridle, paid outwardly no attention, and

returned no answer. Short, though studiously-

cheerful and affectionate, were my adieus, as

I fastened the last buckle in my horse's head-

gear, tightened his girths, and vaulted on his

back. Bedr and 'Alee the Seroojee, w^ho were

bent on fulfilling the usual duty of old ac-

quaintances by accompanying me for a part

of my way, mounted their horses also, though

in a more leisurely fashion. They and the rest

supposed that I had already taken my leave

of Zenkee Agha, for I said that I had done

so.

'' We rode, the three together, out of the

town, and began the long winding descent

into the valley, not half so rapidly as I

should have liked. Every moment I kept

looking around and behind me with a hor-

rible fear; though I knew that I had in al

VOL. II. H
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probability, an hour's grace or more, before

there was a serious likelihood of my being

pursued or brought back. Indeed, it was

far from unlikely, though of that I could not

be certain, that the lateness of the hour

might prevent anything from being done, or

even attempted till the next day. In matters of

importance. Eastern deliberation is, you know,

generally slow; and the axiom that 'haste is

of the devil,' ^ has been the saving of many

a guilty, let alone many an innocent, head,

from the days of the Prophet,—God's blessing

on him and his,—to our own.

" Gradually I quickened my pace ; my

companions to keep up with me were obliged

to do the same. We passed the great foun-

tain at the first bend of the road, traversed

1 This saying is popularly ascribed to Mahomet him-

self.
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the orchard -lined slope, sun - chequered

through the thick leaves on either hand; at

its bottom reached the mill-stream. Un-

willingly I allowed my thirsty horse a couple

of minutes for drinking his fill ; Bedr and

*Alee watered theirs also ; we then resumed

our route.

" My thoughts had full occupation, now with

what I had left behind, now with what lay

before me. I had designated the mountain-

village of Sheykhan as my goal for the

night, simply because it lay far off from

Mardeen, on the main road, and entirely out

of the direction which I really intended to

take. My true object, Ras-el-'Eyn, was

away on our left hand, somewhat to the

south. Though indeed, I had never yet

been there myself, I had often heard the

place mentioned, and had a pretty clear

notion of its whereabouts; for the rest, I
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might trust that chance inquiry by the way

might prevent me from going far wrong.

'*But, suppose I got to Ra's-el-'Eyn, what

should I find there? Should I be able to lie

quiet and concealed till the storm had blown

over? and when would Moharib come to

find me out ? What if he never came ?

what if the shifting uncertainties of Bedouin

life interfered to separate me absolutely from

him and from his tribesmen, now my only

hope ? How then should I regain hold of the

lost end of the clue ? How even know what

had happened or might be happening at

Diar-Bekr, till perhaps knowledge itself would

be too late for anything but despair ? Had

I not better at once push on straight for

Diar-Bekr at all hazards, and take the

chance of one more day, one more meeting ?

Possibly I might find everything smooth

there ? No ; I put my hand to my breast,
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and felt the bulging folds made by the

crumpled-up letter that lay concealed there.

I remembered Aman's words, his look, as he

gave it me ; and could not question but that

what I now bore about me as a warning to

save my life, had been originally intended

as a warrant for my death ; a warrant

written, signed, and sealed at Diar-Bekr

itself. It was so indeed ; how, and the

means by which it had been averted, I will

explain to you after^vards.

'' But much more than to myself and my

own affairs did my thoughts during that

strange ride recur, not to Mardeen and

Zenkee-Agha, not to Beydar and the re-

vengeful Koordes, nor even to Ak-Arslan

and his treacherous letter, but to her whom

I had left in her father's house at Diar-

Bekr, and what might next befall her. She

too must have been in some degree, though
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how far I could not well guess, suspected,

watched, compromised ; what might not

follow ? Yet surely the apprehension of

family disgrace, of town-talk and scandal,

personal regard, a natural shrinking from

being obliged to know too much, the honour

of the kindred, above all the near arrival of

the Emeer, her cousin, must smother investi-

gation in prudent silence. The Sheykh her

father and the others, satisfied that I was

gone once for all, would, I trusted, leave her

quiet ; the whole affair would be one of those

forgotten by most, and certainly mentioned

by none."

" God is the Veiler," observed Tantawee,

*' and, for me, I like that name as applied to

the Deity, better than I should the ' De-

tective.' It is the worthier one ; and its

frequent use has had a beneficial effect on

us Muslims ; it is of a piece with the often-
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quoted verse of the Kura'n, ' Much suspicion

is a crime.' The Prophet, who wrote it, had

a certain magnanimity about him, which

often led him into fortunate self-contra-

dictions, broadening where his system would

logically, and of itself, have narrowed ; and

placing human life on a wider basis than a

mere strict moralist mio^ht have allowed.

After all," added he with a slight smile, in

which Hermann could not help joining, "the

son of 'Abd-Allah, son of 'Abd-el-Muttaleb

the Koreyshee,^ was half a Bedouin, and his

system bears traces of the genuine Bedouin

unfixedness of ideas
;

perhaps also of an

underlying scepticism, inherent in our race,

and no bad thing either in a lawgiver.

"In fact," continued the Eg}^ptian Beg, as

Hermann made no immediate answer, " who

^ Mahomet.
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is it who so exactly knows what is really

right, what wrong ? or whether indeed there

be any such things as absolute right and

wrong, more than an absolute east and west ?

But assuredly if there be, they are not ac-

cording to the hard traced-out limits of

positive laws, ordinances, and definitions, in

which legislators and moralists delight. So,

my dear boy, while of course, and in agree-

ment with all virtuous and correct people, I

think that your conduct and Zahra's too,

was very improper, and deserved all kinds

of punishment, I must also approve the dis-

creet forbearance of your Diar-Bekr friends,

in case they actually exercised it ; which I

hope, and think most probable, they did."

Hermann resumed his narrative.

" To trust that such would be their con-

duct was indeed the only soothing balm I

could lay to my soul ; for the peril which I
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had brought on Zahra was, in my more

collected moods, the only point on which I

felt, or still feel, abiding self-reproach. But

the thought that I had, however unwillingly

and unknowingly, requited her love, her abso-

lute, confiding, most unselfish love, with

injury, was unendurable to me ; and the

sole comfort yet left me w^as to persuade

myself that, all things duly weighed, she

would remain exempt from blame or harm.

" The scales fell from my eyes. How

blind I had been ! on what rocks I had

run ! how near had I thrust myself, day

after day, week after week, on all that was

most rash, most dangerous, most hopeless,

most fatal to us both ! It was as though I

had been travelling on and on for hours in

a thick mist ; and then the mist suddenly

lifted up, and I saw a wilderness of preci-

pices behind me, on the verge of which I
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had been carelessly treading, and another

maze of precipices in front, all the worse

because clearly defined, and no exit from

among them. With this and more In my

mind, not as separate and discursive

thoughts, but in one single view, and,

besides, with the whole anxiety of a refuge-

place to be sought out, and an unknown

land and future In prospect, you may imagine

whether I had much spare attention left me

to bestow on the lively conversation of my

uninvited and most unwelcome companions

who rode along with me, Bedr and 'Alee.

" However, there was no help for it ; I must

seem to bestow the attention which I could

not command. Like one in a dream I heard

their voices, as though from a distance, talking

of this and that, asking questions, giving news.

Like one In a dream, too, I answered the voices;

and while I did so my own voice also sounded
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to me as like one belonging to some one else,

and, with theirs, to come from a distance.

Yet I can even at this day remember that

my replies were all steadily to the purpose.

I had even coolness and reflection enough at

the time to wonder at my own self, divided,

it seemed, into two distinct persons ; one of

whom was talking with and listening to my

fellow-riders, the other, lost in thoughts of

anxiety and pain, far away. I might have

added to these a third person, namely my own

conscious and individual self, commenting on

the other two, and interested in, I had almost

said amused by, their performance.

" By field and stone, over brook and cause-

way, we rode on. The sun, already far

declined in the sky when we started from

Mardeen, and latterly hidden behind the dingy

cloud-piles of a gathering heat-storm, now

broke suddenly out through a cleft of molten
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gold not far above the horizon, flooding rock

and tree, hill and dale, with yellow dazzling

light. It shone full in our eyes ; we could

scarcely see twenty yards before or around us.

" Well for me that it was so. For, exactly

at that moment of sun-burst, a party of seven

horsemen, armed some with guns, others with

spears, came towards us at scarcely bowshot

distance along another path, parallel with ours,

and which for a short space opened out by a

cross gully on the valley in which we were.

Their faces were set for Mardeen.

'Alee and Bedr, busied just then In shading

their eyes with their hands from the level and

blinding splendour, did not notice the passers

by. But I, whose senses were now wrought

up to an almost preternatural quickness of

vigilance, saw them only too clearly ; and, in

spite of the intervening light-curtain, recognised

among them three of Ak-Arslan Begs men.
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Nor less did I, by their long quivering spears

and fluttering head-dresses, recognise the four

others for Bedouins of the South ; these, I

could not doubt, were no others than the

Emeer Daghfel's clansmen. Whom they

sought and what they purposed needed no

telling, at least to me.

" Here then, was the fullest confirmation of

my very worst fears ; the game was up in every

sense and in every quarter. Not yet half

escaped from the vengeance of blood, I had run

Into the jaws of that far deadlier thing, the ven-

geance of family dishonour. For a few seconds

my breath was absolutely taken away. I stiff-

ened in my saddle where I sat. Look, I dared

not, lest I should by doing so draw the attention

of my companions to the objects of my terror

;

lest they themselves should, with Instinctive

perception equal to my own, recognise me

In their turn. Yet how not look, when they
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might be even now preparing to rush upon

our path? In that case, I knew beforehand

what would be my fate : a shout, a spear-

thrust, a death-struggle In the dust, a knife

across my throat, and all would be over.

" But In that deluge of unearthly glitter then

streaming down the valley, my death-hunters

had. It seemed, distinguished nothing; Intent

only on what they deemed before, and which

was In reality already behind them, they moved

rapidly onwards, and In a minute more a

windinof of the road had hid them from our

sight, and us from theirs, behind the screen

of an Intervening rock. I drew breath again.

However the apparition just beheld, had

effaced every idea, near or far, from my mind,

except one ; namely, the necessity of putting,

and that Instantly, such a distance between

Mardeen and myself, as might baffle the

double chase which, I now anticipated would,
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before the evening light had faded from

the sky, be hot on my track. But how ?

Bedr and 'Alee were yet with me.

" Almost immediately afterwards the sun

had again immersed himself in the dense

cloud-bed ; and we found ourselves in front

of a hill, wooded from bottom to top ; the road

for Diar-Bekr led up between the trees.

" Here was an opportunity for me to get

loose, and I availed myself of it to the utmost

;

using every phrase of polite expostulation to

persuade my over-friendly associates to return

home ; they would else be belated, the sun

was near setting, I must put my horse to

better speed, and so on. But they, desirous

not to be outdone in courtesy, and meaning

the very best, insisted on accompanying me

to the top of the hill. I had by this time

lost all tongue for conversing and all power

of attention for listening; and most glad was
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I that the narrowness of the track as it clomb

and wound among the rocks and trees of the

ascent, obHged us henceforth to ride not

abreast, but one by one, and thus gave me

fair pretext for keeping silence. Moreover,

I hoped that my taciturnity might be taken

by them as a hint, and so contribute to cool

their persistent ardour for my company.

" Ten minutes more, and we had reached

the summit of the hill. Here was a small,

dry, open patch of ground, where the road

separated into three paths ; the principal one

led in the direction of Sheykhan ; two others

branched off to the left. The sun had set

;

and the dark clouds, out of which a low growl

of thunder issued from time to time, threatened

to make a short twilight.

*''Alee turned towards me. 'Do you see

that dark mountain ?' said he. * Well ; it is

a good two hours' distance from hence ; and
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the village of Sheykhan lies rather farther

off on the other side of it. You can never

get there in anything like reasonable time

this evening ; and you know the proverb,

* Late guest, no supper.' It is sheer nonsense

your trying to get there to-night. Give up

the idea, brother Agha, and let us all ride

on together only as far as Chark,'—a hamlet

not half-an-hour distant from where we were,

somewhat off the main road amone the hills.

' I know the mukhtar of the place, and will

bring you to his house. There we shall find

a good supper and a comfortable bed, besides

barley in plenty for our horses, and we will

make a merry night of it. You, if you choose,

can set out again by break of day, and be

at Sheykhan long before noon ; whilst Bedr

Agha and I will return home at leisure.

Better do so than kill your horse and yourself

by travelling on a night like this. Listen to

VOL. II. I
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the thunder there,—the rain will soon come

down heavy,—the road is a very bad one,

rocks and ravines ; and God knows what might

happen to you in the dark/

*' I had all the difficulty in the world to

escape from his well-meant proposal ; which

would, indeed, have been the only sensible

plan for me to follow had I really meant to

travel whither I said. But as that was

precisely what I did not mean, to accept was

out of the question.

'' So I exhausted the whole vocabulary of

thanks for their obligingness ; expressed my

regret at I know not what hindrances, conjured

up on the spur of the moment ; and did my

best to make the leave-taking as short as

might be, while they on the contrary seemed

determined to prolong it to the utmost. Could

any one have looked into our three minds,

and seen the total discrepancy between what
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I thought and what the two Aghas thought

as we stayed our horses, a pretty little group

on the open ground atop of the wooded hill

in the pale evening light, with dark rock and

ravine below, it would have been a curious

spectacle.

'' At last they took the leave I was so

impatient to give, and turned to retrace their

Mardeen-wards way. While they were actu-

ally quitting me, I had my horse's head in the

direction of Sheykhan, for appearance' sake;

but having done so I held him in, and re-

mained where I was, waiting ; till, on looking

back, I was certain that the last glimpse of my

friends and their beasts had disappeared among

the trees and windings of the desert. Then,

leaving the road for which I had professed

myself so eager on the right, I turned sharp

left, and made off, as quickly as the fast-gather-

ing gloom allowed me, first along the crest of
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the high ground, and then down into the valley

beneath, keeping my course between west and

south, in what I conjectured to be the direction

of Meska, the nearest village, I had under-

stood, and on my way to Ra's-el-'Eyn.

"It was pitch dark before I had gone far,

and the rain came down in torrents ; the track,

or rather no-track, was thwarted by trees, and

strewn with the tumbled blocks of stone

;

occasionally also it led across swampy miry

patches of deep mud, not easy to traverse even

by daylight ; often I lost it, such as it was,

altogether. But I had no leisure now for

picking my way ; so rode on at a venture. I

was in fact entangled in one of the worst parts

of the Karajah mountains, and nothing re-

mained for it but to push through at my best;

further on, I knew, was plain. The thunder

rolled almost unceasingly ; the rain poured

;

unfortunately for me the lightning came faint
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and seldom ; I should have welcomed the

guidance of its gleam.

*' What a constant strain it was on my eyes

to try to discern the indications of a path

!

What a strain on nerve and hand to keep my

beast from stumbling and starting amid the

ever-recurring obstacles of the way ! What a

strain of mind not to lose the supposed direction

of Ra's-el-'Eyn in the unknown labyrinth of

mountain, valley, wood, and night ! What

momentary apprehension of rolling suddenly

over, horse and man, into some torrent-bed

or rocky chasm ! Yet happen what might, I

was very glad to be thus far advanced anyhow

;

and urged rapidly on with feverish haste to

put the Karajah between myself and Mardeen

;

they must be keen pursuers who would reach

me then. In fine, what between wet, darkness,

fatigue, hunger, wayside danger, and the un-

certainty where I could find deliverance from
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all five, or from some of them at least, my

thoughts were not unreasonably taken up, and

I was for the moment spared many disagree-

able reflections on my own conduct and on

the past. Alas ! they were only put off

;

they have had ample leisure to torment me

since.

" Midnight had long passed, and the night

must have almost waned, though not a glimpse

of dawn yet broke the clouded sky, when I

reached the village of Meska. I could just

make out before me certain black things and

patches that were, I knew, houses and en-

closure-walls ; but there was no light or sign

of life and waking among the inhabitants

;

every door was closed, every window dark.

The rain, which had ceased for awhile, began

again heavily, the wind rose ; and I was well

pleased to discover, after much prowling about,

an empty shed, in which my horse and I could
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take shelter from the weather, and await the

morning.

"Sullenly it came, chill and showery. I

was not sorry, because it kept almost every

one within doors ; so that I hardly met a single

individual on the move while I hunted out a

vendor or donor of bread and cheese,—^very

bad cheese too ; I remember its taste,—part

of which I ate on the spot, and part thrust

into my saddle-bags for the day's provision.

I procured also some indifferent gritty barley

for my horse ; and then, by means of a few

cautious inquiries, found out on which side of

me lay the road to Ra's-el-'Eyn. Towards

it I now set forth, wet and weary to the last

degree ; however, Karajah Dagh was behind

me for good, and the plain before.

''All that day, and all the night that fol-

lowed, I rode on, with hardly a pause. How

many black mud cottages and stubble fields.
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how many streams and swamps, resoaked by

the recent storm, how many monotonous un-

dulations of ground and stone-strewn levels,

each like the other in ugliness, I traversed,

I do not know. Indeed, I barely noticed

them ; my hands were burning hot, my mouth

dry, my head throbbed, my sight was confused

and hazy, my thoughts refused to frame them-

selves into any distinctness. The present,

with its dreary surroundings, was a mere blank;

images of the past alone kept reproducing

themselves, and the more I drove them away,

the thicker they crowded on me. Home faces,

home scenes, sights and sounds of childhood,

my father, my sisters, my mother, my village

play-fellows, figures absent for months, almost

for years, from my mind, now passed and

repassed, blended and thronged before me;

mixed up with Begs, Pashas, Aghas, Koordes,

Bedouins, negroes ; one face, too, not of my
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old home, yet itself my true home, was un-

ceasingly there among and through the other

phantoms, like the moon amid a mottled drift

of clouds.

** I remember besides, that the day-sun was

watery and hot, the evening clear and fresh,

the night calm and starry. I remember that

my horse,—poor over-tasked slave,—twice

stumbled and fell with me in the dark ; though

how he rose and how I remounted him I do

not remember. I remember the whitey-grey

look of the low cottage walls of Ra's-el-'Eyn

as I drew near it, its dogs and its refuse-heaps

in the silvery morning. I remember myself,

on foot somehow, being led or supported by

some one through what seemed to me a kind

of vault or passage ; and then, for what was

an interval of five or six days, I remember no

more.



PART III.

The blank horizon mocks my eye

That seeks it round for thee
;

There is no message from the sky,

Nor answer from the sea.

And thronging reasons urge, each one

Enough for love's despair
;

Yet still I hope, though reason none

For hope but hope be there.

" But I must hasten with my tale," con-

tinued Hermann, looking up as he spoke at

the moon, which now rose high and bright

above the mast-head, announcing that midnight

had passed, while the breeze freshened, and

the ship, slightly plunging, drove on ;
" there

is not much more to tell.

" When, after several days of total un-

consciousness, I came to myself, I was in a

small low room, or rather house, for the flat

earth-roof above it covered only one apart-
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ment. The floor was earth also, and a narrow

mattress stretched on it formed my bed ; the

walls were quite bare ; an open, but now

unkindled fireplace occupied one end of the

oblong space ; over my head were the naked

rafters, blackened with the smoke of winter-

time. By my side, watching me as carefully

as though I had been a sick child or brother

of his, sat Aman, the negro who had rendered

me such useful service at r^Iardeen. An old

woman, bent and grey, in very dirty and

tattered clothes, and generally with a house-

broom, a pitcher, a copper-tray, or some such-

like article of domestic usage in her hand,

kept coming in and going out every half-

hour : she was the mistress of the cottage,

and, her guests excepted, its sole occupant.

Such, on my first waking, were the objects

around me.

" It was some time before I understood, or
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even cared to understand, where I was, or

how. Excessive weakness had deprived me

not only of the power to ask many questions,

but even of the wish to ask them. The very

name of Ras'-el-'Eyn surprised me at first

;

I recollected no reason for my being there.

But the fever had left me ; hour by hour

mind and body regained strength, and Aman,

who had no notion that silence could be

conducive to convalescence, was always ready

enough to talk.

*' Medicine of course there was and had been

none ; a village hakeem^ who occasionally

officiated in the smearing of pitch or yellow-

arsenic on mangy camels, shaved heads, and

besides a much-worn razor of excessive sharp-

ness, had about him a small pointed clasp-knife

for surgical uses, had twice bled me copiously

1 Barber-surgeon.
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the very day of my arrival ; but, fortunately

for me, had not come near me since : the

blackness of the blood having convinced him

that even his skill could not avail. So Aman

had summoned a poor, lean, old sheykh, the

Imam,^ of the hamlet, who from time to time

came and read, with many errors of grammar

and some of pronunciation, the Kura n over me.

The old man continued his visits after I had

entered on the recovery of which he gave the

main credit, next after God, to the efficacy

of his readings ; and I found him simple-

hearted, conversable, and kind.

" More beneficial however than any directly

curative measures of hakeem or Karee,' ^

had been the nursing given me by Aman,

who, like most of his complexion, was a first-

1 Prayer-reader or precentor ; sometimes very er-

roneously rendered " priest."

- Koran-reader.
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rate hand in that respect. Nothing had been

left undone ; indeed what fault there might

be, had been more in excess than defect : as,

for instance, his reiterated invitations to me

to eat, on the very first symptom of my being

able to do so. And if my diet (mostly barghol,^

and butter, for milk was strictly forbidden)

had not been very choice, the absence of all

appetite, and consequently of feeding, during

the height of the fever, and its redoubled

vigour and keenness when it at last returned,

rendered it at the one period harmless, and

at the other healthful.

*' But the best remedy of all was the life-

giving briskness of the air, the air of the

desert-border, scarcely inferior in purity to

that of the desert itself Uncontaminated

even by the dirt of the village, it penetrated,

•1 Half-roasted corn, coarsely ground, and boiled with

grease, a favourite peasant dish in these parts.
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a breath of healing, within the four walls of

my narrow den ; and before many days were

over revived in me strength and interest

enough to inquire and to hear what I in part

guessed of myself, even before it was told

me.

" The story was a very simple one . Fa-

tigue, exposure, hunger, wet, fear, distress,

remorse, had all been at work on me during

the three days and nights that had elapsed

from my last parting with Moharib at the

north gate of Diar-Bekr up to my arrival

at Ra's-el-'Eyn ; and for several hours before

reaching it I must have been in the half-

delirium preceding a violent attack of fever.

The desire to reach my hoped-for asylum,

the village, had doubtless, though unknown

to myself, kept me up till the moment of

entering it ; that done, I had dropped sense-

less from my horse.
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*' The inhabitants of Ra's-el-'Eyn are Arabs,

and claim descent from the ancient tribe of

Tey'. From time immemorial they have, as

you perhaps know—

"

" No, I did not," observed Tantawee, '' but

I can well believe it."

—

'' Maintained themselves independent of

all surrounding governments ; and have

made of their territory a sort of refuge-

place for rebels, criminals, and runaways

of every description from the neighbouring

districts ; a conduct securing them the alliance

of many more useful at a pinch than the

government itself Seeing me, they naturally

supposed me, and were not far wrong in

doing so, to be one of their customary guests,

in need of shelter ; and at once received me

to the hospitality, such as it was, and protec-

tion which they never refused when so sought.

My dress and appearance too announced me
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for a person of some consideration ; and my

youth not improbably enlisted their sympathies

in my behalf. So they lifted me up ; and

carried me into the almost empty cottage of

an old woman, whose two grown-up sons

were absent on a raid far west, commending

me to her care. They next brought their

hakeem, or muzeyyin^ rather, to visit me
;

and his energetic proceedings had nearly

spared them all future trouble, except that

of grave-digging, on my account.

" However, God willed it otherwise ; and

on the evening of that same day, Aman the

Sowahilee (who, dreading with good cause the

consequences of his own boldness in saving

me, had a few hours later, fled from Mardeen)

arrived, but on foot, at the Arab stronghold,

a refugee like myself There he quickly learnt

' Barber.
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from the peasants that a horseman, whose

appearance and horse they described, had

come soon after sunrise, in pitiable pHght

;

and that he was now lying, speechless and

almost dead, in one of their huts. The negro

guessed who it might be, and without delay

went to the place where I was. There he

took up his own quarters, nor had ever quitted

me ; and to his unremitting and affectionate

though untutored care, I owe that I am not

now, instead of being here with you on my

way to 'Akka, quietly lodged among the little

mounds, marked by rough stones and over-

grown with wild narcissus, close outside the

village of Ra's-el-'Eyn."

'* Is that the same Aman whom I have often

seen attending you," inquired Tantawee ;
" a

big, raw-boned, pitch-black, ugly fellow, six

feet high ? He must have been an odd sort

of nurse for one like yourself"
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" The same ; and may it never be my luck

to be worse tended," answered Hermann,

clapping his hands, and calling out '' Aman

"

two or three times. At the call a bundled-

up blanket on the deck near the foremast

opened out ; and a huge negro, in a not

very clean suit of underclothes, issued from

it, and approaching, stood sleepy and bare-

foot before the two talkers, rubbing his eyes.

"Aman," repeated Hermann.

*' My master," answered the black.

" Take this and fill it for me," said Hermann,

tossing him the almost empty tobacco-pouch.

Aman picked it up, retired with it to another

part of the ship where the requisite article

was kept, replenished the small cloth bag,

and returned with it ; then, at a look, he

filled, lighted, and presented his master's

pipe, doing afterwards the like service for

Tantawee Beg,
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" Bring us now some fresh water," added

Hermann ; the negro obeyed. As he came

up a second time, jug in hand, '' Show us

your side, lad," said his master.

The black unbuttoned and hitched up his

cotton jacket, disclosing in the skin under-

neath it a ragged, unsightly seam, several

inches long, the mark where a frightful gash

had been made in the flesh, immediately

below the left ribs.

Tantawee looked at it with the air of one

to whom such things were by no means new,

and asked, '' How was that got ?"

Aman made no answer ; but Hermann

said, "You shall hear. Beg, before my story

is finished ; the wound you see there was

meant to have been in my side, only some-

what deeper." Then, addressing Aman,

" Put the jug down here, and go to sleep

again."
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The negro made his obeisance, and re-

turning to his blanket, rolled himself com-

fortably up for a second nap.

" That Sowahilee has twice saved my life

at the risk of his own," remarked Hermann
;

'* once at Mardeen, and once,—how I will

soon tell you,—in the desert ; besides a third

time, less dangerous to himself, but not for

that less necessary to me, when he nursed

me at Ra's-el-'Eyn."

"He seems a fine sturdy fellow," answered

Tantawee, looking towards the reclining

figure, or rather the blanket which repre-

sented it; "and I do not wonder at your

valuing him highly. He deserves it. When

a negro is faithful he is so altogether ; and,

if kindly and discreetly treated, they are

seldom otherwise.

" You, however," continued the Beg to

Hermann, "have forgotten to explain to me
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what this Aman of yours did for you at

Mardeen. He brought you back the letter

I remember, but how did he get hold of it

himself? And how came he to be so well

acquainted with its contents ? I should

hardly think that he was scholar enough

to have read it, judging by his looks."

"It was only during my own convalescence

at Ra'sel-'Eyn that I myself became ac-

quainted with the circumstances of that

affair,'' replied his friend, resuming the in-

terrupted narrative.

'' While I was asleep in the guest-room of

my Mardeen host, the Molla 'Abd-er-Rahman,

his son, young Hamed, who had taken Ak-

Arslan's letter in charge, went roving about

with it in search for Zenkee Aghas domicile,

of which and its whereabouts he had the

vaguest possible notion. In the street he

fell in with a servant of Zenkee Aghas, a
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native of Mardeen, and to him in turn he

confided the letter. The servant promised

to return home and deHver it to his master

at once ; but, instead of doing so, he went

first to lounge and gossip in a neighbour-

ing kahwah, where he idled the time away
;

and at last, whether overcome by the op-

pressive heat of that sultry afternoon, or,

more probably, by the effects of an extra

glass of rakee, stretched himself at full

length on a bench, and there fell sound

asleep, with the letter sticking half-way out

of the pocket of his jacket.

*' Meantime the negro Aman, the Sowa-

hilee, who was also now in Zenkee Aghas

service, and had been so for some months,

happened to enter the kahwah, where he

found his white comrade snoring at his ease.

Aman sat down, and entered into conver-

sation with the other idlers there ; from
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whom he learnt that the document thus

carelessly exposed to view was a letter from

Ak-Arslan Beg to his master. He made

some inquiries as to who had brought it

from Diar-Bekr; and the answers and des-

cription given led him to conjecture that the

original bearer could have been no other

than myself, his old comrade, the white

Agha, Ahmed.

" Suspecting some mischief at work, Aman

approached the sleeper, gently drew away

the document, and, saying to the lookers on,

that he was going straight to the Castle,

and would himself present the letter to its

destination, left the kahwah with it. From

thence he took his way to the lower quarter

of the town, where lived an old Sheykh, a

friend of his, and famous for the writing out

of charms and amulets for negro use ; him

he begged to read him the letter, a feat
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much beyond Aman's own powers. The

Sheykh, after some hesitation, yielded to

the persuasive eloquence of a beshlik/ and

complied. But both reader and hearer

looked aghast when they found that the

document was nothing else than a concise

request, expressed in excellent Turkish, to

send the bearer Ahmed Aorha the Bao^dadee,

—for by that surname I was then commonly

distinguished,—with all convenient speed and

despatch to a region considerably beyond

Mardeen or any other town in the land of

the living. Enjoining absolute silence on

the old man, the negro snatched up the

letter ; what he did with it I have already

told you.

" From Aman, too, I now heard further

^ A silver coin, equivalent to five piastres sterling

;

then worth about seven shillings English, now barely

tenpence.
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particulars regarding the search that had been

made after me in every direction, north,

south, east, and west ; except of course at

Ra's-el-'Eyn, whither no Koorde or Turk

would much care to venture on such an errand.

From Beydar, from Diar-Bekr, and from

Mardeen, the cry for my blood had gone forth

simultaneously
; and the armed peasants whom

I had seen in the street, the banded horse-

men whom I had so nearly met in the valley,

were only a few of the many who, although

from different motives, had resolved on taking

my life. To the premature haste of the

assassins at the entrance of the pass, and to

my own sudden flight, covered by storm and

darkness, I had owed . my preservation ; half

a day later, and nothing could have saved me.

*' One circumstance, however, which Aman

did not nor could know, I loarnt somewhat

afterwards. The spear-bearing riders, whom
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I had seen on the evening of my flight in

company with Ak-Arslan's men, were indeed

Bedouins of the South, but they were not

Sheybanees, nor did they belong to the Emeer

Daghfel's clan. They were on the contrary

Benoo-Riah, tribesmen of my ever-true Mo-

harib ; and it was at his instigation that they

had joined themselves to the Koordish horse-

men, in appearance to aid, really to baffle the

chase. Two of them, keener-sighted than

the Koordes, had in fact recognised me then

and there on the road, but kept their counsel

and said nothing of it, only urging the others

to make more haste, and anticipate my escape

from Mardeen ; thus leading the pursuers

away from the prey that they sought.

" All this came to light through one of the

Benoo-Riah themselves, who, ten days after

the event, appeared under some ordinary

pretext at Ra's-el-'Eyn. There he spoke
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with Aman
; but would not visit the cottage

where I still lay, nor say the entire truth,

even to the negro ; such straightforward pro-

ceedings not suiting the distrustfulness of his

kind. However, to Aman he gave intelligence

that Akhoo-Leyla,^ so he styled Moharib,

was yet in the neighbourhood of Diar-Bekr
;

there waiting, said he with all the cool off-

handedness of a Bedouin telling what he

knows to be an utter lie, and in no way dis-

concerted if the hearer discovers it to be such,

the celebration of the nuptials between the

Emeer Daghfel, the Sheybanee, and the daugh-

ter of Sheykh Asa'ad. The wedding would

be a very ceremonious one, he said, and was

to take place after a few days. Of all which,

when related to me, I believed or disbelieved

as much as I chose, but said nothing.

1 " Brother of Leyla." A Bedouin, especially if un-

married, often derives his surname from his sister.
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" For a change had come over me ; I hardly

recognised myself. - The fever on quitting me

had taken away along^ with it every trace of

the excessive agitation and anxiety under

which I had been labouring before, and had

left me singularly calm ; hopeful indeed and

desirous at heart, but in the main disposed

for the present to float with the stream and

trust to events.

"In this calm of mind it seemed to me

that every person and everything without

must be calm also. Hours long I lay, without

movement or desire to move, watching now

the lights and shadows that played on the

wall, now the comings and goings of m}"

age-bent hostess on her house-keeping cares :

or listening to the half-childish talk of the

old Kura'n-reading Sheykh and Aman at my

bedside. No reflection of the past troubled

me, no forecasting of the future, no wish
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even to be otherwise or elsewhere than I was,

disturbed my quiet. The thought of Zahra

herself aroused no vehement emotion ; the

mention of her Bedouin cousin and suitor's

name no apprehension. It was well with her

;

il; was well with me; it was well with all

;

and w^ould be well. Fear had left me ; the

passionate, unsatisfied longings of my heart

had left me too. I was in truth unwittingly

experiencing in myself, what I have since

observed in others, that prolonged delirium

causes a breach in the continuity of life

which may be, in unimpaired frames at

least, ultimately quite bridged over, but not

at once. Or, if you will, I remained these

days, though awake, in a kind of half slumber,

a pleasing trance, from which the rousing,

though deferred, must come at last. It came

only too soon.

*' Meanwhile a fortnight passed thus ; every
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hour brought me a sure, though gradual,

increase of strength. Before long I could not

merely sit up, but even, aided by Aman, quit

the room and get out of doors a little space,

there to enjoy the pure free air of the open

plain, and the boundless prospect of its level,

west and south. Eastward the blue wavy line

of Sinjar^ fringed the horizon ; to the north

the dark mass of Karajah-Dagh closed in the

view more nearly. How often did I gaze

on its wooded screen, and languidly wonder

what was going on behind it, what might

next issue forth from it ; though while gazing

I felt little impatience, contented in a manner

to be just then an unoccupied convalescent,

and no more. But when, the fortnight ended,

I tried my foot in the stirrup, and found that

I could, with some help to be sure, get on

1 A low mountain-chain of Mesopotamia, the strong-

hold of the Yezeedes, described by Layard.
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my horse's back again, something of the old

feeling came over me ; and I began to look

at the distance with other eyes. However,

the caution of the inhabitants would not have

allowed me, even had I been then able, to

venture far without the bounds of the village.

'' A fortnight, three weeks, a fourth had

begun. Restlessness was fast growing on

me ; and on the first afternoon of that fourth

week I was sitting on a small green hillock

without the hamlet, gazing anxiously north-

ward, when a cloud of dust arising from the

plain announced a troop of horsemen. They

approached ; their lances, their manner of

riding, their accoutrements proclaimed them

Benoo-Riah. It was Moharib, and with him

half a dozen of his clan. Alighting at some

distance from the village, they held a brief

parley with the inhabitants, several of whom

had gone out to meet them, and welcome
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them, for they were well-known guests of old,

to the hospitality of the place.

" While the first salutations were yet being

exchanged, Moharib left the rest, and came

where I was. We embraced like brothers

who had been parted not for days but years
;

and, for the very abundance of what we

had to say the one to the other, said little

then beyond inquiries after health and ex-

pressions of pleasure. A sheep was killed

and cooked, plenty of barghoP and rakeek^

prepared, and the new arrivals sat down to

an abundant supper, to which their appetites

did full justice ; the very dogs without the

circle found indifferent pickings on the well-

gnawed bones that were thrown to them

that evening.

^ See page 126, note.

2 The thin, wafer-like, unleavened bread, ordinary in

the East.
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" The conversation between the Bedouins

and their half-Bedouin hosts seemed to me,

in my limited acquaintance with the dialect

and the idioms employed, little better than

an enigma which excited without satisfying

my curiosity. But supper over, Moharib

and I went apart into the cottage ; and

there, seated together on the couch which

had long served me for a sick bed, but was

now modified into a divan, the only one

that the poverty of Ras-el-'Eyn could afford,

passed well nigh the night through in talk

that left no inclination for early sleep.

''His story, given in consecutive form, ran

thus. Every one at Diar-Bekr supposed me

dead ; a distorted version of my adventure

on the morning that I quitted Beydar had

given rise to this belief, which had subse-

quently been studiously fostered, in my in-

terest, by those who knew or guessed
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my real whereabouts. Five days after my

disappearance the long-expected Emeer of

Benoo-Sheyban had arrived at Diar-Bekr,

and remained there a fortnight. Great had

been the display of hospitality on the

occasion, and countless were the sheep

slaughtered (Moharib dwelt on the fact

with undisguised Bedouin relish), with fes-

tivities of every description to match. But

no wedding had taken place, much to the

surprise of all, said Moharib with a covert

smile about his mouth ; that was, report

affirmed, to be celebrated on their arrival

at Zulfeh in Nejd, on the frontiers of

Sedeyr, within the Emeer's own territory.

Thither they would journey by the easiest

and most frequented route, that which leads

from Diar-Bekr by Harran^ to Rakka, on

1 The Haran of the biblical Abraham.
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the Euphrates ; and thence, following the

westerly bank of the river, down to the

desert. The caravan had already set out,

but would probably be some three months

on its way before reaching Zulfeh, as it was

sure to travel slowly and to halt often.

" I inquired about my former master, Ak-

Arslan, and his doings. Old Afsheen Begs

marriage, and the feastings and amusements

attending it, in some of which Moharib had

managed to take part, had been held at

the time appointed. Ak-Arslan remained but

a short time more in the town, and then

took leave, and returned with his Koordish

retinue, my ex-comrades, to Jezeerah. ' The

Beg,* added Moharib, 'was in very bad

humour. His men too were discontented

;

some of them, one Makan Agha in parti-

cular, a very popular, fellow among them,

attributed your disappearance and supposed
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death to their master's machinations, and

plotted revenge. But what came of it, or

whether anything was Hkely to come of it,

I do not know.'

"
' Never fear,' I answered, laughing, ' Ak-

Arslan Beg can take good care of himself;

he knows his men better than they think

for. But what said the Emeer Daghfel ?

was he aware of anything ?'

'' * Nothing,' replied Moharib ;
' Sheykh

Asa'ad very wisely kept all quiet, for fear of

scandal ; and neither the Emeer nor his men

so much as guessed the truth. Besides the

Sheybanees camped outside the walls, some

way off in the gardens, and had little communi-

cation with the townsfolk. As to the Emeer,

he lodged with his intended father-in-law, and

there heard only what they chose to tell him.

There was indeed some talk about the Jinnee :

it served to put off the wedding.'
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' God preserve her!' said I; 'she is as

clever as she is brave, and as brave as

she is beautiful. There is none like her on

earth
!'

"'The wiles of women are indeed wonder-

ful/ answered the Bedouin ;
' she is the

miracle of her age. God keep her, and

grant her desire, and yours, my brother.

Who perseveres attains.'

" I next asked from what quarter suspicion

had first arisen regarding us—who was its

author.

"'Some one of Rustoom Beg's household,'

he answered, ' gave the alarm, the very day

you arrived at Diar-Bekr. You had been

watched the year before, Agha, though you

were not aware of it. The Beg took up

the matter, went to the kiosk ; and,—you

know the rest. Ak-Arslan was soon in-

formed, and the Sheykh Asa'ad was taken
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into counsel. He refused to stir in the affair,

but did not oppose. By the others your

death was resolved on. May my father and

mother be your ransom/ he added ;
' God

frustrated their designs.'

"'And now brother,' said I, when he had

finished, ' what is to be done next ? Where

are we to go ? when shall I meet her again ?'

" His reply unveiled to me the plan, formed

originally at Diar-Bekr, and now to be exe-

cuted in earnest. It was thus :

—

" Moharib's clansmen, the Benoo-Riah, were

now the most part, with their aged chief,

Aboo-Zeyd, the Emeer Paris, encamped near

Tell-'Afr,^ westward of Mosool. Thither we

were next to go ; and when we arrived,

Moharib was to present me to the Emeer as

an adopted brother, and one seeking protection

^ A rising pasture-ground.
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and assistance from the tribe. I should,

he said, be without doubt well received, and

asked to explain the object I had in view.

' This,' continued Moharib, ' you must at once

do, briefly and plainly, to the Emeer himself,

during your very first meeting, while you are

yet under the shadow of his tent, and your

hand on the tent-pole. There would be no

use your attempting to conceal anything from

Aboo-Zeyd : he is shrewd and far-sighted,

and nothing escapes him ; but he is generous,

and never refuses a suppliant. Besides, he

will be the readier in this matter on account

of an old grudge existing between us and

Benoo-Sheyban, whom he will be glad to have

an occasion of annoying.'

"We might have, he continued, to wait

for some days at Tell-'Afr ; after which, when

all was ready, he and I, accompanied by a

dozen or so of the more daring among the
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clan, would set out southwards by the shortest

track, till we fell in with the Emeer Daghfel

and his caravan, probably in the neighbourhood

of Zobeyr, west of Basrah. Once met, we

would, by force, stratagem, or both, find means

to enter the caravan, and carry off with us

the * sought for'—Moharib never designated

Zahra' in my presence by her own name,

—

away to some secure region, beyond danger

of pursuit.

" Of this scheme Zahra had herself, as I

now learnt, been fully informed, and had con-

sented to it; only the precise time and place

of its fulfilment could not be fixed beforehand,

amid the uncertainties both of their move-

ments, and of our own. Thus far alone was

certain, that the attempt must be made some-

where on the line of route between Rakka

and the boundaries of Nejd ; if once the latter

were past, nothing could be done."
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*' And when you had compassed your wish,

whither did you intend betaking yourself,

Ahmed ?" asked Tantawee.

** I did not very well know myself," replied

his friend. "Sometimes I thought of Damascus,

and of a life there in trade or business of

whatever sort ; at other times I designed set-

tling in the Hejaz or Yemen ; or I might seek

my fortunes in Egypt ; and this last, you see, I

have in fact done, though not with the object

or under the circumstances that were then in

my mind. But, if you will have the truth, my

projects went in their definite shape hardly,

or not at all, further than Zahra' ; with her

they began, with her they ended ; from her to

her was the measure of my thought."

" It would never have answered ;" remarked

Tantawee, musingly. ''Well for her as for

you,—your fate, wiser than yourself, inter-

fered."
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Of this comment Hermann took no notice

;

but continued

—

" Three days Moharib and his men remained

at Ra s-el-Eyn ; their departure and mine was

fixed for the fourth. Every trace of the feeble-

ness left on me by my late illness was rapidly

disappearing, and with the weakness of body,

that of mind and will was fast leaving me also.

But the calm, the contented rest of soul that

I had, as for a short breathing-space enjoyed,

vanished too ; and in its stead my old restless,

impetuous, longing self returned. Not at once,

eager as I was to mount and follow on the

track of her who was then, as ever, all to me

;

yet the first day's sun set on my renewed

converse with the brother of my love, and I

had no feelings but of joy, almost of satis-

faction.

*' It could not last. The sight of a face so

intimately inwoven in my mind with the me-
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mory of hers ; the sound of a voice that had

blended with hers that night of meeting; the

frequent mention; the nearer hope,—all worked

secretly, and prepared the inward stab of my

peace that bleeds even now, and will bleed

till death. It was given suddenly, in sleep.

" That evening, Moharib and I had sat up

till late in the open air, between the tents and

the village, both of them whitened by the

intense moonlight of the plain. After much

talk, chiefly of her, we separated ; and I

returned, more serious than before, but still

cheerful, to my accustomed lodging-place, and

lay down for rest.

" Sleep soon came, but unquiet, and full of

dreams. It seemed to me that I was embarked

on a ship, sailing over a distant and stormy

sea ; Zahra was in a boat close by ; I strove

to come to her, and she to me ; in vain

;

the waves drove us apart. Then I was at
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Rosenau, my birthplace ; Zahra sat by me

in my father's house, but all around the table

were the faces of corpses ; her face too was

fixed and deadly pale. Then I was at Bagdad,

in the sleeping-room ; my old master was

speaking to me about Zahra' ; blood ran down

his dress. Sa'eed lay near dead ; I felt, but

could not see, his fingers cold in my hand. At

last these too disappeared, and gave place to a

dream so vivid, so painfully real, that no

waking pang could have exceeded its anguish :

I have never since ceased to feel it."

''What was the dream?" asked Tantawee,

as Hermann paused an instant. " Can you re-

peat it?"

" I could, even now," replied Hermann

;

''point by point, just as it came before me ; the

miserable vividness of its representation has

not been softened by lapse of time, nor can be.

But tell it so I cannot, nor will. Hear it,
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however, as I put it into verse five months

later, while sailing, drear and lonely, along

the Bahreyn coast/

" Oh why is memory in the brain?

Or why the hated dreams of sleep ?

To weave the real with imaged pain.

And weep-out tears again to weep.

Last night, within the garden-bower

We sat together, side by side
;

The lover of an ill-starred hour.

And she that should have been my bride.

" I spoke, she answered, words of love

;

I sought her drooping hand to clasp.

She looked around, beneath, above.

And trembled to return the grasp.

I asked a kiss ; her lips she gave,

A hasty gift, as snatched from fear

:

So hastes the oft-detected slave

Who knows his master's footsteps near.

" Then round my neck her arms she cast.

And on my breast her head she laid,

And present woe and anguish past

In one brief moment overpaid.

' Yet, dearest, why this silence long

To many a message, many a line ?

What cold mistrust, what trait'rous wrong

To fraud me of thy answering sign ?

^ In the Persian Gulf.
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" ' Oh, words of scorn and words of shame

Are all for months these ears have heard

;

From thee nor line nor message came,

But aching heart and hope deferred.

I knew thou wouldst not leave me so

;

Not thine the heart to change or pall

;

Thou couldst not thus her love forego

Who gave thee much—who gave thee all.'

" Her tears were trickHng on my cheek.

Her scattered locks my arm o'erspread,

And the wild kiss that fain would seek

To drain life's proper fountain-head.

I clasped her round, I bade her rise,

I bade her fly nor tarry more ;

—

* New love, new hope before us lies.

And open stands the prison door.'

" ' Oh, how to rise, or how to fly ?

The toils of fate are round me thro^\Ti

:

I cannot live ; I may not die

;

No more thy love ; no more thy o^ti.*

A rustling tread, a parted bough,

A hateful face ;—alone I lay

:

Full through the casement on my brow

Glared the broad mockery of the day."

"And did you actually dream all this.?"

said Tantawee.

" All of it from beginning to end, the false

with the true, the fancied with the real,"
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answered Hermann. "In the verses I have

now recited there is not a word or a circum-

stance but was then present to me in my

dream. I knew it for mere idle self-torture
;

yet it was of evil omen ; and I felt it to be

so, and did my best to shake it off, but

could not. Let it be." With an effort he

again went on.

*' When I woke, the sun, shining in through

the small window-aperture in the side wall

and the half open door, stood considerably

above the horizon. I was alone; Aman had

gone out in quest of milk, or perhaps merely

to idle and gossip with the villagers
; the old

woman, my hostess, did not appear. Moharib

and his companions were in their tents. With

a new feeling of loneliness, I went thither,

hoping to find some indications of the de-

parture which I now longed for feverishly
;

but there too I met with no sign of stirring
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for the day. One Arab lay stretched on the

ground, negligently scratching It with a stick
;

a second was smoking his sebeel ;
^ a third

was asleep. Moharib greeted me, and Invited

me to share In a bowl of half-dried dates

that stood by, but seemed as little inclined

to move as the rest. It was my first lesson

in the apparent apathy of the Bedouin

character, alternating with intense activity and

prolonged endurance. I did not relish it, but

had no remedy but to submit.

" A third day came, and, much to my

annoyance, passed in precisely the same

manner : I could neither understand the

reasons of the delay, nor when it would be

at an end. That evening, however, I learnt

the cause from Moharib. There was danger

on the road before us from some hostile tribes,

^ The short tobacco-pipe common among Bedouins.
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Seba'a and Fida'an he called them, with whose

movements he and his men were evidently,

how I could not divine, well acquainted ; and

to have left Ra's-el-'Eyn sooner would have

been useless rashness. But if the night

brought, as he hoped it would, better news,

we might safely begin our journey to Tell-'Afr

on the following day.

'' Next morning in fact we set out. My

horse, now thoroughly rested and refreshed,

bore me well ; and my companions, though

fond of careering about, and making, what

seemed to me, many unnecessary little excur-

sions to right and left, kept on the whole a

steady and not over-rapid pace. This was

my first experience of Bedouins on their own

ground, the ' open ' or ' desert
'

; and I was

astonished by the contrast between the con-

straint and furtive timidity of their manners

when within town-limits, and the careless
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licence they assumed when fairly beyond them.

' Desert is liberty ' says the proverb, and they

did their best to illustrate it. High animal

spirits, loud laughter, coarse jests, and horse-

play of every kind were the order of the day.

Some shouted out most unmusical verses, halt

brag, half impertinence ; others diverted them-

selves with practical jokes far from refined
;

all, except indeed Moharib and one black-

bearded, harsh-featured man, Khalid by name,

who seldom spoke and never laughed, behaved

like boys just let out from school, and very

ill-bred boys too.

" Though an adopted brother of the clan,

there was still enough of the stranger about

me to impose on my rough comrades a certain

restraint where I was concerned ; however, I

came in for my part of the customary banter,

—

enough to have offended me had I not known

that it was good-humouredly meant, and that
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it would be foolish in me to take it otherwise.

So I joined freely in the sport, and, as far

as I could, paid it back in the same coin,

This conduct procured me the advantage, if

no other, of becoming more thoroughly ac-

quainted with the dialect and other idiomatic

peculiarities, as well as with the character and

ways of the 'people of the desert/ Aman

kept generally alongside of me ; but it was

surprising to see how naturally he fell in with

the odd humour of the Bedouins, and how

cordially on their part they took to him.

" We were five days on the route ; the

country was mostly either level, or only broken

by long undulating ridges, with here and

there an isolated mound rather than a hill

;

the ground, judging by the rich pasturage

everywhere, though now partly dried up by

the summer heat, must have been fertile ; but

except two small villages, each with its ill-
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defined plot of indifferent tillage around it,

there was no sign of cultivation. We passed

several little streams, and two wide, but nearly

waterless, river beds, else the landscape was

monotonous enough ; trees there were hardly

any, and the scrub bushes that occasionally

took their place appeared all of the same kind.

" Our march was a regular one : twice in

every twenty-four hours we halted ; once in

the morning, from a couple of hours or so

after sunrise till noon, when it was the custom

of the Bedouins to make a light meal, and

indulge in a nap ; once again in the evening,

somewhat after sunset till midnight. At the

two villages however we came to a special

halt, and were hospitably entertained ;
the

inhabitants were themselves half-Bedouins,

'Arab-Deerah,^ who had only lately exchanged

^ Arabs freshly settled in permanent dwellings.
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the pastoral for the agricultural form of

life.

" What, however, most surprised me was the

apparent absence of other Bedouins on our

route ; though the district we were traversing

was, I knew, the pasture-land of many tribes

that cross and recross it In every direction.

But here it was the same loneliness that I

have subsequently often observed at sea
;

where of the thousand ships sailing to and

fro on the very line of voyage, not one is

sighted often for days together ; so small Is

the proportion they bear to the vast space over

which they go. In our case, however, I soon

learned another cause of solitude : namely

the anxiety of our band to elude hostile

encounters,—for they had almost as many

feuds on hand as there were clans to quarrel

with,—and their consequent care to avoid,

not meet, other wayfarers of their kind.
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" Once only did a chance meeting take

place ; and then those whom we fell in with

were Arabs of Shomer, friends of the Benoo-

Rlah. Even thus the first greetings were

not without suspicion ; and the two old

matchlocks of our party were diligently

loaded and primed at the first announce-

ment of a horseman in sight. The Shomer,

were however, bound for the west, on a

foray against the Wnezoh Bedouins, I think

;

and their movements no way regarded us.

But their keen glance at once detected and

fastened on my foreign appearance ; and had

I been in any other escort, I should hardly

have escaped the stripping by which Be-

douins are wont to levy duty on those who

enter their territory without due warrant.

As it was they saluted me guardedly and

with a sort of respect ; but hardly addressed

me a question, though their inquiries re-
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garding me were numerous. I gathered thus

much from their side glances towards me

while they conversed with the others. The

answers given contained, I fancy, more lies

than truth.

"The morning of the fifth day dawned on

us while we rode, slower than usual, over a

perfectly level plain ; when I noticed that

our party, ten in all before, was now dimi-

nished to eight. I inquired, and learnt

that two had gone on in advance to give

notice at Tell-'Afr of our arrival. Soon

the horizon to our front was narrowed in

by the rising ground, and a conical hill of

no great height indicated the goal of our

journey. The abruptness of its outline, a

feature shared by many of the banks and

ridges hereabouts, gave it a semblance of

being at a greater distance that it really

was ; and I was agreeably surprised to find
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how quickly we approached It. We were

soon engaged in the bewildering ups and

downs of what seemed huge earth-waves in

a random tempest ; dark green patches indi-

cated the presence of water, the oozings of

the hills ; and the traces of cattle and men

became more and more frequent. I asked

whereabouts the encampment was. ' Near,'

my guides answered ; but I saw no sign,

till on crossing a highish ridge I perceived

half-way up the opposite side some sixty

tents, black -dotted over the gray -green

slope. They were high and low, large and

small ; one, two, three, and four-poled in

length ; most stood near each other ar-

ranged in lines ; a few were scattered and

apart. Among them went and came several

figures of women in long dark blue robes
;

also a few men.

'' Towards these tents we now directed
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our way. Four horsemen issued forth to

meet us, and interchanged with Moharib

some of those brief questions and answers

which constitute the freemasonry of the

desert. We entered the encampment ; and

more than one tent-rope had nearly tripped

up my horse's steps, more than one swarthy

form had beHed its apparent poverty by the

offer of unHmited hospitaHty, before we

reached a tent larger than the rest, but of

the same dingy materials outside. Inside,

however, I could see at a look that it was

hung with striped cloth, carpeted, and even,

after a fashion, furnished.

" At its door we dismounted. Moharib

went in the first, making me a sign to follow

;

Aman, and three or four Bedouins, followed

unbidden. Along one side of the tent ran a

sort of divan, carpets and cushions only
;

saddle bags, copper utensils, and arms lined
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the space. In the further corner of the

tent, lay, rather than sat, an old man, white-

bearded, wrinkled, and with dim eyes almost

closed by the falling eye-lids, relaxed through

age ; his stature, while straight, must have

been tall, and his limbs large before years

had shrunk them. He was well,—indeed, for

a Bedouin, richly—dressed, in a striped silk

gown, red and white, with a bright-coloured

silk handkerchief of many folds round his

head ; his under-garments, silk and linen,

were stained with saffron. The general

expression of his face was that of an old

lion, yet good-humoured in its grimness ;
his

forehead was broad and wrinkled ;
his com-

plexion struck my eye as singularly white

after the dusky sunburnt faces of those

amongst whom I had lately been
;

perhaps

too he was better washed. A small much-

thumbed book in gilt binding, a section of
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the Kur'an, lay near him ; his hand held a

maple-wood pipe-stick ; he had evidently-

just put aside the former In favour of the

latter.

" Moharib approached and kissed the large

wrinkled hand which his chief held out to

him. Then sitting down on his heels close

In front of the old man, he entered into a

long talk, of which, owing to the undertone

In which It was carried on, I could hear

little ; though most of it, I believe, was

about myself. Aboo-Zeyd, for by this name

the aged chief was better known throughout

the clan than by his proper appellation of

Paris, listened attentively, and now and

then made some remark. At the conclusion

of the conference he beckoned Moharib to-

wards him, and lifting up the young man's

head-dress on one side, whispered in his

ear ; the answer was given with similar
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caution. All the while Aboo-Zeyd's eyes

were fixed on me with a shrewdly searching

glance that belied the dimness of age.

"He now beckoned to me. I came for-

ward ; saluted him as Moharib had done

;

and then, with one hand laid on the tent-

pole close by, to denote my demand of his

protection and help, related my story. He

listened almost in silence, and with evident

good-will ; my manner and appearance pleased

him, nor was the 'substance of my request

far from his own inclinations. When I had

finished, I again took his hand and kissed

it. * Let your fear subside, and your heart

be at rest
;
you have obtained your desire,'

he said. The tent was now nearly full of

men, who had entered one after the other

during this interview. ' Be witnesses all of

you,' said the old chief, addressing them,

'that we have given our protection to this
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Ahmed the Bagdadee. He is one of us, and

our brother ; his enemy is our enemy, his

friend our friend ; and his desire our care.'

*We are witnesses,' was answered by all.

'' This sufficed ; nor during the twenty

days longer that I remained among the

tents did the Emeer Paris ever make a

second allusion to the object of my coming.

But we often conversed together on other

topics ; for Aboo-Zeyd was very curious to

hear all that I could tell' him about Bagdad,

Diar-Bekr, and the other towns thereabouts.

He had, years before, visited them all him-

self, and his memory was wonderfully re-

tentive. He even showed himself partial

to my company ; and, I have no doubt,

exercised all his influence,—the chief of a

Bedouin clan has no authority, properly

speaking,—with the tribe in my behalf.

" While at Tell 'Afr I in a way completed
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my schooling in Bedouin life, and was as-

tonished at the narrowness of its ordinary

range. Camels, sheep, and horses, formed

the staple of the thoughts, the talk, and, so

to speak, of the existence of those around me
;

where the best pastures for the different times

of year, or, as they expressed themselves, the

rising of such and such a star, were to be

found ; how this camel had strayed, that

one been found ; w^ho owned this horse or

that ; of the foal of that mare ; and so on,

without end, like one monotonous air played

on a scrannel pipe. Next came raids, forays,

quarrels, makings-up; but in nine-tenths of

these too the beasts rescued or carried off

played in the narration a much more con-

spicuous part than the skill or prowess of

the men themselves.

'' Boasting and bragging there was indeed,

and enough ; but all of an isolated and indi-
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vidual character, there was evidently little

cohesion in the tribe itself; and none, or

next to none, between it and others.

" Eating was another favourite topic ; love-

adventures too, but very unromantic and

animal the most. Of religion there seemed

slight care : a few said their prayers, that is

when the fancy took them ; the greater number

absolutely ignored them. Nor did the pre-

valent coarseness of manners and bluntness

of feeling that I could not but observe in

most, please me ; morals too appeared lax,

at least in words ; and the sentiment of

honour, keen on some points, was oddly

wanting on others.

'' Yet the basis of character was good,

frank , and manly ; the intellect active, the

perceptions acute, the judgment sound. But

these better qualities were, in far the most

instances, stunted, and often in a manner
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blighted, by the mere savageness of life

;

and the circle of thought contracted, till

apparently incapable of expansion. ' Good

materials,' said I to myself, 'but spoilt or

wasted in the using.'

" The Benoo-Riah among whom I was,

numbered in all between three and four

hundred fighting men ; one hundred or

rather more, were provided with horses, the

others rode on camels. But though few in

number, and not wealthy, even for Bedouins,

they stood high for reputation of bravery

;

long-headed too and crafty, they were feared

more than many much larger clans. More-

over, they were a branch of the great

'Adwan stock, and as such connected by

blood or ancient usage with powerful allies,

chiefly of the southerly districts. Their own

ordinary places of summer resort were, as

now, in the north ; but when winter came

VOL. II. N
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they were in the habit of migrating to the

neighbourhood of Samarra, on the lower

Euphrates, where they had pasture-lands in

common with the Shomer Bedouins, their

constant friends.

'' Rather more than half the tribe were

present in the encampment of Tell-'Afr

;

and though the men generally absented

themselves for short distances, in the day-

time, on such desultory occupations as

pastoral life affords, they seldom failed to

return for supper in the evening. Then

would follow, in the cool night air outside the

tents, interminable conversations of the kind

I have already described, now and then

diversified by poetical recitations or story-

telling, till any hour, however late ; for

the habit of frequent sleep during the day

renders Bedouins very independent of

the prolonged night rest usual among the
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more regular inhabitants of towns and vill-

ages."

"From all that you say," observed Tantawee,

I should hardly think that a Bedouin life

had much place in your projects of a future

for yourself and your bride.

"

" No ; certainly not ;" replied Hermann
;

" it could neither have suited her nor me.

There is indeed a real pleasure in its physical

freedom ; but the price at which it has to be

bought, the sacrifice of civilized comfort and

of intellectual activity, is too high for delibe-

rate option. For those born and bred among

tents, camels, and sheep, such an existence is

well enough— at any rate so long as they

know no other
;

yet I have seldom seen a

Bedouin otherwise than discontented with his

own lot, after he has once become acquainted

with the world of fields and gardens, houses

and towns."
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" Did Moharib never propose to you any-

thing of the sort, however ?" continued the

Egyptian. '' You, as a dient and brother of

the tribe, must, I should think, have had some

such offers made you."

" He did," rephed his friend ;
" and so did

the Emeer Faris, and others. Indeed a

definite number of sheep and camels were

placed at my disposal, had I chosen to make

it a bargain ; and I might have easily been on

a footing with the best of the clan. But the

offer was not to my taste, and I evaded it

;

subsequent reflection has only the more con-

vinced me that I was right in my decision."

" Yet there are fine fellows among these

Arabs of the pasture-lands," rejoined Tan-

t'awee,—men of courage, tact, and good sense,

with whom there must be pleasure in asso-

ciating
;
poets too, eloquent speakers, full of

imagination and thought ; women, also, of no
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common energy and intelligence, besides

beauty, they say. In fact, we town-Arabs

regard these ver}* Bedouins as our fountain-

head, and consider what brilliant qualities we

ourselves possess, to be derived from them.

More than this, it is to them, as to a standard,

we refer, when we apprehend any falling off

from ancestral excellence on our own part

;

and by their example we try to correct the

degeneracy of our more artificial ways, and

to renew the freshness of our type. Your

blood-brother Moharib seems to have been a

better specimen of a genuine Arab than town-

walls usually contain ; the old Emeer Paris,

too, I dare say ; and such men could hardly

be mere exceptions, or prodigies rather, either

among the Benoo-Riah or other tribes. I

should more readily suppose them samples,

picked ones, certainly, yet in the main not

unlike the rest in the heap."
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'' True, " replied Hermann, " you have

judged correctly. But this is exactly a proof

of what I myself said, that the substratum

of character is good, excellent indeed ; only,

in nineteen instances out of twenty nothing is

built on it, because the surroundings furnish

nothing wherewith to build. Narrow interests,

petty aims, unsettled habits, discomfort, want,

may not absolutely destroy a superior nature ;

but they warp it, cramp it, thwart it, till it

becomes a mere possibility of unfulfilled

promise ; a stunted and fruitless growth.

Education, order, and even comfort, are, I

see, not less necessary to the development of

man, than air, water, and sunlight are to that

of a plant. Some indeed struggle through

and flourish after a fashion ; some higher-

natured than ordinary, and favoured by outer

circumstances, attain perfection; but not many.

Of these was my poor brother Moharib

;
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whose faculties, early and intense passion,

well bestowed, stimulated into a fulness which

subsequent chances of life maintained and

strengthened."

"How was that?" asked Tantawee ; ''did

he never tell you the past story of his love

and life ? you alluded to it, if I remember,

before."

Hermann was about to reply ; but even then

a touch of air, cooler and brisker than they

had yet felt, blew off the shore and swept

the deck ; then died away.

'' Midnight is past," said he ;
" that is the

land-wind, and morning is not far off. If

I begin with Moharib's history, there will

be no time left for finishing mine ; indeed,

tell it as briefly as I can, I must abridge

somewhat, or else leave it to another

day."

" Abridge then," answered the Beg, '' but
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at all events relate the end of your ad-

venture ; I cannot suppose that having once

got so far, you abandoned your dangerous

and not over-lawful scheme without putting

it to the test."

Hermann sighed, and resumed.

** During the twenty days that we remained

in the tents of Benoo-Riah, Moharib busied

himself right and left in enlisting companions

to our enterprise ; the number of eligible men

then present at Tell-'Afr was small ; and

of these again many declined sharing in an

undertaking that promised more wounds and

danger than booty or profit. However, nine

at last consented ; Moharib, Aman,—who

from the day he found me in the cottage at

Ra's-el-'Eyn has never left me,—and myself

made up the band to twelve.

'* The Riahees were as follows : First Ja ad,

a man of middle age, brave and enduring;
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surnamed Ja'ad es-Sabasib^ from his skill in

discovering tracks, invisible to ordinary eyes,

across the widest desert.

" Next Harith, a wiry mulatto ; his mother

was a negress ; a perfect devil in a fray ; he

was short and thick-built, his age about

twenty- five.

" Then Howeyrith, half-brother of the

former, by an Arab mother, a handsome

lad, fair for a Bedouin ; he was scarce

twenty years old, but had already taken

part in many a raid.

" Fourthly, Musa'ab, a ruddy cheerful fellow,

fond of jokes and satirical verses ; a genuine

Riahee scapegrace, and the life of our party.

" Fifthly, Doheym, bright-eyed and dark-

complexioned ; his mother was of the Benoo-

'Adra clan.^ He spoke little ; but was a

^ Plural of the Arab word sabsad, " a pathless waste."

2 A southern tribe, natives of Yemen.
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good poet, and a desperate fighter. Moharib

and he were great friends.

" The others, Sa ad, Modarrib, Do eyj, and

Shebeeb, were all picked men, young, and

spirited ; Shebeeb was a negro, and naturally

he and Aman soon became sworn brothers.

" All had swords, lances, and knives ; but,

except my two pistols, which, though adopting

in other respects the same dress and weaponry

as my companions, I still retained, there were

no fire-arms in our band. My carbine I had

made a present of to the headman of Ra's-el-

'Eyn ; he had evidently desired it, and I

could not refuse a token of gratitude for

the protection and hospitality shown me in

the village.

'' But I must hasten on. How we made

our scanty preparations for the fifteen days

of journey before us; how we took leave

of the Emeer Paris,—^good old man,—and
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our comrades of the encampment ; how some

of the women wept at the departure of their

husband or brothers, while others stood by

and encouraged us with shrill cries and

words of good omen ; how before noon we

mounted our horses and rode away from

Tell-'Afr ; how I turned back, with an un-

expected feeling of regret, to have a last

look at its black tents and grazing camels,

I need not relate at length. Yet each in-

cident of that time is fresh in my mind

with pleasant memories ; and each one tells

of what was, and what might have been,

but is not. Well ; we crossed the great

Mesopotamian plain, once so thickly-peopled,

they say, now so lonely, till we fell in with

the Euphrates at Heet;^ the river was

fordable at this point, and we crossed it

1 An Arab village, near the supposed site of Babylon.
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without difficulty. We then followed its

course by marsh and desert, down to

Samowa,^ and, a little farther, came to a

thriving village called Showey'rat, situated

by a canal that branched off from the main

river, and an ordinary market-resort of the

Bedouins in the neighbourhood. Here we

halted, and waited tidings of the expected

caravan.

" Two days we rested ; the villagers, for

whom a visit from rovers of the Benoo-Riah

was no novelty, gave us welcome and shelter,

and discreetly asked no questions. Mean-

while Ja ad rode away to an encampment

of the Mountefik Bedouins,^ at some hours'

distance, in search of news.

1 A town on the lower Euphrates, at about half-

distance between Bagdad and Basrah.

2 A numerous and powerful tribe which still fre-

quents these parts.
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" The third morning he returned, and gave

us the wished-for intelHgence. The Shey-

banee caravan, with the Emeer Daghfel at its

head, would pass a good way off westward

of Showey'rat in the course of the next day.

On hearing this, we, that is, Moharib, Jaad,

Harith, Howeyrith, Doheym, and myself, went

out together among the dry hillocks beyond

the village walls, and there held long counsel.

After much discussion of the when and how,

it was resolved that we should set forth on

a cross track that very night.

" Eagerly as I had longed for this decisive

moment, I felt, now that it was really near,

a seriousness, a sobering, so to speak, of my

whole self, body and mind, that I had never

felt before. It was not hesitation, though

what the result of the next day's daring

might be no one could tell ; still less was it

fear, though I knew that myself and every
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man of us held his life in his hand ; it was

cool absolute resolve ; it was the strain of

being in deadly earnest. All the possible

consequences came mustered before me in

one glance, and I dared them all. Now or

never ; win her I would, or die at her feet.

Even her risk,—and, ah ! it was really much

more serious than my selfish love imagined,

—seemed swallowed up in my own great

resolution. While life was in me, no harm

should approach her; if I perished,—but

this thought I was unable to follow up

further. And it was well so; nothing else could

have unnerved my arm or chilled my heart,

but apprehension for her ; and that, fortu-

nately for myself I did not realize ; it was like

a thing impossible. Hope ruled the hour ; and

as the day declined, my spirits rose, till I had

need of more than common self-control to wait

the tardy night, and the signal for starting.
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'' Well do I remember that afternoon at

Showey'rat, when we had returned from the

outside hillocks, our deliberation over, and

all determined and settled. Most of our

band had dispersed themselves, to wander till

evening should come, here and there in the

streets of the village, chaffering, loitering, or

sleeping. Moharib and I, followed by Aman

only, had gone aside into a mud-walled

garden inclosure by the canal ; the ground

within was overrun with great green melon-

plants
;
palms and fruit-trees grew as chance,

seemingly, had planted them ; one Avhole

side of the place was occupied by a vine-

yard, loosely trailed along high perches, or

clinging to the tree-stems near. The sun

still flamed high in the dark blue heaven of

the south
; but the leaves of plant and tree,

water-fed from the neighbouring canal, though

dust-powdered, were vigorous and fresh

;
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there was no sign of drooping in their

abundant verdure.

"Sheltered from the burning heat by a vine-

canopy of half-transparent green, Moharib

and I lay stretched, with ripe bunches of

white grapes hanging above and around us,

pleasant to eye, taste, and smell. Indeed,

Aman's enjoyments were, I think, bounded

by the alternate eating of grapes, and of a

huge water-melon, from which he had already

cut some considerable slices, and kept on

cutting more. Thus occupied, he paid little

attention to us, or to anything else, perfectly

satisfied with present pleasure. Perhaps, the

unreflecting mind is, on the whole, the

happiest of all.

' " But Moharib and I, now seated, now

reclined, under the warm green shade, left

grapes and melons untouched on their stalks.

Our feast was in the talk of that nearest the
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heart of each,—of love past and love to come,

—till remembrance and anticipation almost

equalled actual presence. I told my story,

—

the story you now know,—recalling to view

every happy scene, every fair picture, in its

own bright colour, heightened by the prismatic

hues of fond remembrance ; and in every

picture, every scene, she was the centre

figure, the source of all beauty and joy

around, the light of life.

*' Then Moharib took up the word, and

related with all the eloquence that a lover's

tongue and a lovers heart can supply, his

own tale of love. He spoke of the girl

whom first he met when, a lad of barely

twelve, he had gone accompanying his mother

on a visit to her acquaintances in a neigh-

bouring encampment of the Benoo-'Adra'

tribe. He described her perfect beauty, her

simple kindliness, her unadorned grace ; he

VOL. II. o
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told his own feelings, the first dawn of love,

the few words exchanged, the smile at parting
;

the subsequent loneliness of the return home-

wards to the tents of Benoo-Riah. He told

how their mutual affections, hers and his,

kindled that day in the valley of Soley,^ grew

and strengthened by frequent meetings at

well, or on pasture-ground, till it attracted

the notice of unfriendly kinsmen on either

side ; the opposition of parents, the jealousy

of rivals. He told of the barriers that spite

and envy attempted to raise up between her

and him ; the efforts made to shake her

constancy ; and, these failing the devices

used to trick him into the belief that she

had ceased to care for him ; while he all the

while knew well, with the certainty that

answered love alone can give, that her love

1 Between Nejd and Yemen.
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equalled his, or exceeded ; and that it was

the love which can be quenched by death

alone, nor even by death.

"Thus he went on, dwelling lingerlngly on

every circumstance, reviewing every outward

or inward memory, his and hers; and suffusing

all with the purple halo of deep love, till he

came to their last meeting by the well of

Jowfa^ in the early spring of the year ; the

pledges they interchanged, the vows they

spoke, the tears they shed, the embrace, the

parting look, the threats of their kinsfolk,

their own unalterable resolve.

"
' An old story, Ahmed, brother,' said he

;

' but ever new ; mine as yours, yours as

mine. Hear then my tale, and take it for

your own ; my grief is your grief, my pain

your pain ; my hope your hope. True love is

^ On the frontier of Kaseera, near Nejd.
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one only, and has but one voice as one heart/

So saying, he leant his back against the

vineyard wall, and sang:

—

" 'It cannot be, it cannot be

That I should gain by losing thee.

They threat, they promise much, but all

Their threat is weak, their promise small.

What were my loss, so thou be won ?

Or what my gain, if thou art gone ?

What can the gathered world supply

Of bliss, if thou no more be nigh ?

Where shall I find the love that erst

Made earth a heaven ? that love, the first,

The only love, the ecstasy.

I knew not whether mine or thine
;

For I was thou, and thou wert I,

Two tangled life-threads, one the twine :

—

It cannot be, it cannot be.

That I should gain by losing thee.'

"He paused ; then went on with his song :-—

" 'It cannot be, it cannot be

That I should gain by losing thee.

Were all the love that ever glowed

In all men's hearts on thee bestowed;

Of every mine were every gem
For thee wrought in one diadem ;

Of every realm were every throne

Step to thy feet, and thine alone,

—
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The total value of the earth

Were nothing to thy single worth.

For thine the unsullied pearl of youth,

The treasure of a faithful heart

;

And thine the crown of changeless truth,

And these are thine, and these thou art :

—

It cannot be, it cannot be

That I should gain by losing thee.'

''Again he paused; then resumed in a voice

almost broken by the intensity of longing

passion, as though striving to reach what

he could neither express nor attain :

—

" 'It cannot be, it cannot be

That I should gain by losing thee.

Life is no life if thou remove,

And death no death if in thy love.

Oh, sundered far, yet ever near

Thy form I see, thy voice I hear;

By trackless waste, o'er far hill-line,

Thy gentle hand is laid in mine
;

Warm to my lips thy lips are pressed,

Clasped in thy arms my nightly rest j

—

And health, and wealth, and name, and fame,

And heaven's own hopes, and God's own bliss,

I'd give them all, nor blame nor shame.

For thy one smile, for thy one kiss :

—

It cannot be, it cannot be

—

Whate'er I lose, I lose not thee

!
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**He ended, but remained seated as he was,

gazing before him into distance, saying

nothing. I too was silent : each of us had

his own thoughts ; and the thoughts of each

were, in HkeHhood, much the same.

*'* Enough,' at last I broke in; * lose her

we will not, by God's help, neither I nor

you. Only one thing, my brother, I conjure

you ; tell me this : How I can help you in

attaining the desire of your heart, as you are

now helping me. Be sure I will stand by

you to the utmost, and never fail you ; it is

the least that I can do in your requital, and

God to witness above us both.'

"
' You speak as you would perform, and

generously,' he answered. ' But, Ahmed, have

no care ; she and I shall soon, without help

of friends, have reached what we long for,

where we shall stand in need of nothing but

the favour of the One, the Merciful.'
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'"How can that be?' I asked. 'What do

your words mean ?'

"'They mean/ he replied, 'that when you

are happy in the possession of her you love,

all I ask of you Is to remember your brother

who died to win for you that which he could

not attain for himself Then, after a short

silence, ' My brother,' said he, ' my hour is

come, and I know it ; I shall never return

alive from the expedition on which we set

out to-night. But when in after-days you

revisit the place that Is already prepared for

me, and the heap of stones that will soon

be piled over me, salute me by name, the

brother of Leyla, the lover of Hafsah, and

wish me peace. I shall hear you, though I

make no answer. She too will visit me, and

will be with me before long.'

" I thought him wandering In his mind.

' My brother,' I said, ' this is mere fancy,
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idle dreams; let them go. Each of us has

his appointed time, but God alone knows it.

May He grant you a long life, and to find

what you seek. Neither you nor I are the

first who have loved ; and why should you

be less fortunate than so many others have

been ?'

"
' She asked my promise,' he answered,

'and I gave it; she has called me, and I

have answered ; within two days it will be

as I have said, nor would I have it other-

wise. I am content with what has been

decreed.

'

"He was looking down on the ground

while he spoke thus ; when he had finished,

he lifted up his face. I looked at it, and

saw that it was flushed, burning red ; his

eyes shone so that I could not bear their

glitter, and his breath was panting and

thick. Then he stretched out his arms
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eagerly, as if to some one far off; but soon

dropped them again, leant back in his place,

raised his voice and sung,

—

"' O love ! love ! love ! one hour to be

As once I was ; one hour with thee,

My only love ! when in thy smile

I knew my life, nor deemed the while

That ought could part my love from me !

' O love ! love ! love ! one hour to stand

As once we stood, when hand in hand

'Neath the lone palms,—and none was by

Our troth to see, but God's o^\^l sky

In starry witness o'er the land.

' O love ! love ! love ! one hour to rest,

Kisses to kisses, breast to breast
;

Thy breast, thy kisses !—O my heart

!

Be still j in life thou hast no part,

Of love so lightly dispossessed !

' O love ! love ! love ! O loved in vain !

Too late the hope, too late the pain

;

Too late ! too late ! O idle breath !

It may not be ;—come life, come death,

Thou must, thou shalt be mine again !

'

" With a sob that seemed as if body and

soul had parted, he fell forward on his face
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to the ground. I went up to him, called him,

took him by the arm, moved him, but to no

purpose ; he was insensible. Aman came to

my help ; we fetched water in haste from the

deep stream running close outside the garden-

wall, and poured it over his head and breast.

After some time he opened his eyes.

' Leave me, my brothers,' he whispered in

a voice only just audible, 'till the sun is

down ; then return.'

"We left him. I went into the village,

and strayed about till the evening call,^ when

I entered the low, white-washed mosque,

and said my prayers : somewhat to the sur-

prise of the good folks of the place, who

were unaccustomed to see a Bedouin, such

as they took me for, so accurate in his

devotions. Aman and I then returned to

^ The Tdan, or call to prayer, immediately after sun-

set.
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the garden by the canal. There we found

Moharib almost at the same spot where we

had quitted him, but he took no immediate

notice of our approach ; he had spread his

garment out on the dust, and was saying

his prayers, standing, and making no pros-

tration.'*

" The prayers of the dead, I suppose,"

observed Tantawee ;
" may God have mercy

on him. Yet I have known many who

have said those very prayers under exactly

the same impression, and then have lived

comfortably for years after. Presentiments

of this kind are quite as often false as true."

"In his case it was not so," answered

Hermann ;
" he never said those prayers

again, ^ nor any other stated ones. What

' Mahometans, in their burial-prayer over the dead,

make no prostration ; the omission is intended to be

significant of the coming resurrection. A man who
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however, was the cause of his foreboding,

and whence it came, I do not know ; he

said nothing to explain it, and I did not

Hke to ask him."

" And you, Ahmed, had you no similar

anticipations at the time for yourself?" in-

quired Tantawee, with a something ironical

in the tone of his voice.

*' None whatever," replied Hermann

;

'' though if warnings like these were merely

the creation of fear, conjecture, fancy, or

what not, as some say, I might well then

have experienced them. But no ; it is a

feeling which one can no more conjure up

in one's self at will, than ignore it when it

really comes. It is a voice that we cannot

make speak by hearkening for it ; so too

expects shortly to die a violent death will not un-

frequently recite these very prayers, as if over himself,

by way of preparation or anticipation.
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neither can we help hearing it when it does

speak, only the speaker remains unknown

and hid."

" You are a superstitious young fellow,"

half-laughed the other ;
" though I can hardly

blame you for it : as a child you were

probably educated to a belief in these things,

and later circumstances seem to have con-

firmed you in it. Turks and Koordes are

much given to these fancies ; so are Arabs

and Bedouins too, though after a different

fashion ; and associating with them as you

have done, you, who are already over-

imaginative of yourself, could scarcely fail

to catch something of their turn of mind.

But have a care, lad, and do not lay too

much stress on presentiments, dreams, voices,

and the like ; wiser men than you have been

made fools of in this way before now."

''I do not pretend to understand these
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things," said Hermann; "nor do I take them

into account, or draw conclusions from them.

But I cannot doubt the truth of what I have

myself experienced, or seen experienced by

others. It would be, I think, unreasonable to

refuse to our senses, in one particular class

of objects, the credit which we allow them

in the remainder. Who, or to what purpose

the Hatif^ may be, I know not; but I find

everywhere those who bear witness to his

existence ; and their testimony corresponds to

what I have heard or felt in my own person.

So too with presentiments, so with dreams.

Besides, when real, they have a character

of their own, even independently of the

confirmation or meaning they may seem to

receive from subsequent events,—a character

well-known to those who have felt their

^ See above in Part I., page 147.
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influence, but impossible to describe by words

to those who have not.

"Why, indeed," continued he, *' should we

suppose our will and intelligence to be alone

in their kind, or that the spiritual powers

which we recognise in ourselves have no

separate existence in other forms without us

and around us? The appearances on which

mens belief in Hatif, Jinnee, and the like,

in the occasional truth of a presentiment or

a dream are based, are not less objective

after their kind than are those of the stars

now over our heads, and the masts and ropes

beside us. Some might say that even these

are illusions, modes of perception, and no

more. Be it so : but in the meanwhile we

must hold for reality that which is reality

to us ; and the things of which we are

speaking are real exactly in the same manner,

though the ultimate base of their reality be
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not better known to us than that of everything

else."

" All this may be true," replied the

Egyptian ;
'' but to me one thing is clear

:

that impressions of this kind, whether made

through the mind or the senses, are merely

exceptions, and meant to be regarded as

such. They resist every attempt to bring

them under rule and system, and belong to

something that has no bearing on our normal

and reasonable life. Here again the son of

'Abd-Allah,^ was right in his summary

rejection of them ; though Ke too seems to

have had occasional weaknesses, the con-

sequence, probably, of early associations, in

this respect.^ But they who, like the

1 The prophet Mahomet.
2 " Ghosts, apparitions, and the Hke, have nothing

to do with Islam," is an authentic saying of

Mahomet's ; who was, however, sometimes rather

credulous, especially about omens.
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magicians of my own country, profess to have

them at command, are rank impostors. The

invisible powers, whether spirits of the dead,

or other, even if they do keep up now and

then a kind of connection with the Hving,

are certainly not at their beck. To profess

the contrary is to be a knave, and to believe

it, a fool.

'' The subject, however, is a wide one,"

he added ;
'' and if we once begin to discuss

it in earnest, we shall make an end not of

the night only, but of the day after too.

So pray return to the course of your story."

'' I would have done so before now,"

rejoined Hermann, " had not yourself in-

troduced this topic, one which I for my part

do not like to talk much about ; it is an

unhealthy one." He swallowed a draught of

water from the pitcher on the deck, and

resumed.

VOL. II. p
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" When Moharib had ended his prayer,

he took up his cloak, shook it, threw it over

his shoulders, and then turned towards us

with his ordinary look and manner, in which

no trace of past emotion could be discerned.

We all left the garden together ; there was

plenty of occupation for every one in getting

himself, his horse, his weapons, and his

travelling gear, ready for the night and the

morrow. Our gathering-place was behind

a dense palm-grove that cut us off from the

view and observation of the village ; there

our comrades arrived, one after another, all

fully equipped, till the whole band of twelve

had re-assembled. The cry of the night

prayers proclaimed from the mosque roof

had long died away into silence ; the last

doubtful streak of sunset faded from the

west, accompanied by the thin white crescent

of the young moon; night,* still cloudless.
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and studded with innumerable stars, depth

over depth, reigned alone. Without a word

we set forth into what seemed the trackless

expanse of desert, our faces between west

and south ; the direction across which the

Emeer Daghfel and his caravan were ex-

pected to pass.

" More than ever did the caution now

manifested by my companions, who were

better versed than myself in adventures of

the kind, impress me with a sense, not

precisely of the danger, but of the serious-

ness, of the undertaking. Two of the Benoo-

Riah, Harith, and Alodarrib, whom the tacit

consent of the rest designated for that duty,

took the advance as scouts, riding far out

ahead into the darkness, sometimes on the

right, sometimes on the left, in order that

timely notice might be given to the rest of

us, should any chance meeting or suspicious
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obstacle occur on the way. A third, J a'ad

es-Sabasib himself, acted, as beseemed his

name, for guide ; he rode immediately in

front of our main body. The rest of us held

close together, at a brisk walking pace,

from which we seldom allowed our beasts to

vary ; indeed, the horses themselves, trained

to the work, seemed to comprehend the

necessity of cautiousness, and stepped on

warily and noiselessly.

" Every man in the band was dressed

alike. Though I retained, I had carefully

concealed my pistols ; the litham^ disguised

my foreign features, and to any superficial

observer, especially at night, I was merely a

Bedouin of the tribe, with my sword at my

side, and my lance couched, Benoo-Riah

1 A fold of the head-dress, drawn across the whole

lower face up to the eyes.
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fashion, alongside of my horse's right ear.

Not a single word was uttered by any one

of the band, as, following Ja'ad's guidance,

who knew every inch of the ground, to my

eyes utterly unmeaning and undistinguishable,

we glided over the dry plain. At another

time I might perhaps have been inclined

to ask questions, but now the nearness of

expectation left no room for speech. Besides,

I had been long enough among the men of

the desert to have learnt from them their

habit of invariable silence when journeying

by night. Talkative at other times, they

then become absolutely mute. Nor is this

silence of theirs merely a precaution due to

the insecurity of the road, which renders it

unadvisable for the wayfarer to give any

superfluous token of his presence ; it is quite

as much the result of a powerful, though it

may well be most often an unconscious.
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sympathy with the silence of nature around.

*' Silent overhead, the bright stars, moving

on, moving upwards from the east, constella-

tion after constellation, the Twins and the

Pleiads, Aldeboran and Orion, the Spread

and the Perching Eagle/ the Balance, the

once-worshipped Dog-Star, and beautiful

Canopus. I look at them till they waver

before my fixed gaze ; and, looking, calculate

by their position how many hours of our

long night-march have already gone by, and

how many yet remain before daybreak ; till

the spaces between them show preternaturally

dark ; and on the horizon below a false eye-

begotten shimmer gives a delusive semblance

of dawn ; then vanishes.

" Silent : not the silence of voices alone,

but the silence of meaning change, dead mid-

^ " Lyra " in Western astronomy.
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night. The Wolfs Tail/ has not yet shot

up its first slant harbinger of day in the east

;

the quiet progress of the black spangled heavens

is monotonous as mechanism ; no life is there.

Silence ; above, around, no sound, no speech.

The very cry of a jackal, the howl of a wolf,

would come friendly to the ear, but none is

heard ; as though all life had disappeared

for ever from the face of the land. Silent

everywhere. A dark line stretches thwart

before us
;
you might take it for a ledge, a

trench, a precipice, what you will. It is none

of these ; it is only a broad streak of brown

withered herb, drawn across the faintly

gleaming flat. Far off on the dim right rises

something like a black giant wall. It is not

that : it is a thick-planted grove of palms ; silent

1 " Deneb Sirhan,^' the Arab name for the zodiacal

light, very marked in these regions, especially towards

autumn.
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they also, and motionless in the night. On

the left glimmers a range of white ghost-like

shapes : they are the rapid slopes of sandhills

shelving off into the plain ; no life is there.

" Some men are silenced by entering a

place of worship, a grave-yard, a large and

lonely hall, a deep forest ; and in each and

all of these there is what brings silence, though

from different motives, varying in the influence

they exert over the mind. But that man

must be strangely destitute of the sympathies

which link the microcosm of our individual ex-

istence with the macrocosm around us, who can

find heart for a word more than needful, were

it only a passing word, in the desert at night.

" Silent we go on ; the eyes and thoughts

of the Bedouins are fixed, now on the tracks,

for there are many, barely distinguishable

to a few yards before them through the

gloom ; now on the pebble-strewn surface
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beneath their horses' hoofs ; at times on some

bright particular star near the horizon ;
while

occasionally they turn an uneasy glance to

right or left, as though half anticipating

some unfriendly figure about to start out of

the gloom. Moharib rode generally alongside

of Jaad, with whom he exchanged, but not

often, signs or low whispers ; Aman kept

close to me. I, who had long before made

a separate astral calculation for each successive

night of the year (a useful amusement in my

frequent journeys), and for whom almost every

star has a tale to tell of so many hours elapsed

since sunset, so many remaining to the dawn,

continue gazing on the vault above, also

thinking. Our horses' pace never varies ; no

new object breaks the monotonous gloom of

our narrow horizon ; the night seems as though

it had no end ; we all grow drowsy, and go

on as if in an evil dream.
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" 'Aman draws forth from the loose breast-

folds of his dress a small clay pipe. The

elegant workmanship of the bowl, and the

blue ornaments of its rim declare it to be of

Mosool manufacture. Aided more by feeling

than by sight, he proceeds deliberately to

fill it from a large tobacco pouch, made of

cloth, once gaily embroidered, now sadly

stained and tarnished ; carefully arranging the

yellow 'Irak tobacco (the only quality obtain-

able south of Bagdad, and of which we had laid

in the necessary store at Showey'rat), with the

coarse broken stalks undermost, and the fine

dust-like leaf particles for a covering above.

Next, with a single blow on the flint, he strikes

a light, lays it delicately on the top, replaces the

wire-work cupola over the pipe's mouth, and

smokes like a man who intends to make the

most of his enjoyment, and who economizes

his pleasure that it may last the longer.
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"He is not long alone in this proceeding
;

for whether seeking a remedy against sleepi-

ness, or ennui, or perhaps both, Musa'ab

quickens his pace a little, and bringing his

horse alongside of Aman's, asks for a light

in his turn. But his pipe is not all for himself,

Howeyrith claiming a share in it ; whilst the

negro, Shebeeb, considers his complexion suffi-

cient warrant for taking a pull in company

with Aman. I myself, though a minute before

absent, or nearly so, from everything around

in thought, am aroused from my reverie by

the pleasant smell of the smoke, and ask also

for a light, which Aman gives me. All the

others, Jaad and Moharib alone excepted,

follow the example.

" The night-air freshens, it blows from the

east. Looking round somewhat backward on

our left we see a faint yellow gauze of light,

a spear-shaped ray ; it is the zodiacal har-
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binger of the sun. It widens, it deepens,

—

for brighten that dull ray does not,—and the

hope it permits of a nearer halt arouses us one

and all from our still recurring torpor. The

air grows cooler yet ; the kaffeeyehs ^ are

rearranged around each chin, and the mantles,

some black, some striped, some dusky red,

are wrapt closer to every form.

'* Suddenly, almost startling in that sudden-

ness, the morning-star flashes up, exactly in

the central base of the dim eastern pyramid of

nebulous outline. Sa'ad, Doheym, Musa'ab,

myself, all of us instinctively look first at the

pure silver drop, glistening over the dark

desert-marge, and then at Ja'ad, as though

entreating him to notice it also, and to take

the hint it gives. He rides on and makes no

1 Handkerchiefs, silk, cotton, or mixed, and generally

of gay colours, worn largely by Bedouins for their sole

head-covering.
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sign. Yet half an hour more of march ; during

which time the planet of my love^ has risen

higher and higher, with a rapidity seemingly

disproportionate to the other stars ; and

through the doubtful twilight I see Harith

and Modarrib, our night-long outriders, nearing

and falling in with the rest of our party. They

know we have not much farther to go. Before

us a low range of sand-heaps, already tinged

above with something of a reddish reflect, on

which the feathery ghada^ grows in large

dusky patches, points out the spot where Ja ad

had determined hours before should be our

brief morning rest. Once arrived among the

hillocks, Ja'ad reconnoitres them closely, then

draws rein and dismounts ; we all do the

same ; I mechanically.

^ " Zahra'," is the Arab name for the planet Venus,

or morning-star.

2 A kind of euphorbia, common in the Arabian desert.
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" The horses are soon picketed, one close

by the other ; there Is no fear of vicious kick-

ing or biting among these high-bred animals.

Next, leaving only the cloths that have

served for saddles on their backs, we lighten

them of their remaining loads : an easy task
;

for except two pair of small water-skins, and

a few almost empty saddle-bags, more tassel

than contents, there is not much to relieve

them of.

" Aman, thoroughly tired with the night's

march, and little troubled by cares either for

the future or the present, had quickly scooped

away the soft cool sand into a comfortable

hollow, arranged a heap of it for a pillow,

and in half a minute lay there asleep and

motionless like one dead. The other Benoo-

Riahees did the same. Ja ad and Moharib

first made up for their previous abstinence

by smoking each a half-filled pipe, then fol-
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lowed the general example. For a few

minutes longer I sat, the unbidden watchman

of the party, looking at them ; sighed ; looked

again ; soon I felt my ideas growing confused,

and hastily clearing away in my turn some-

what of the sand, took my saddle-bags, folded

them, laid them under my head, and almost

instantly fell into dreamless slumber.

" My sleep could not have lasted a full

hour when with a shiver, so freshly blew the

easterly breeze of the morning, I awoke.

Rising I drew round me the woollen cloak

which had fallen away on one side, leaving

me partly uncovered in my uneasy though

heavy sleep, and sat up. I looked about me,

first at my comrades : they all lay yet slumber-

ing, every one his spear stuck into the sand

at his head, rolled up in their cloaks, • some

one way, some another ; then at the narrow

belt of sandhills among which we had alighted
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in the gloaming. They circled us in at forty

or fifty yards distant on every side. The

clear rays of the early sun entered the hollow

here and there through gaps between the

hillocks ; but on most points they were still

shut out, and the level light silvered rather

than gilded the sand-margin around. Except

my own, not an eye was open, not a limb

stirred : the very horses were silent and

motionless as their masters.

*' *Am I nearer to or further than ever from

my hopes ?' said I to myself, as I gazed at

the pure blue sky above me, the heaped-up

sand below, the tufted ghada on the slopes,

the sleeping men, and the patient drooping

horses ;
* and to what purpose is all this ?

Fool ! and a fool's errand !—no ;—anyhow

love is love, and life life : better to attempt

and lose than never to attempt at all. Poor

Moharib too ! on a venture not his own. I
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wonder what his presentiments betoken ; I

feel none. No hint of to-day's future or to-

morrow's. And she meanwhile—where is

she at this very moment ? near or far ? and

does she expect me now ? has she any infor-

mation of our intent ? any guess ? and how

shall I find her when we meet ? But shall

we indeed meet ? and how ? If this attempt

fail, what remains ? Lucky fellows,' thought

I, with a look on the heavy-breathing Aman

and Harith where they lay side by side.

' They at least have all the excitement of

the enterprise without any of the distressful

anxieties ; or, rather, without that one great,

miserable anxiety, what is the end.'

"While thus I sat and thought, the

Bedouins awoke, Ja'ad first of all. One

roused another ; they rubbed their eyes, and

looked staringly around them. Moharib gave

me the greeting of the morning, and added,

VOL. II. Q
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' We have not far to go now.' With scarcely

a word, every one looked at his horse, and

rearranged his travelling gear ; the beasts

were then unpicketed, and we remounted

for our onward journey. A couple of hours

before us, said J a'ad, was a spring, where we

could water our horses ; there, too, I knew

by former experience of like cases, we should

make some kind of breakfast. Gladly I allow

would I even now have prolonged the halt

a few minutes longer for but a cup of coffee
;

this was, however, a luxury of which I well

knew the idea must be renounced on a

journey with Bedouins in the desert. So,

in company with most of the others, I made

a pipe do duty for what was of necessity

omitted.

*' After the time announced by Ja'ad, we

came on the promised spring of water ; a

scantily supplied pool amid a patch of short
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grass, through which the rock cropped out

at intervals. The water was sHghtly brackish,

and almost tepid
;
yet we drank of it eagerly,

men and beasts. Here, too, we breakfasted

on the remnants of bread brought with us

from Showey'rat, seasoning them with dry

dates. An hour more we rode our way

;

henceforth over dry ground, patched in one

place with whitish sand, in another with

parched-up grass and scrub, and everywhere

strewn with stones. No village walls, no

field, no palm-grove, no sign of habitation or

tillage was anywhere within sight ; the desert-

plain spread more and more barren ; its level

horizon widening out as we advanced.

" But when the sun was already more than

half-way up the eastern sky, the attention of

our whole party was arrested by a speck on

the far-off horizon in front to our right. It

moved ; it gradually increased ; it broke into
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several dark points ; then united again, and

seemed to increase every minute. ' The

Emeer's caravan,' whispered Moharib to me,

as he came close to my side. My heart beat

till I could scarcely draw my breath. ' How

do you know it ?
' I said. ' There was no

other caravan about to come on that track,'

he answered ;
' besides, I can recognise the

litters.'

'' I strained and strained my gaze, but could

make out no particular objects in the moving

outline. Only it was evident that if we re-

mained where we were, the caravan would

in less than an hour's time pass within a

quarter of a mile from the spot.

" * They are fifty or sixty spears,' whispered

Modarrib, the keenest-sighted of our band, to

J a'ad. *We cannot attack them by daylight'

Moharib looked at me; * What do you say?'

he asked. ' You are the best judges,' I
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answered ; ' enough that they do not escape

us/

*' 'This way, now/ said Ja'ad, who had kept

silence awhile, leading behind a rising ground

to our left. There, sheltered from view,

and without dismounting from our horses,

we held a brief discussion ; the chief point

of which was, should we try our fortunes at

once, or should we wait the night. Harith,

Doheym, and myself were for the former

alternative ; but Moharib, whose prudence

equalled his courage, and the eight others,

decided for the latter. In fact, I myself soon

perceived that in open fight, man to man, we

must have the worse of it ; they were five

to one, and we could by daylight have no

advantage, not even that of surprise, to counter-

balance such odds. Yet had not this been

a last chance I think that I should have

insisted on making an attempt ; but the know-
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ledge that loss if incurred would be irreparable,

and the thought of the risk which Zahra

must, in such an event undergo, held me

back.

" ' Their evening halt will be at the waters

of Doneyyib,' said Ja'ad. ' That will suit us

admirably,' answered Moharib ;
' I know the

place ; and we can easily arrange our ambush.

Let Harith remain behind with the rest.'

" It was agreed accordingly : Ja'ad, Moharib,

Doheym, and myself, with Aman, who would

not leave me, were to go forward, while Harith

and the six others stayed where they were,

till the Emeer Daghfel and his men should

be fairly out of sight, then follow the track

as far as the Theneeyah,^ half an hour's

distance from Doneyyib, and there wait in

reserve.

' A defile, or narrow winding road between hills.
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" This point settled, Ja'ad, myself, and our

three companions resumed our route, but very

cautiously, and on a line parallel with the

caravan, which we desired to retain just in

sight, and on no account to approach. By

Moharib's suggestion we reversed our lances,

turning their points backwards and down-

wards, after the manner of the Shomer Arabs
;

while Ja'ad, who had reassumed his post of

guide, availed himself, with Bedouin tact, of

every inequality of the ground, ever}^ wind-

heaped sand-ridge, ever)^ bush of feathery

ghada, every circumstance of earth and air,

to mask our number and our real direction.

At times, when the Emeer's party seemed

likely to come too near, we halted altogether

;

then went on again.

" I knew she was there, and knew also

that the moment was not yet ; but I could

not refrain from constant gazing towards the
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slow-winding specks on the westerly horizon,

as though I had been uncertain of her being

among them, or my looking of any use then

and there. Once, when the space between

us was at the narrowest, I could just make

out the crimson hangings of the camel-carried

litters, in one of which she must be. O

God, how I longed to break through all

delay, put my horse to full speed, shout to

my comrades ' follow,' and rush on the caravan,

though guarded not by sixty but six hundred

lances and swords. But I restrained myself,

or rather Moharib's look and gesture restrained

me. Would it had not ! Come what might

have, it would have been better for me, for

her. But now—

"

Hermann broke off. " Keep up, my dear,

dear fellow," said Tantawee ;
" bear a brave

heart. Regret and self-reproach in things like

these is mere folly, and despair is cowardice.
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All was for the best, I doubt not ; all may

yet, will I hope, be well."

His friend smiled a sad smile, and shook

his head. Then with a long-drawn sigh
;

" God only knows," he said. " His we are,

and to Him we all return. But this is idle

;

I will complete my tale.

" We circled aside ; the caravan kept its

way, and again became a mere speck on the

desert rim. They had taken no notice of us.

Silently, cautiously, we followed.

*' The sunbeams were low and yellow, and

our shadows stretched long and distorted over

the ground, when we saw the object of our

pursuit gradually leading off more on the

right.

"'They have made up their minds to halt

for the night at the waters of Doneyyib; it

is what we wanted,' whispered Moharib to

me. ' How is your heart, my brother ?'
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" My answer was by look, not by words.

Doheym drew closer, and he and Moharib

held some talk with Ja'ad, but in so low a

tone that the meaning escaped me.

"'Now is the time,' said Ja'ad, and added,

turning to Aman, ' Caution, my black brother,

caution.' Then turning his horse's head to

the right, he made us a sign to follow.

*'* Where are we going next? is it now?'

I thought, so far as the excitement I was

in allowed me to think. But I asked no

question. Briskly, yet more warily than ever,

Ja'ad wound in and out amid sand-heaps and

bushes, slopes and hollows, till I for one had

wholly lost every idea of the way ; though

of this I took no note : my only care now

was to reach the goal, and then—happen

what might. So on we rode in silence,

keeping close at our guide's heels for an hour

or more, till the long blurred shadows faded
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away, and the steely grey of the sky over-

head showed that the sun had set.

" Then Ja'ad slackened his horse's pace to

a slow walk ; and we all went noiselessly

following behind a long, steep bank, till we

reached a spot where the meeting sand-drifts

left between them only a kind of trench, about

thirty feet in depth. So hidden, so seemingly

low was the place, that one suddenly brought

there might have fancied himself absolutely

out of the world. Here Ja'ad halted, listened

awhile, then dismounting threw his horse's

halter without a word to Doheym. We all

alighted. Some whispering followed between

Ja'ad and Moharib ; after which the latter

made me a sign to remain where I was. I

obeyed. Ja'ad took in hand Moharib's horse,

and sat down close by, holding the halter,

speechless and motionless. We all did the

same.
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" But Moharib, removing his head-dress,

strewed his dark hair thickly over with earth-

grey sand ; then took off his cloak also, and

laid it on one side. Next, gently and cir-

cumspectly, he began climbing on all fours

up the opposite bank, till he had reached its

upper margin. There he stopped, and for a

minute or two peered over the edge ; stooped

again and redescended into the hollow not less

cautiously than he had mounted. When at

the bottom he shook the sand from his head,

resumed his cloak and kaffeeyah, and came

up to where I sat.

"'The Benoo-Sheyban are encamped within

bow-shot of the bank,' he said. ' We guessed

that they would halt hereabouts, but did not

expect to find them so near ; farther off would

have been safer for us. However this is our

opportunity ; and we must make the better

use of it. Take off your kaffeeyah, and climb
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up the slope where I did just now ; only-

have a care when at the top to show as little

of yourself as possible above it. You can

then get a good look at the tents, right in

front of you ; and you will easily be able to

distinguish the particular tent of the Sheykh's

daughter ; it is alongside of the tents of her

maids and the other women, somewhat towards

the left of the encampment. Fix it, and the

way leading to it, well in your mind, that you

may have no difficulty in finding it again in

the dark. The Emeer DaghfePs tent is in

the middle ; and most of the men are close

by it. But do not remain too long looking,

or some one may see you and give the

alarm.'

'' Gently, gently, I crawled up the bank, using

every precaution that I had observed Moharib

do before me ; but when I was just below

the top, my heart palpitated with such violence
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that its beatings might have been audible to

any one near ; a mist came over my eyes
;

my head swam round, and I almost loosened

my hold on the thin grass tufts by me. If I

had let them go, I should have rolled back

into the hollow. However with a strong

effort I steadied myself, and waited thus a

few moments till my calmer sense returned
;

then raised my head up to the margin and

looked over.

" Immediately before me was a wide patch

of reddish sand ; farther off on one side I

noticed a sort of depression, with some bushes

growing about it ; these indicated the waters

of Doneyyib, the presence of which rendered

this spot a favourite halt on the southward

, route. Behind the sand extended a tract of

darker ground, scantily patched with dry

herbage, and on it stood the Benoo-Sheyban

tents, pitched in a double row. They were
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eleven in all, six in front and five behind
;

the latter were, from my point of view, partly

covered, but not concealed, by those before

them.

" Third in the front row to the left stood

the Emeer's tent : it was readily distinguishable

from the rest by its size, and by two long

and tasselled spears stuck into the earth near

the entrance. The remaining five tents on

the same line also belonged to men : each

was partly open, and had a spear planted at

the door. Of the five ranged behind, two

more were occupied by men, as was evident

from the manner in which they had been

pitched, and from the spears beside them.

'' Three tents stood on the right, side by

side ; and these all were appropriated to

women. I knew it by the care taken to

fence them about, and to protect their in-

dwellers from curious or even casual gaze.
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In one of these three must be Zahra. Again

my head grew giddy, my eyesight dim. I

thought, I hoped, I feared, I wished every

instant that she herself might appear from

out one of them. But though while I gazed

and gazed, three or four veiled figures of

women passed and repassed among the tents,

now entering, now coming out, that one figure

did not show itself. Had it been otherwise I

believe that an involuntary cry, the utterance

of irrepressible desire, would have betrayed

me on the spot. It was ordained otherwise
;

unheard, unseen, unsuspected, I held my

watch.

" Now, however, my whole attention was

directed to make sure which of the three

tents was Zahra s. It was th^ centre one
;

the glimpses of red and fringed curtains lining

it, seen through and beneath the outer

covering, and the frequent entrance and exit
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of women as if on errands of service, and

in particular of one dusky unveiled face, that

of a slave girl, probably the Emeer's gift to

his betrothed, indicated it to my eye. But

even had there been no such token to dis-

tinguish it, I should certainly have recognised

it all the same : my heart would have told

me w^hat my eyes did not.

"

"Indeed!" ironically interposed Tantawee.

" Love, and you will understand," rejoined

Hermann ; then continued

—

'' Sure now of my goal, I next carefully

studied the path that was to conduct me

thither. Accordingly I fixed in my mind

the directions in which the tent-ropes were

stretched, and how I might avoid stumbling

over them ; noted well the openings of the

tents themselves ; and determined by what

way I could, with least likelihood of discovery,

get round behind the encampment to that

VOL. II. R
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tent which,—oh happiness !— I was to enter

that night. No doubt to my anxious comrades

below it must have seemed that I remained

up there much longer than was either prudent

or needful ; and in fact I believe that I pro-

tracted my gazing more than another would have

done
;

yet the whole survey took me then

less time to make than it does now to recount.

" At last I descended ; and Aman, who

was to take part in the adventure some hours

later, also scrambled up the bank, though at

another point, and had a look at the camp

in the gathering dusk. Meanwhile Jaad and

Doheym waited below with the horses. When

Aman had rejoined us, we moved off noise-

lessly all five for a good quarter of a mile down

by the trench-like valley, till we had put a safe

distance between the encampment and our-

selves ; then we halted, picketed our horses,

and sat down to hold a last council.
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" Would it be possible in one way or

other to apprise her we came to seek of our

presence, before actually making the attempt

that night ? No ; that could not be done.

We must make our arrangements indepen-

dently of her knowledge as yet. So it was

settled that J a'ad, who was the only one

thoroughly acquainted with this neighbourhood,

should without delay go and find out the

remaining seven of our party, who would be

by this time arrived at the Theneeyah, and

bring them on here. We would then all wait

together till the moon had set, and even later,

to allow full time for every one belonging to

the Sheybanee caravan to have gone to sleep.

This would probably be before midnight.

"When all was still, we five, accompanied

by the mulatto Harith, whose strength and

courage rendered him a person of much

importance on an occasion like this, would
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return to the sand-hollow by the camp ; leaving

the other six at the Theneeyah, to cover our

escape and divert pursuers, if necessary. But

of ourselves, two, namely Ja ad and Doheym,

should remain below in the hollow, holding

the horses in readiness; while Moharib, Harith,

Aman, and myself climbed up to the level on

which the tents were pitched. There three

should conceal themselves in waiting ; while

I, by what means I could, entered the tent

of Zahra' herself, roused her, and brought her

along with me.

'' Should all this be done, as we hoped,

unobserved, our task was easy. Zahra' would

mount Sekab, a powerful grey mare, given

for this very purpose by the old Emeer

Paris to Harith, as the best rider of the party,

when we set out from Tell-'Afr, Harith would

mount before, and we would rejoin our com-

rades at the Theneeyah. Then all together
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at full Speed away ; and before sunrise we

should have entered the limits of the Shomer

clan, where we were sure of shelter and

protection. But if on the other hand we

happened to be discovered during our attempt

on the camp, we must fight for it, and win

our way through as best might be. If

pursuit were given, some would skirmish,

and facilitate the flight of the rest.

" These things were settled on our way

to and at the Theneeyah, before darkness

had fully closed in. We then betook our-

selves to our evening meal, of which we

were much in need ; the greater number of

us having hardly tasted anything the livelong-

day. Yet we did not dare to light a fire

and prepare the customary cakes of bread,

lest the glare, reflected by the smoke, should

betray us ; so we only mixed our coarse

flour with the thick dingy water from the
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leathern bags, and made it into a kind of

porridge, which we accompanied with dry

and dirty dates. Had our repast consisted

of the choicest deHcacies of a Bagdad kitchen,

or had it been of sand and pebbles, I do

not think that I should have observed the

difference.

'' The thin moon-crescent lowered and sank
;

the stars came out, but not in the sharp

clearness of the night before ; the smaller ones

were hardly visible, and the larger had each

around it a little ill-defined halo. ' There will

be a mist before morning,' said Moharib,

who was weather-wise after a sort.

" 'So much the better for us,' answered Ja'ad.

No one lay down to sleep ; we sat in groups,

talking low and watching the stars.

*' Never had their dial appeared to me so

slow ; but it moved on, and at last announced

that midnight was near. Harith pointed to
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the flying eagle, ^ which had now declined half-

way to the horizon, and unfastened Sekab

;

we, that is, the other five of his party, got

our horses ready, and with an 'In the name

of God,' set out, Ja'ad leading as before. We
reached the hollow. Not a sound was heard.

Had the encampment been twenty miles away,

the quiet could not have been more complete.

Softly we dismounted, Moharib, Harith, Aman,

and I
;
gave our horses and our spears in

charge of Doheym and Ja'ad ; took off our

cloaks and laid them on the sand ; and in

our under garments, with no arms but sword

and knife, prepared ourselves for the decisive

attempt.

*' I did not think, I had no leisure to think,

as we clambered up the loose bank, half earth

half sand ; the position required the fullest

^ " Atair " in European star-charts.
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attention every moment ; an incautious move-

ment, a slip, a sound, and the whole encamp-

ment would be on foot, to the forfeit, not of

my life, not of all our lives only,—that I should

have reckoned a light thing,—but of my love

also. One by one we reached the summit

:

before us stood the tents, just visible in dark

outline : all around was open shadow, no mov-

ing figure broke its stillness, no voice or cry

anywhere ; nor did any light appear at first

in the tents. The entire absence of precaution

showed how unexpected was our visit ; so

far was well ; my courage rose, my hope

also.

** Following the plan we had agreed on, we

laid ourselves flat on the sand, and so dragged

ourselves forward on and on, hardly lifting

our heads a little to look round from time to

time, till we found ourselves near the front

tent furthest on the left. No one had stirred
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without, and the tent itself was silent as a

grave. Round it, and round the tent that

stood next behind it we crawled slowly on,

stopping now and then, and carefully avoiding

the getting entangled among the pegs and

outstretched ropes. Above all, we gave the

widest berth possible to what appeared in

the darkness like four or five blackish mounds

on the sand, and which were in fact guards,

wrapped up in their cloaks and, fortunately

for us, fast asleep.

" When we had arrived at the outside corner

of the encampment, Harith stopped, and re-

mained couched on the ground where the

shade was deepest ; it was his place of watch.

Twenty or twenty-five paces further on Aman

at my order did the same. Moharib accom-

panied me till, having fairly turned the camp,

we came close behind Zahra's tent, in which

I now observed for the first time that a light
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was burning. Here Moharib also stretched

himself flat on his face, to await me when I

should issue forth from among the curtains.

" And now, as if on purpose to second our

undertaking, arrived unsought-for the most

efficacious help that we could have desired to

our concealment. While crossing the sandy

patch, I had felt on my face a light puff of air,

unusually damp and chill. Looking up, I per-

ceived a vapoury wreath, as of thin smoke,

blown along the ground. It was the mist; and,

accustomed to the desert and its phenomena,

I knew that in less than half an hour more

the dense autumn fog would have set in,

veiling earth and everything on it till sunrise.

This time, however, the change in the atmo-

sphere was quicker than usual ; so that before

I had well got behind the tent-range, the

thickness of the air would hardly have allowed

any object to be seen at a few yards' distance,
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even had it been daylight. As it was, the

darkness was complete.

" Creeping forward, I gradually loosened

one of the side pegs that made the tent-

wall between the ropes fast to the ground.

Through the opened chink a yellow ray

shot forth into the fog; the whole tent

seemed to be lighted up within. Hastily I

reclosed the space, while a sudden thrill of

dread ran through me ; some maid, some

slave might be watching. Or what if I

had been mistaken in the tent itself ? What

if not she but others were there ? Still

there was no help for it now ; the time of

deliberation had gone by
;

proceed I must

and I would, whatever the consequences.

'' Once more I raised the goat's-hair hang-

ings, and peeped in. I could see the light

itself, a lamp placed on the floor in front,

and burning ; but nothing moved ; no sound
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was heard. I crawled further on my hands

and knees, till the whole interior of the

tent came into view. It was partly covered

with red strips of curtain, and the ground

itself was covered with carpets. Near the

light a low couch, formed by two mattresses

one upon the other, had been spread ; some

one lay on it ;—O God ! she lay there !

" The stillness of the night, the hour,

the tent, of her sleep, her presence, her

very unconsciousness, awed, overpowered me.

For a moment I forgot my own purpose,

everything. To venture in seemed profanation
;

to arouse her, brutal, impious. Yet how had

I come, and for what ? Then in sudden

view all that had been since that last night

of meeting at Diar-Bekr, stood distinct before

me ; more yet, I saw my comrades on their

watch outside, the horses in the hollow ; I

saw the morrow's sun shine bright on our
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haven of refuge, on our security of happiness.

Self-possessed and resolute again, I armed

myself with the conscience of pure love,

with the memory and assurance of hers, and

entered.

" Letting the hangings drop behind me,

I rose to my feet ; my sword was unsheathed,

my knife and dagger were ready in my belt

;

my pistols, more likely to prove dangerous

than useful at this stage of the enterprise, I

I had left below with my horse. Then bare-

foot and on tiptoe, I gently approached the

mattress-couch. It was covered all over with

a thin sheet of silken gauze ; upon this

a second somewhat thicker covering, also of

silk, had been cast ; and there, her head on

a silken rose-coloured pillow, she lay, quiet

as a child.

" I can see her now,"—thus continued Her-

mann, gazing fixedly on the air before him,
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and speaking, not as though to his friend,

but to some one far off. "I can see her even

now. She was robed from head to foot in

a Hght white dress, part silk, part cotton, and

ungirdled ; she rested half turning to her

right side ; her long black hair, loosened from

its bands, spread in heavy masses of glossy

waviness, some on her pillow, some on her

naked arm and shoulder, ebony on ivory ; one

arm was folded under her head, the other

hung loosely over the edge of the mattress,

till the finger-tips almost touched the carpet.

Her face was pale, paler, I thought, than

before ; but her breathing came low, calm,

and even, and she smiled in her sleep.

'' Standing thus by her side, I remained

Awhile without movement, and almost without

breath. I could have been happy so to remain

for ever. To be with her, even though she

neither stirred nor spoke, was Paradise ; I
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needed neither sign nor speech to tell me

her thoughts ; I knew them to be all of love

for me,—love not rash nor hasty, but pure,

deep, unaltered, unalterable as the stars in

heaven. It was enough ; could this last, I had

no more to seek. But a slight noise outside

the tent, as if of some one walking about

the camp, roused me to the sense of where

I was, and what was next to be done. I

must awaken her
;

yet how could I do so

without startling or alarming her ?

'' Kneeling softly by the couch, I took in

mine the hand that even in sleep seemed

as if offered to me, gently raised it to my

lips, and kissed it. She slumbered quietly

on. I pressed her fingers, and kissed them

again and yet again with increasing warmth

and earnestness. Then, at last becoming con-

scious, she made a slight movement, opened

her eyes, and awoke.
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'''What! you Ahmed!' she said, half rising

from the bed ;
' I was just now dreaming

about you. Is it really you ? and how came

you here ? who is with you ? are you alone ?'

These words she accompanied with a look of

love full as intense as my own ; but not

unmixed with anxiety, as she glanced quickly

round the tent.

" ' Dearest Zahra ! sister ! my heart ! my

life
!

' I whispered, and at once caught her

in my arms. For a moment she rested in

my embrace ; then recollecting herself, the

place, the time, drew herself free again.

" ' Did you not expect me, Zahra' ? ' I added
;

* had you no fore-knowledge, no anticipation,

of this meeting ? or could you think that I

should so easily resign you to another ?

'

" The tears stood in her eyes. ' Not so,'

she answered ;
' but I thought, I had intended

that the risk should be all my own. I knew
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you were on our track, but did not imagine you

so near : none else in the caravan guessed

anything. You have anticipated me by a

night, one night only ; and,— O God !
— at

what peril to yourself ! Are you aware that

sixty chosen swordsmen of Benoo-Sheyban

are at this moment around the tent"? Oh,

Ahmed ! oh, my brother ! what have you

ventured ? Where are you come ?

'

"In a few words, as few as possible, I

strove to allay her fears. I explained all to

her ; told her of the measures we had taken,

the preparations we had made, the horse wait-

ing, the arms ready to escort and defend

her ; and implored her to avail herself of

them without delay.

" Calmly she listened ; then, blushing deep
;

' It is well, my brother,' she said ;
' I am ready.'

Thus saying, she caught up her girdle from

the couch ; and began to gather her loosened

VOL. II. s
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garments about her, and to fasten them for

the journey. No sign of hesitation now ap-

peared, hardly even of haste. Her eye was

bright, but steady ; her colour heightened

;

her hand free from tremor.

" But even as she stooped to gather up her

veil from the pillow on which she had laid

it, and prepared to cast it over her head,

she suddenly started, hearkened, raised her-

self upright, stood still an instant, and then,

putting her hand on my arm, whispered :

'We are betrayed; listen.'

'' Before she had finished speaking I heard

a rustle outside, a sound of steps, as of

three or four persons, barefoot and cautious

in their advance, coming towards the front

of the tent. I looked at Zahra; she had

now turned deadly pale, her eyes were fixed

on the curtained entrance
;

yet in her look

I read no fear, only settled, almost desperate,
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resolution. My face was, I do not doubt,

paler even than hers ; my blood chilled in

my veins. Instinctively we each made to

the other a sign for silence, a sign, indeed

superfluous in such circumstances, and remained

attentive to the noise without. The steps

drew nearer ; we could even distinguish the

murmur of voices, apparently as of several

people talking together in an under-tone,

though not the words themselves. When just

before the entrance of the tent, the foot-fall

ceased ; silence followed. The curtains which

formed the door were drawn together, one

a little overlapping the other, so as to pre-

clude all view from the outside ; but they

were in no way fastened within ; and to have

attempted thus to close them at that moment

would have been worse than useless.

" Zahra and I threw our arms, she round

me, I round her ; and our lips met in the
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mute assurance, that whatever was to be the

fate of one, should also be the fate of the

other. But she blushed more deeply than

ever, crimson-red : I could see that by the

light of the lamp which we longed to, but

at that moment dared not, extinguish. Its

ray fell on the door-hangings, outside which

stood those whom their entire silence, more

eloquent then than words, proclaimed to be

listeners and spies. Who they were, and

what precisely had brought them there, and

with what intent they waited, we could not

tell.

" Half a minute,—it could not have been

more,—passed thus in breathless stillness ; it

was a long half-minute to Zahra and me.

At last we heard a sort of movement taking

place in the group without ; it seemed as

though they first made a step or two forwards
;

then returned again, talking all the while
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among themselves in the same undertone

;

then slowly moved away towards the line

of tents in front. No further sound was

heard : all was hushed. Zahra' and I loosed

our hold, and stood looking at each other.

How much had been guessed, how much

actually detected, I could not tell; she how-

ever knew.

" 'Fly, Ahmed,' she whispered ;
' fly ! That

was the Emeer himself. They are on the alert

;

you are almost discovered ; in a few minutes

more the alarm will be given throughout the

camp. For your life, fly !

'

" I stood there like one entranced : the

horror of that moment had numbed me,

brain and limb. And how could I o^o ? Her

voice, her face, her presence, were, God

knows, all on earth to me. How then could

I leave them to save a life valueless to me

without them ?

'
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"'In God's name,' she urged, 'haste. Your

only hope, brother, Hes In getting away

from here quickly and unpercelved ; In the

darkness you can yet manage It; tell me, how

is It outside ?
'

" ' Thick mist
;

' I answered :
* It was com-

ing on before I reached the tent.'

"
' Thank God,' she said, with a half-sob

of relief, and a tone the like of which I

never heard before or after, ' that it Is has

saved you ; that has prevented your com-

panions from being discovered. Dearest

Ahmed,' she continued, kissing me in her

earnestness, 'as you love me, for my sake,

for your own sake, for both of us, fly,—It is

the only chance left.'

'''Fly, Zahra'! Zahra', my life!' I answered,

almost with a laugh ;
' fly ! and leave you

here behind ; never.'

"
' As you have any love for me, Ahmed,'
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she replied In a low, hurried, choking voice

;

'as you would not expose me to certain dis-

honour and death ; as 3^ou hope ever to meet

me again ;—O Ahmed ! my brother ! my

only love !—it is their reluctance alone to

shame me by their haste while yet a doubt

remains, that has screened you thus far ;—but

they will return. Alone, I shall be able to

extricate myself ; I shall have time and means
;

—but you ;—oh, save yourself, my love ; save

me !

'

" ' Dearest Zahra'," replied I, pressing her

to my breast ;
' and you ? what will you

do?'

"
' Fear not for me,* she answered, her

eye sparkling as she spoke. ' I am Sheykh

Asa'ad's daughter ; and all the Emeers in

Arabia, with all Sheyban to aid, cannot

detain me a prisoner, or put force on my

will. God lives, and we shall meet again

;
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till then take and keep this token.' She

drew a ring from her finger and gave it to

me. ' By this ring, and God to witness, I

am yours, Ahmed, yours only, yours for ever.

Now ask no more : fly.'

" ' One kiss, Zahra.' One, many; she was in

tears; then, forcing a smile to give me courage;

* Under the protection of the best Protector,'

she said, 'to Him I commit you in pledge
;

Ahmed, brother, love, go in safety.'

'' What could I do but obey ? As I

slipped out between the curtains, I gave one

backward look ; I saw her face turned towards

me, her eye fixed on me with an expression

that not even in death can I forget ; it was love

stronger than any death. An instant more,

and I was without the tent. That moment

the light within it disappeared."

Hermann dropped his voice, and put his

hand up to his face. As he did so, the moon-
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light glittered on an emerald, set In a gold ring,

on the little finger. Tantawee looked at It.

" That Is the ring, I suppose, Ahmed Beg,"

he said. '' I have often noticed It before ; and

she, I hope, will see it yet again one day, and

know it for your sake ; so take heart, brother,

perhaps the day is nearer than you think.'

"

" She will recognise It on me," answered

Hermann, In a low sad voice, ''either alive or

dead ; It will remain with me to the last, though

if there be hope In it, I know not." Then he

added, " She has no like token from me ; I

did not then think of offering any ; nor did she

ask : there was no need."

Both were silent. After a few minutes,

during which the plashing of the quick waves

against the bows of the ship was the only sound

heard, Hermann resumed.

" Issuing from the tent, I came at once into

the dense mist ; through Its pitchy darkness
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no shape could be discerned at ten yards of

distance. Instinctively, for I was scarcely

aware of my own movements, I crept to where

Moharib lay crouched on the ground, and

touched him ; he looked up, half-rose and

followed. Passing Aman and Harith, we

roused them too in their turn; there was no time

for question or explanation then, all knew that

something had gone wrong, but no one said

a word. Nor was there yet any sign around us

that our attempt had been perceived ; no one

seemed to be on the alert or moving. I began

almost to hope that the sounds heard while

in the tent might have been imaginary, or, at

least, that suspicion, if awakened, had by this

time been quieted again.

" But only a few paces before we reached

the brink of the hollow, something dark started

up between it and us, and I felt myself touched

by a hand. I leapt to my feet; and while I did
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SO a blow was aimed at me, I think with a knife.

It missed its intent, but ripped my sleeve open

from shoulder to elbow, and slightly scratched

my arm. At the same moment Harith's sword

came down on the head of the figure now close

beside me ; it uttered a cry and fell.

" Instantly that cry was repeated and echoed

on every side, as if the whole night had burst

out at once into voice and fury. We ran

towards the hollow. When on its verge, I

turned to look back a moment; and even

through the thick mist could see the hurry

and confusion of dark shapes ; while the shout,

'Sheyban !' 'Help, Sheyban!' 'Help, Rabee'ah!'

rose behind, around, coming nearer and nearer,

mixed with the tramp of feet. ' Quick

!

quick
!

' exclaimed Harith ; we rolled down

rather than descended into the hollow ;
there

stood Ja'ad and Doheym, ready by the horses,

who, conscious of danger, neighed and stamped
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violently : but before we could mount and ride,

the enemy was upon us.

" How many they were I could not distin-

guish ; the only thing certain was, that we were

surprised and outnumbered. As our assailants

poured down upon us from the steep sides of

the gully, they raised a shout, a yell rather,

enough to unnerve any but desperate men
;

that however were we, and thanked them for

the outcry that revealed to us the direction

of their attack, which would otherwise have

been In great measure concealed from us by

the fog and the darkness. We for our part

returned no answer, uttered no cry ; but while

we struggled to get on our horses, struck out,

each at what was nearest to him ; we had

perceived that those we had at the moment

to deal with were on foot, and that, conse-

quently, we, if once in the saddle, were sure

of escape, at any rate, for the present.
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'' I Struck down a Sheybanee who came

between me and my horse
;
put my hand on

the saddle-bags, felt that the pistols were in

them, and was on the point of vaulting on

the animal's back, when another fellow grap-

pled me hand to hand. Warding his blows

the best I could, I tried to draw out one of

my pistols, when I received from somewhere

a cut over the head, that glanced without

going deep, but made a wide gash in the skin,

and covered my face with blood. I staggered,

then collected my strength, dashed my oppo-

nent to the ground, grasped the mane of my

horse, sprang on him and galloped off, bleed-

ing, but not seriously hurt. Ja'ad had already

cleared his way. Moharib and Aman, the

former considerably cut about the arms and

shoulders, extricated themselves at the same

time that I did. Harith, who, like Aman and

myself, was only scratched, followed close

;
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Doheym alone, poor lad, remained behind

;

he had received his death-blow, and those

bright eyes of his were dimmed for ever.

'' We, however, had no time for mourning

or revenge ; all down the dark valley the

clamour of the night seemed to increase and

gather rather than diminish ; and we were

sure that in short space the Sheybanee horse

would be full on our pursuit. Away we went

till we entered the Theneeyah, and in its

narrow defile found our six comrades, awaiting

us ready-mounted, and their spears in their

hands. They had been already apprised by

the clamour of what had happened, and were

overjoyed to see now that one only of our

band was missing. We were now eleven men

in all ; but the number of the enemy was, out

of question, much greater; so that no alter-

native remained except flight, while flight was

yet available. Sooner or later an unequal fight
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would probably have to be tried ; but we re-

served its chances for our last resort.

" Two hours of darkness were left, and we

made the best of them, urging our beasts to

their fullest speed ; but unable to get out of

reach of the ominous sound of horses' hoofs,

halloas, and ' Ah ! Sheyban!' 'Ah! Rabee'ah !'

in our rear. Dawn stole on, turning the dense

gloom around to confused milky light, all too

soon ; for we perceived that our jaded horses,

scantily fed and over-worked of late, were

gradually slackening their pace ; while our

freshly-mounted pursuers kept gaining on us

more and more, though the mist curtain, now

an impenetrable veil of reflected shine, con-

cealed them from sight.

'' This advantage was now, however, to be

withdrawn, leaving us to our own unequal

resources. The sun had risen unperceived
;

but soon the heat of his beams penetrated
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that dense vapour ; it thinned, broke into roll-

ing drifts here and there, then scattered in

light curls, and vanished as suddenly as it

had at first come on. Open around us lay

the brown shelterless desert, streaked with

long lines of yellow, and meagerly spotted over

with dry, stunted, shrub ; to right and left

neither tree nor hill broke the hopeless mono-

tony of the horizon. Only far, far away in

front stretched a low black line ; I recognised

in it the appearance, well known to me now,

of planted palm-trees.

'''Those are the palm-groves of Sook;^ if

we can once reach them, we are safe,' said

Moharib, who was riding at my side.

'" How far off are they ?' I asked.

1 Also called " Sook-esh-Sheyookh," a large Arab

village on the right bank of the Euphrates, not many

miles above the junction of that river with the Tigris at

Komeh.
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"' Four hours yet,' was the answer.

"'Shall we be able to get there ?'

*'*God knows.'

** Behind us, and now close upon us, came

the Sheybanees, twenty in number, with shout,

taunt, and yell, brandishing their spears in the

certainty of soon overtaking us. Their horses

were fresh, and the riders evidently confident

of an easy victory ; their swords hung by their

sides ; most had daggers too, but no fire-arms.

All wore the ordinary long Bedouin shirt

;

and a few had on, in addition, coats of mail

and light iron helmets. Each man had drawn

the end of his head-dress tight across the

lower part of his face so as to be scarcel}^

recognisable, and peered at us with narrow

wolfish eyes, eager for blood.

*' Conspicuous among the rest was a stout,

black-browed, black-eyed, clear-complexioned

youth, wearing beneath his armour a red silk

VOL. II. T
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dress, and on his head a gay silk handkerchief,

crimson and yellow, fastened about by a thick

many-folded band of brown camel's hair ; the

lance he held was tassel-hung ; the scabbard

and sword-hilt at his side were gilt ; he was

mounted on a light bay horse ; what could be

seen of his features bore to my eye a strange

but distinct resemblance to her from whom I

had so lately parted.

'''It is the Emeer Daghfel himself. He is

riding his horse, El-Ashkar ;
^ what can he

have done with his mare Dahma^?'

'"She is the better of the two,' observed

Shebeeb.

" I looked at my rival, with what thoughts

you can imagine. He, however, had not re-

cognised me as yet, but I felt certain that he

The Bay." 3 « The Black."
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must soon do so, and then one or other of us

would remain on the field
;
perhaps both. I

resolved to be beforehand with him.

" But the sudden check which I gave to

my horse's bridle betrayed my intention to

Moharib.

"' Are you mad, Ahmed Agha ?' he ex-

claimed. ' If you attack him so, you are lost

;

he is a practised spearsman, and you are none
;

besides he is mounted on El-Ashkar, fresh

and vigorous, while the horse you are on is

half lame. Go on straight before you ; I know

all the tricks of skirmishing, and I will check

the pursuit while you get off.'

" Harith overheard us.

" * Not you, Moharib,' he said. ' I am the

older and the more skilled. I will try my

lance first.'

" With this he turned, and shouting, ' Hurrah

for Riah ! Hurrah for 'Adwan ! I am Aboo-
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Nefeesah/ and he who does not know me, let

him learn me now !

' rode towards the Shey-

banees, quivering his spear as he advanced.

Three horsemen darted forward from the

enemy's ranks to accept the challenge. Mean-

while the flight and pursuit slackened, then

stopped altogether ; either party reined in

;

it was impossible to refrain from looking on.

** Wheeling hither and thither, now seated

upright on his horse, now bending down all

along on its back, or over the side, Harith kept

his adversaries, three though they were, at

bay, making and eluding more spear-thrusts

than I could count. It seemed more like a

playful trial of horsemanship than a real and

deadly conflict ; till, after many minutes had

thus passed, the Riahee, suddenly crossing the

1 Bedouins often take their patronymic from a

daughter, as town Arabs from a son.
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line of one assailant, drove his lance right

through him from side to side ; then drew It

out, looked closely at the dripping point, and

exclaimed, 'Done for!' while the wounded

man reeled, fell to the ground, and, with a few

short struggles, lay still and lifeless.

''With a louder ' Hurrah for 'Adwan!' Harith

returned to the charge. But while with out-

stretched lance he pursued the simulated flight

of one of the remaining Sheybanees, the other,

coming up at full speed from behind, aimed

a sword-blow at his head. Harith was aware

of it, and swerved aside, but not enouorh to

escape the keen edge of the weapon, which

caught his leg just above the knee, and almost

severed it. Yet before he dropped from his

horse, the mulatto, exclaiming, ' Blow for blow !

I am Aboo-Nefeesah !' had cleft his enemy's

skull, through iron cap and bone down to the

eye-brows. Both rolled on the sand together
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one dead, the other dying, till the third Shey-

banee riding up, put an end, with a spear-thrust,

to Harith's courage and life.

'' Neither side could now be held in any

longer. 'Come on, dogs of Riah !' shouted

the Sheybanees. ' Polite language, men of

Rabee'ah
!

' was our answer ; and we dashed

against each other like counter-currents of

the sea. We were now ten, they eighteen
;

and though they were better mounted and

in part better armed than we, the combat

did not seem so wholly unequal ; nor was it

the first time that Benoo-Riah had to fight

against odds. Besides, the palm-groves of

Sook, our nearest refuge, were still a mere

dark streak on the horizon, and we could

never hope to reach them without a trial of

strength to the utmost ; better then have it

out at once ; it was our fairest chance. As

for me, I was wholly wild, reckless of others.
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reckless for myself. The remembrance of Zahra'

herself did not soothe or soften me now. Be-

hind me was bitter disappointment ; around

me blood and death ; before me all was

blank, tinged with one hue only—the ferocity

of mere despair.

" With taunt, threat, cheer, cry, we rushed

on, each man singling out his antagonist.

Then we turned, doubled, charged, retreated,

charged as^ain, till the dust rose on all sides

like battle-smoke, and the plain resembled

some thronged meydan^ on a festival, full

of jereed players ; only that here, instead of

palm-sticks, were sharp spears and keen-edged

1 The open space within or in the immediate

vicinity of every Turkish or Arab town ; it serves

as a promenade on festival days, a place for horse-

exercise, especially in the well-known game of

"jereed," or "palm-stick," a kind of Eastern tourna-

ment, and so forth.
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swords, bright at first, soon dulled with

blood ; the sands too reddened beneath.

'' Howeyrith, Ja'ad, Modarrib, and the rest

fought well; the Benoo-Sheyban too made good

their title to their old name of 'Arakim.'^

The leaders on our side, now that Harith

had fallen, were Moharib and Ja ad ; the

Emeer Daghfel, with a brother and an uncle

of his, headed the hostile clan. For myself,

giving myself wholly up to the one only dis-

tinct feeling that now remained to me— deadly

hate, I made straight through the confusion

for Daghfel. My fashion of riding, the pis-

tols at my belt, my face, browned indeed,

with exposure, but unlike in feature to the

customary face of the desert, soon announced

me for whom I was to the keen eyes of

the enemy.

^ " The banded vipers," a surname given this tribe

in pre-Islamitic times.
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" * The Bagdadee ! the Bagdadee !' was ex-

claimed on all sides. At that name I could

see the scowl that darkened Daghfel's face ; the

expression of my own was probably not more

amiable. The Emeer shook his lance and

pointed it towards me. I, however, had no

intention of waiting his onslaught. He had,

I was well aware, the superiority over me

in the arms of his kind, but I was possessed

of weapons to w^hich he was unaccustomed,

and for which he might be unprepared. So

drawing a pistol, I fired it at my rival ; but

whether the resemblance he bore in my eyes

to Zahra unnerved me, or whether it was

the starting of my horse, I missed my aim

;

and the ball went wide of its mark. It was

not wholly wasted though, for it penetrated

the thigh of a ferocious-looking Sheybanee close

by, breaking the bone, and throwing the man

disabled from his saddle.
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" The blue smoke curled in the faces of the

Benoo-Sheyban, and a momentary confusion

followed this introduction of new weapons

into the fray ; even the Emeer himself seemed

for an instant to lose his presence of mind.

Following up my advantage, I drew the second

pistol from my belt and snapped it ; no report

came ; the priming had dropped out. Before

I had time to remedy the defect, Daghfel was

upon me. In a rage I threw away my now

useless fire-arm ; and, lance to lance, engaged

in thrust and parry with my enemy. I strove

hard to reach him near enough for a sword-

blow, but could not.

"Armed in mail, he had more than once

received with impunity the baffled point of

my spear; and now, taking the offensive in

his turn, was about to return my thrusts,

with better and probably fatal aim, when a

third person intervened between us ; it was
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Moharib ; his brandished lance quivered in

the air ; his eyes shot fire.

"'I am Akhoo-LeylaM' I am the cham-

pion of 'Adwan ! I am the revenger of

Harith!' he cried, as he rode at the Emeer

of Sheyban, compelHng him by the fury of

his attack to let me alone, and to give his

whole attention to this new enemy. Involun-

tarily, as it were, all the others drew back
;

the general conflict was stayed ; the riders

sat still on their saddles, I perforce, like the

rest ; a spell seemed to be cast over the field.

Every eye was directed on the two combat-

ants, unequal in age, but well matched for

skill and courage : Daghfel was the stronger,

but Moharib the more active. No one was,

by tacit consent on either side, permitted to

interfere ; the wounded lay untended on the

1 " The brother of Leyla."
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ground ; their horses ran wild over the plain.

" For more than half-an-hour the duellists

exhausted every effort, every artifice of spears-

manship and horsemanship, each to gain of

the other but one moment's advantage, one

single unguarded spot in steed or rider ; and

still every thrust was turned aside or evaded,

every feat of dexterity foiled by its counter-

part. They came and went, retreated and pur-

sued, attacked and eluded, till the eye grew

giddy watching them, and the air was dim

with dust. Meanwhile, in hideous mockery

of the combat on earth, two large eagles of

the desert, dark, gaunt, wide-winged birds,

kept crossing and re-crossing overhead, wheel-

ing round each other in intricate circles of

flight, as though reproducing in mid-sky the

skirmish beneath.

" More than half-an-hour ; and then the

scale, long evenly-balanced, turned. A sudden
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swirl of the hot wind of noon, tearing onwards

with a violence not less extreme than transient,

and driving sand and light gravel before it,

swept the desert, and blew right into Daghfel's

face and eyes, blinding him for the moment

to everything around. It was Moharib's

opportunity, and he seized it. Marking well

his aim, he charged on his adversary ; and

before the Emeer had recovered his lost guard,

the spear of the Riahee had entered his right

side below the ribs, passed through and

through flesh and mail ; and came out several

inches beyond on the left. Moharib tried

to withdraw the weapon, but could not.

Transfixed as he was, Daghfel rolled in blood

at his horse's feet.

'' A savage yell,—of rage from these, of tri-

umph from those,—rent the air. Then followed

a fearful battle ;
• the Benoo-Sheyban dashed

in, furious to avenge their chief; we met
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them half-way ; it was hand-to-hand on both

sides. The spear now availed little ; swords

and knives did the work henceforward. But

fiercest of all, the struggle raged round Mo-

harib, who, assailed by five swordsmen at

once, defended himself like a tiger at bay, but

was unable to free his path through. Sa'ad,

Do'eyj, and I hastened to the rescue. Do'eyj

fell, and was trampled under hoof ; but Sa ad,

and myself made our way good into the very

thickest of the fight. I cut down a tall

Sheybanee whose sword was even then raised

to strike ; Sa'ad severed the hand of another,

a grizzly-haired man,—it was 'Obeyd, Daghfel's

own uncle,—from the wrist ; but all too late

to save my ill-fated friend, who, covered with

wounds, lay already on the ground, gashed

and bleeding from head to foot. As I reached

the spot he opened his eyes and looked up

at me ; death was written in red lines on
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every limb and on each feature of his pale

face. Collecting his breath with difficulty, he

said :
' Brother ! Ahmed ! I commit you to

God ; live happy.' My own voice choked

in tears ; I had no answer. Then mur-

muring as to himself, ' I am Akhoo-Leyla, I

am the cousin of Hafsah ; there is no God

but God,' he repeated ; a slight struggle

followed,—he was dead.

"All these things passed in less time than

I take in relating them. But while, forgetful

of every one around, I leaned from my horse

over the lifeless body of my brother, so true

a brother to me, I saw as in a dream a horse-

man of Sheyban ride up and aim at me with

his sword a blow which, so heart-broken and

spiritless was I now, I cared neither to parry

nor return. That horseman was the Emeer

Thabit, Daghfel's younger brother ; and the

blow, weighted with all the load of family
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vengeance, would have been my certain death,

had not Aman, who the whole of that day-

had kept by me as near as he could, thrust

himself in before the descending weapon,

and received the cut Intended for me. The

sword-edge, intercepted by the negro's dagger

glanced downwards, and entering the flesh

aslant, made a wide though not fatal gash :

you have seen the scar. Aman staggered,

but kept his seat, and recovering himself dealt

the young Emeer a stroke over the shoulder

that cleft the bone, and almost separated the

entire arm from the body : Thabit fell, and

never rose afterwards. Ja ad, Musaab, and

Sheebeeb came to our help ; the Sheybanees

renewed the fight ; Sheebeeb was killed, and

Musaab disabled ; but Ja'ad, whose cool

caution never failed him in the hottest of the

tumult, gave many more and worse wounds

than he took, till, aided by Aman, who
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hewed about him hke a demon, he cleared

an opening, through which he led my horse.

I myself, who had received many gashes in

the fray, besides the first head-wound in the

hollow of Doneyyib, and was dizzy with loss

of blood, and exhausted body and mind,

could alone have offered no further defence,

much less attack.

'' By this, our desperation had proved itself

more deadly than our assailants' fury. Five

on our side had fallen ; two more, of whom

I was one, were almost helpless ; but the

remaining five, in spite of wounds and weari-

ness, still sat firm on their saddles, sword in

hand, and ready for the fight. Of the Benoo-

Sheyban, nine lay dead or dying on the sand
;

and four others had been so severely wounded

that they were barely able, if at all, to lift

a sword. Besides, the young Emeer Thabit

had perished, the Sheykh 'Obeyd was as

VOL. II. u
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good as dead, and the Emeer Daghfel,

though not killed outright, lay senseless and

bleeding fast; if he were left much longer

so, his prospects of life were small. The

ardour of our pursuers had cooled ; the

energy of their vengeance slackened. We
too had no desire to prolong the combat ; our

enemy was still seven to five. ; and escape,

not slaughter, was our chief aim.

"So on either side the survivors drew back.

A pause followed. Then an elderly man,

with face uncovered, and a thin grey beard,

came forward from amidst the Sheybanee

group. He held his lance somewhat re-

versed, and his sword, though unsheathed,

was lowered.

" * Brothers of Riah,' he said ;
' God has

decided the matter between us. Our leaders

both of them have fallen ; many brave men

have perished also ; much blood has been
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shed, and widows and orphans enough made

for this one day. Let It suffice us. Go your

way as God may guide you ; we will go ours.

Our two clans shall settle the price of blood

afterwards.'

"While he was thus speaking, Aman, mad

to revenge his friend Sheebeeb, came close

up to me, and whispered in my ear ; 'He

lies, the grey-bearded villain ; by God, he

lies. Moharib is dead, my brother Sheebeeb

is dead, and the Emeer Daghfel yet lives

;

I saw him move just now. I will go and

finish him. I shall have done it before any

of them can stop me ; and after that if they

wish for peace we will give it'

"But I held him back. 'No,' I said; 'you

shall not do it ; he has got his share ; leave

him.' I myself thought that Daghfel would

for a certainty die of his wound ; and the

idea of killing in cold blood an enemy, even
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were he my rival, revolted my mind. Besides,

was he not cousin to Zahra' ? and had not

two other near relatives of hers fallen that

day, if not by my hand, at least through

my cause? Even should the Emeer survive,

he would never see Zahra' again ; of that

my heart assured me. Whether he died or

lived, I could wish him now no fresh harm
;

my account with him was cancelled, and

I would not add to the past score.

" Meantime Ja'ad had ridden to the front.

' Be it so,' he said, addressing the Sheybanee

envoy ;
* only let the dead, ours and yours,

remain unspoiled ; each tribe shall bury its

own. As to the price of blood, the Emeer

Ajlan of Shomer, on whose pasture-grounds

we now are, shall decide between us. Are

you content with this ?

'

" After a little further parley, more for form's

sake than otherwise, the Benoo-Sheyban con-
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sented. Two of our side and two of theirs

alighted, and began scooping out with their

spears the sand and earth for the shallow

graves ; those of Riah to the east, those of

Sheyban to the west. Each corpse was laid

apart in its narrow resting-place, with the face

turned towards the kibleh ;
^ in haste then

earth was thrown over them, and a large stone

placed at the head and the foot of every

mound.

" Moharib's grave was dug somewhat apart

from the rest; for, though young, he had while

living been looked upon as the leader of our

troop
; and but that twice as many had fallen

on the Benoo-Sheyban side as on ours, the

Benoo-Riah would not have desisted from the

fight, while the Emeer Daghfel retained ever

^ Mahometans always lay a dead body on its side,

looking in the direction of the centre of prayer at ^Mekka.
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SO slender a chance of life. When they had

thrown the last handful of sand on the tomb

that covered so much daring, constancy, and

love, they took Moharlb's lance and broke

it there ; lastly they brought his horse, Ajrad,

an iron-grey, and killed it over its master's

burial place. The Benoo-Sheyban did the same

at the grave of their Emeer Thabit. Then the

Fatihah was recited by the few who knew

it among those present ; and all was over.

"While the work went on, those who did

not take an active share in the burying, remained

seated on their horses, their spears ready

and their swords in their hands, to guard against

treachery. I cried bitter tears, and would have

dismounted to embrace my dead friend once

more before he was hid for ever from me under

the sand, but J a ad and Howeyrith restrained

me.

" ' It would profit you nothing,' they said,
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'and we fear for you, if you alight, the faithless-

ness of the " Arakim" of Benoo-Sheyban. You

are he whom they would most gladly kill. We
must now make what haste we can to get to

a safe place of shelter, where our wounds

may be bandaged, and where we may find

drink and food. If we linger on the way we

shall all die of thirst.'

"Sa'ad and ]\Iodarrib, their sad task ended,

remounted, and we rode off together, now

seven only, weary and disheartened. Yet

neither then nor afterwards did I hear a word,

a hint, of reproach. No one said, * You have

brought us to this ; it was your doing—on your

account' I was a brother of the tribe; and

with me as such they took their chances, good

or ill, loss or gain alike ; and if they grieved

it was as much for my failure as for their own,

or rather they made no distinction between

the two. Not even for the dead did thev hold
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me in any way responsible. The five who

had fallen had but met their appointed fate,

an honourable fate ; it was matter of regret,

but not of repining, still less of blame. To me

the manner of my adopted tribesmen was

unchanged, and the hearts and arms of Benoo-

Riah were at my disposal after the * day of

Marran, '^—so that fatal plain was called,

—

as entirely as before.

*' Looking back from our eastward path, I

saw the Benoo-Sheyban slowly moving away

in the opposite direction ; they had laid

Daghfel on his horse, and were supporting

him on its back, one to either side. The

Emeer s arms hung dangling down ; he gave

no sign of life. Nearer I could discern the

1 Bedouins, in mentioning a fray, always call it " the

day of such or such a place," naming that where it was

fought.
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grave-Stones, black specks on the sand. Large

irregular patches of brown gave witness to

the blood that had been shed there. Then

everything grew indistinct before my eyes
;

loss of blood had nearly deprived me of sight
;

and an all-engrossing thirst took possession

of me, till neither feeling, care, nor thought

was left but one longing, tormenting, insatiable

cry of ' Water ! Water !

' Yet in this agony

I made no effort to hasten my horse's pace,

or to urge on my companions ; It seemed to

me that we all of us were moving along spell-

bound in an evil dream, from which there was

no escape nor end. I meanwhile neither hoped

nor feared ; nothing survived In me but the

consciousness of present suffering, and a great

void somewhere.

" An hour or so before sunset we entered

among the fields and palm-groves belonging

to the town of Sook ; and threaded them for
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a good while before we came to a halt.

This we did, not within the town itself, but

at the door of a house that stood outside

and alone among the gardens, on the very

margin of the Euphrates stream. The owner

of the house, Aboo-Salim by name, was himself

of Bedouin family, and claimed descent from

the Tey' clan ; but though, like his father and

grandfather before him, he preferred a settled

to a roving life, he had enough of the desert

in him to have married, not a maid of the

town, but a Bedouin girl of Shomer origin.

He was well acquainted with most, if not all,

of my companions ; and had always been on

the best possible terms with the Benoo-Riah

generally.

To this man's hospitality we now had re-

course, and were not deceived in our expec-

tations. Aboo-Salim received us kindly and

generously, put his entire selamlik at our
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service ; spread mattresses, his own and those

which he lost no time in borrowing from his

neighbours, for our weary and wounded
;
gave

himself a hand to bind up our cuts and gashes
;

and set, not only food in abundance, but

—

what we all longed for much more,—clear cool

w^ater in plenty before us. Oh, that first

draught from the red earth pitcher! It was

as a new in-pouring of life from the well of

life. Our horses also were looked to, and

their wants supplied ; Aboo-Salim, his wife,

and his three tall handsome sons lendinor their

help everywhere.

'* Howeyrith, his eyes now wet for the loss

of his mulatto half-brother, and Aman, who

bewailed inconsolably the death of Sheebeeb,

w^ashed the clotted blood from my wounds,

which were many and wide, but none deep,

and bandaged them carefully. They then,

after some vain attempts to persuade me to
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eat, laid me on a mattress, covered me over,

set water by me, and retired to the other side

of the room. I have a faint remembrance of

Ja'ad's face looking sadly at me, of Modarrib

and Sa'ad holding some talk near me ; and

then, in spite of severe shooting pain, espe-

cially in my right arm, which had been badly

slashed, I fell into a deep lethargic slumber,

from which I did not awake for four-and-twenty

hours.

" When I re-opened my eyes, Aman and

Aboo-Salim with his family alone were by

me. Before noon on the second day, the

Bedouins had all departed, leaving me in

charge of the hospitable owner of the house,

who had promised to take good care of me

till my complete recovery. Ja'ad and his

party revisited first of all, as I learned later,

the field of Marran, and there erected a pile

of stones over Moharib's grave, since known
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as 'Kabr-ul-'Ashik,' ^ and honoured by all

passers by. Three years after I came that

way myself, in circumstances and company ah

!

how different ! with many fellow-travellers,

yet ah ! how lonely ! The tombs of Harith,

Do'eyj, and Sheebeeb,—poor Doheym's bones

whitened unburied between Doneyyib and the

Theneeyah,—were scarcely discernible among

the sand ; but my true brother's cairn stood

conspicuous to far off upon the plain.

" I slaughtered a camel, and poured out

the blood upon the grave ; then sat awhile by

the cairn on the wind-swept plain, till my

eyes streamed with tears ; and I said,

—

" Drifted sand and stony heap ;

—

There they laid thee down to sleep.

Warmer heart was never chilled,

Truer hand was never filled

With the grave's corrosive dust,

Grave unfaithfiil to its trust.

^ " The lover's grave."
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Short thy course, but bravely run,

Deep thy rest, and early won.

All too hasty art thou gone,

Friend, and left me much alone.

I would not repine, but yet

Half must envy, long regret.

Could the resurrection be,

I had wished it but for thee

;

For though unchanged all else and new,

Thou unchanged would'st rise and true.'

" God have mercy on him," said Tantawee.

'* I wonder what became of the girl, Hafsah,

I think you called her name, whom he

1 oved !"

"I never heard," answered Hermann; "but

she was a daughter of the Benoo-'Adra,^ and

probably did not long, if at all, survive the

news of his death."

"It is a sad story " said the Egyptian

;

" sad for them ; sad, too, in many ways for

you who had so large a share in it."

^ A tribe renowned among Arabs for the passionate-

ness of their love.
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" True," replied the other, '' yet I would

rather take the love with all the sadness, than

live without love one day on earth. Life is

pleasant, youth and strength are pleasant,

liberty is pleasant, danger is pleasant; the

voices of men, the gallop of a horse over the

open country, the rush of the waves as the

ship's prow cuts through them, the air, the

sky, the woods, the mountains, the plain, the

sea, all these are pleasant,—but love is the

only happiness, and when love ends may

my life end also."

Tantawee looked at him, but said nothing.

A pause followed ; then Hermann resumed

his story.

" I have little more to tell. From the

tombs of Marran the Benoo-Riah returned

northwards to Hillah, where the Emeer Paris

then was, with the main body of his clan.

But in spite of all the arbitration of the Emeer
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'Ajlan could do, the * blood-price ' of the fallen

was not settled between the tribe and the

Benoo-Sheyban, nor paid over, till the follow-

ing autumn.

** A month and a half I remained at Sook.

My strength was indeed sufficiently restored

before the end of that time to have left the

place ; but partly I neither knew nor cared

where next to go, and partly I hoped on for

some intelligence, however slight, of the only

subject on earth in which I yet felt interest.

Little was all that I could gather, then or

afterwards : shall I one day know more ?

** From that night at Doneyyib, that hour,

she, Zahra',—the bride, they called her,—had

never been seen or heard of again. The

maid-servants, entering her tent shortly after

the first outcry of alarm in the camp, found

nothing there but solitude and darkness.

Lights were brought, search was made within,
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without ; but of her no trace was to be

discovered. Part of her dress had been left

in the tent ; some of her jewels and orna-

ments, too, lay here and there on the ground
;

others were gone. She had fled then,—but

whither ? All around the camp, in the

neighbouring hollow, by the wells, among the

sand-hills, they searched ; but neither she

herself, nor any track, any sign of how or

where she had fled, could be discovered.

Perhaps the tumult and trampling to and fro

of the night might have effaced the traces
;

this only was certain, none appeared. Near

she was not ; they next sought her afar.

During several days, for weeks even, scouts

went out in every direction,—east, north,

south, west. They journeyed fast and far
;

they questioned every encampment, every

caravan, every wayfarer ; they visited every

halting-place, every well, every village, plain

VOL. II. X
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and hill, upland and lowland, in vain ; she

had vanished. But when I heard that the

Emeer's best mare, Dahma', a well-known

racer of Nejdee breed, had disappeared also

that night ; and that a lance of his, a sword,

and a light coat of mail, were missing too ; I

formed, though I did not give to words, my

own conjectures ; and though I could gather

no hope for myself, I feared less for her.

** Daghfel was carried by his clansmen,

who found him unable to bear a longer

journey, to a village near Koweyt,^ where he

languished many weeks between life and

death. Not till after days had passed did

they venture to inform him of Zahra s flight

;

but when they did so, he at once knew that

she would never return to him ; and his rage

1 A small seaport town, at the head of the Persian

Gulf.
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and grief brought on a paroxysm that had

nearly proved fatal. However, at last, by

slow degrees, he recovered in part, his wounds

healed, though his former vigour and activity

were lost for ever. Shattered in body and

mind, he retraced his way to the pasture-

grounds of Zulfeh, and the Benoo-Sheyban

chose themselves another chief.

" Of Sheyk Asa'ad and the family at

Diar-Bekr,—how they took the news, when

it reached them, which it could not have

failed to have done at last, and what became

of them,— I never heard, nor, in truth, did I

much seek to hear. For the sake of one

alone I loved the place ; and that one gone,

it and all within it are things of the dead

past to me
;
nor have I once wished to see

and revisit it again.

'' A month went by under i\boo-Salim's

roof; and during that time the faithful care
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and attendance of Aman, joined to the

untiring kindness of my host, his wife, and

the other inmates of the house, had restored

me to something of my former health and

strength. I could now rise unaided and

wander at will, first about the dwelling itself

and the courtyard, then through the large

palm-planted, canal-watered garden ; then in

the dense plantations around the village, along

the full canal, and down to the great river

Euphrates, scarce a mile distant.

" Day after day, week after week, passed

thus, and yet I made no effort to quit the

place and go elsewhere, however able to do

so, but lingered on ; not that anything detained

me there, but that I had nowhere else to

go to, and could not resolve on any new

plan of action or life. The West I had left

long since, and the East seemed now to have

left me. I was more isolated in the world
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than a shipwrecked sailor alone on a rock

in mid-sea.

"Weariness Is repaired by rest, and the

wounds of the body soon heal ; so do those

of thd soul sometimes, but not such as

mine. Most hopeful of men once, I was

now most hopeless : the full cup of perfect

happiness had been brought all too near my

lips, then ruthlessly dashed from them ; I

had half-entered within the gates of Eden,

then suddenly, violently, been thrust out, and

the doors closed and barred behind me. My

whole heart was numb, my whole life spilt.

As I roamed, desultory and purposeless,

beneath the palm-groves, through the gardens,

the colours seemed to have been blotted out

of herb and tree, earth and sky ; the rush-

ing w^aters, the waving leaves, the moving

figures of men, were pictured outlines, not

realities ; sound and sight had no meaning

;
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myself a mere mechanism, a shadow, a

dream.

" Everywhere, turn as I might, a dead blank

was before me, from minute to minute, from

hour to hour ; a void unfilled, which I knew

not how to fill ; which nothing could fill.

It was as though a whole existence had ab-

ruptly come to an end, and had now to be

replaced by a new one, wanting as yet ; and

I unable to tell whence it was to come, or

how. For, after all, our human nature is

capable of but one apt complement, and re-

quires one ; if that one be withdrawn we be-

come incomplete, aimless. An insect, when its

antennae have been torn off, turns round and

round in its place, not knowing any longer

what to make of itself, or how to direct its

course ; like it the hands of a watch when

the balance-spring is broken ; so was I in

this utter, final loss of her I loved.
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" Is there a God In heaven ? or is all

chance, haphazard ? or Is it, indeed, blind fate,

destiny, inevitable ? A question often asked,

often answered, never resolved
;
perhaps, be-

cause its disjunctive form should, to admit

of a truthful reply, be changed for the

conjunctive, and the solution be conveyed in

a triple affirmative, till the growing know-

ledge of another and wider life shall make

that triple single.

" But that answer Is not ready in the hour

of despondency like mine, when, almost

broken-hearted, I asked myself this very

question in the gardens of Sook. It was the

fortieth evening after that night from which.

In spite of myself, I long kept involuntary

reckoning. I had strayed to some distance

from the village, and had sat down in a

date-grove, the last and farthest of all, by

the bank of the main canal, near where it
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joined the river. The autumn sun had already

set, but a broad bright line of glowing red

fringed the horizon west and south ; above

it, a band of yellow ; above that, green

;

fading upwards into the deep blue. No breath

of wind stirred the warm still air ; except

the distant barking of the town dogs, not

a sound was to be heard. Alone, on an

earth-heap, I watched the light fade by de-

grees between the outermost row of palm-

trees, while the untiring stream flowed deep

and rapid beneath the steep crumbling bank

at my feet, and wished myself dead. Why

should I live any longer, or to what end ?

"Then as night came on, and the pale disk

of the moon covered itself with renewed

brilliancy, and the great stars shone out one

by one in the highest of the heavens, I gazed

around on the calm earth, the calm sky, so

lovely, so perfect in their calm, so full of hidden
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energy and life, and felt fresh strength and

energy rise up within me. Great, irreparable

indeed, had been my loss—bitter as death

my grief—yet in some ways, in many ways,

it was well. Well to be alone, to fight my

battle single-handed, to let my own thoughts,

my own actions, work themselves out and

unravel themselves of themselves, not through

or with another. The creeper clothes the tree,

adorns it, gives it a bright and green outer life
;

but all the while it weakens, cramps, unsinews,

till the tree becomes itself almost a creeper.

Better then, perhaps, that the creeper be stripped

off, however roughly, while yet is time, lest

the uncovered tree, bared too late, should

wither and die. It has happened to many.

"True; yet no love could ever replace the

lost love, no face be to me what that face had

been. What then should henceforth stand me

in love's place? What re-knit the loosened
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existence ? For what should I labour, when

the only prize that could reward my labour was

irrecoverably withdrawn ? What profit was

there in the strife that could never win a crown ?

Had I but hope !—but no,—there was no hope,

—reason said it. Where was she now ? Where

I ? What likelihood that we should ever meet

again ?

"While thus I thought, or rather felt,—for

connected thought was not in my power,—

I

heard a sound as of singing ; a pleasant voice,

drawing nearer and nearer to my retreat. The

voice came, it seemed, from a bend of the river

higher up, not far off, but hidden from me by

a clump of trees; for the plantation was at the

angle where the canal joined the main stream;

scarce five minutes, distance from the hillock on

which I sat. As the song approached, it

ceased ; and in its stead I thought I could

distinguish the plash of oars, moved leisurely
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through the water. I stood up and watched

for the moment when the boat Itself should

come in sight from behind the trees ; but before

it did so, and while, though hidden, almost

at its nearest to me, a second voice, a man's

also, but clearer and sweeter, and louder than

the first, took up the song. I listened ; every

word, every note, reached me distinct across

•the smooth stream surface. Thus it came :

" * After years
;

After joys together tasted,

After years in absence wasted,

Bitterest bitter, sweetest sweet,

In the garden porch we meet.

After years.

" 'After years
j

O'er us as in former time

The red roses conscious twine

Lattice-up ; and hand-in-hand

Mid the chequered hght we stand.

After years.

" After years
;

Each had long forecast that day,

Each had thought of much to say,
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Plaint of love till then deferred

;

Yet we neither uttered word,

After years.

"* After years

;

Water to the drought-cleft lip,

Haven to the storm-vexed ship,

Stillest rest from toil outdone.

These were ours, and more in one,

After years.

" ' After years
;

Calm no reasoned thought could reach,

Thoughts beyond the range of speech,

Joys that life and change outlast.

Deep as death our lot was cast,

After years.

" 'After years

;

From the never of those years.

From the waste whose dews are tears.

Thus we pluck thee evermore

Of the sunlight Eden shore.

After years.

" 'After years

;

In the latter month of May
Bloomed the roses, glowed the day.

Hand-in-hand we stood, to know

All can love on love bestow

After years.'
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*' The voice ceased ; the sound of oars

followed, now close at hand. While the song

lasted, I had remained motionless as if en-

tranced ; I now roused myself and ran to

the edge of the bank. Before me the

Euphrates, lighted up by the brilliant moon,

swept along in silver eddies between low

black lines of shore ; and half way across, a

small boat, in which two figures sat, floated

rapidly down the river
; a ripply line of light

parted right from under the bows
; and the

oars, now raised, now lowered, dripped sparkles

on the glassy face of the water that they

cleft. Of the two within the boat, one rowed,

one sat quiet near the stern ; but of neither

could I discern the features, or anything to

recognise by in form or dress. As I looked on

the seated figure turned towards me, half-rose,

and waved a hand ; an instant later the boat

and those in it had disappeared from sight
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behind a tongue of tall rushes opposite the

corner where the canal bent round to join the

river.

" Not knowing what to think, or who the

singers were, whence they came, and what

the meaning of their song, and of the signal,

if signal it was, that had followed it, I stood

fixed and gazing at the spot where the boat

had vanished, as if I expected to see it re-

appear. When, at last, aware of the idleness

of my watch, I turned, Aboo-Seleem's third

son stood beside me. My prolonged absence

from the house had caused some anxiety, and

the youngster had, by his father's order, been

searching for me everywhere. Of the boat

and those in it, he had, it was evident by

his manner, neither seen nor heard anything
;

I asked nothing, and made no allusion to the

subject then or afterwards, but followed the

lad indoors silently.
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" The change had been wrought ; I was

not indeed my whole former self, yet still

Ahmed Agha, ready for life and action once

more. After a short but refreshing sleep,

cheered by hopeful dreams, I woke to the

projects and interests of the future ; called

Aman, and bade him to prepare for a journey

to distant lands. It was Friday ; at noon

I dressed myself with care, went to the mosque

and joined in the prayers of the day, and

an hour later embarked on a large boat, bound

for Basrah. From that hour began a new

series of events and wanderings, by land and

sea, that have at last, as you know, brought

me to Egypt, and thence hither.

" Enough of this ; I will go and lie down

for the hour or two that remain to dawn; you

too, will have need of repose before the work

of the day : it will be a full one for us all.

Good-night." And without waiting for further
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talk he took up the striped mughrebee^ blanket

on which he had been seated, and removed

to another part of the deck, where he com-

posed himself to sleep. Tantawee remained

for a few minutes where he was, silent and

thoughtful, looking at the masts against the

sky, and the star-shine on the water, till he

too lay down and slept.

** Next morning the ship anchored before

'Akka."

^ That is, from the " Mughreb," or north African

coast, where the best of such articles are manufactured.

THE END.
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XXIII.

STREAMS FROM HIDDEN SOURCES.
By B. MoxTGOMERiE RANKING. \Shortly.

Crown 8vo.

The Seven Streams are :

Cupid and Psyche. Sir Urre of Hungary-.

The Life of St. Eustace. Isabella ; or, The Pot of Basil.

Alexander and Lodowick. The Marriage of Belphegor.

Fulgencius.

" Out of all old lore I have chosen seven books as setting forth

seven following stages of time, and from each of these have taken what
seemed to me the best thing so that any man may judge, and if it please

him trace it to its source."

—

Extract frojn Preface.

XXIV.

THOUGHTS FOR THE TIMES.
By the Rev. H. R. Haweis, M.A,

Author of " Music and Morals," etc.

Crown 8vo. 6-f. {Shortly.

Introductory.—I. The Liberal Clergy. God.—II. Conception.

III. Experience. Christianity.—IV. Character. V. History. The
Bible.—VI. Essence. VH. Doctrine. The Articles.—VHI. The
Trinity. Original Sin. IX. Predestination. The Church Life.—
X. Pleasme. XI. Sacrifice. Worship.—XII. The Lord's Day,

XIII. Preachmg. Conclusion.—XIV. The Law of Progress.

XXV.

SIX PRIVY COUNCIL JUDGMENTS—1850-1872.

Annotated by W. G. BROOKE, AI.A., Barrister-at-Law.

I. Gorham v. Bishop of Exeter.—2. Westerton v. Liddell.—-3.

Williams v. Bishop of Salisbury, and Wilson v. Fendal.—4. Martin v.

Mackonochie.—5. Hibbert v. Purchas.—6. Sheppard v. Bennett.

\l7i the press.

XXVI.

HOME-WORDS FOR WANDERERS.
Sermons by Arthur S. Thompson, B.D.,

British Chaplain at St. Petersburg.
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Important German Official Works on the

Franco-Prussian War.

t.

THE OPERATIONS OP THE GERMAN ARMIES IN
FRANCE,

FEOM SEDAN TO THE END OF THE WAR OP 1870-1.

With large Official M-ap.

From the Journals of the Head Quarters Staff.

By Major William Blume.
Translated by E. M. Jones, Captain 20th Foot, late Professor

of Military History, Sandhurst.

Demy 8vo. \J'iist out.

II.

THE OPERATIONS OF THE SOUTH ARMY,
IN JANUARY AND FEBRUARY, 1871.

By Count Wartensleben, of the Prussian General Staff.

Translated by Colonel Wright.
Demy 8vo. Uniform with the above. \l7t the press.

III.

TACTICAL DEDUCTIONS FROM THE WAR OF 1870-1.

By Capt. A. V. BOGUSLAWSKI.
Translated by Col. LUMLEY GRAHAM,

Late 1 8th (Royal Irish) Regiment.

Demy 8vo. Uniform with the above. \_Just out.

"Above all should every infantry officer make these tactical conclu-

sions the object of his serious studies, about which there must be gi'eat

controversy. Out of these deductions alone can we get the lessons in

infantry operations for war, and for training during peace. In all essen-

tial things according to our conviction, the author has rightly appre-

hended the lessons of the late war, and his views are a guide and

criterion that will be of service to every officer."

—

Militair Wochenblatt.

IV.

STUDIES IN TROOP-MARCHING.
By Col. Von Verdy du Vernois.

Translated by Lieut. H. J. T. Hildyard, 71st Foot.

Demy 8vo. Uniform with the above.

\Parts I. and II. are in thepress.

65, Cornhill^ London.
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The Cornhill Library of FictioN

A^ow Publish,i7ig., , each complete in 07ie vol., croivn Svo, ivell

printed ajid tastefully bound. With a Frontispiece.
Price IS. 6d, each.

I.

ROBIN GRAY. By Charles Gibbon. With a Frontispiece
by Hennessy. {Ready.

II.

KITTY. By Miss M. Betham-Edwards. [In afeiv days.

III.

HIRELL. By John Saunders, Author of "Abel Drake's
Wife." [Immediately.

IV.

ABEL DRAKE'S WIFE. By John Saunders, Author of
" HireU." [Shortly.

V.

FOR LACK OF GOLD. By Charles Gibbon, Author of
"Robin Gray."

VI.

ONE OF TWO. By J. Hain Friswell, Author of " The
Gentle Life," &c.

VII.

GOD'S PROVIDENCE HOUSE. By Mrs. G. Linn^us Banks.
VIII.

HALF A DOZEN DAUGHTERS. By J. Masterman.
Other Standard Novels tofollovj.

PANDURANG HARI.
A Tale of Mahratta Life, sixty years ago.

Edited, from the edition of 1826,

By Sir Henry Bartle E. Frere, G.C.S.L, K.C.B.
[Shortly.

AN ARABIC AND ENGLISH DICTIONARY OF THE
KORAN.

By Major J. Penrice. Post 4to. [/;/ the pi'ess.

MEMOIRS OF VILLIERSTOWN.
By C. S. J. Crown Svo. With Frontispiece.

[In the press.

65, Cornhill, London.
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I.

OVER VOLCANOES; OR, THROUGH FRANCE AND SPAIN
IN 1871. By A. KiNGSMAN. Crown 8vo. [Jz^j/ ozif.

"The writer's tone is so pleasant, his language is so good, and his

spirits are so fresh, buoyant, and exhilarating, that you find yourself

inveigled into reading, for the thousand-and-first time, a description of

a Spanish bull-fight."

—

Illustrated Loiidon Nnvs.

II.

IN aUEST OP COOLIES. A South Sea Sketch. By James
L. A. Hope. Crown 8vo, with 15 Illustrations from

Sketches by the Author. Price 6j-. Second Edition.

\Jtist out.

"At the present moment, when considerable attention has been
directed to the South Seas, by the murder of Bishop Patteson, the little

book before us arrives most opportunely. ... Mr. Hope's descrip-

tion of the natives is graphic and amusing, and the book is altogether

well worthy of perusal."

—

Stattdard.

** Lively and clever sketches."

—

Athencstmi.

" This agreeably written and amusingly illustrated volume."

—

Public

Opinion.

III.

ROUND THE WORLD IN 1870. A Volume of Travels, with

Maps. By A. D. CARLISLE, B.A., Trin. Coll., Camb.

Demy 8vo, i6j-.

** Makes one understand how going round the world is to be done in

the quickest and pleasantest manner, and how the brightest and most
cheerful of travellers did it with eyes wide open and keen attention all

on the alert, with ready sympathies, with the happiest facility of hitting

upon the most interesting features of nature and the most interesting

characteristics of man, and all for its own sake."

—

Spectator.

" Delightfully written, as unpretentious and as entertaining a sketch

of travel as we have seen for a long time."

—

Scotsman.

"We can only commend, which we do very heartily, an eminently

sensible and readable book."

—

British Quarterly R^-view.
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IV.

THE NILE WITHOUT A DRAGOMAN. (Second Edition.)

By Frederic Eden. In one vol., crown 8vo, cloth, 'js. 6d.

" Should any of our readers care to imitate Mr. Eden's example, and
wish to see things with their own eyes, and shift for themselves, next winter

in Upper Eg)pt, they will find this book aver}- agreeable guide.'"'— Times.

" Gives, within moderate compass, a suggestive description of the

charms, curiosities, dangers, and discomforts of the Nile voyage."

—

Saturday Rez'iezv.

"We have in these pages the most minute description of life as it

appeared on the banks of the Xile ; all that could be seen or was worth

seeing in nature or in art is here pleasantly and graphically set do^^^l.

. . . It is a book to read during an autumn holiday."

—

Spectator.

V,

SCRIPTURE LANDS IN CONNECTION WITH THEIR
HISTORY. By G. S. Drew, M.A., Rector of Avington,

Winchester, Author of "Reasons of Faith.'' Second
Edition. Bevelled boards, 8vo, price los. 6d.

"Mr. Drew has invented a new m.ethod of illustrating Scripture

history,—from observation of the countries. Instead of narrating his

travels, and referring from time to time to the facts of sacred history

belonging to the different places, he MTites an outline histor}- of the

Hebrew nation from Abraham doA\-nwards, wixh special reference to the

various points in which geography illustrates the history."

—

Saturday

Review.

VI.

ECHOES OF A FAMOUS YEAR. By Harriet Parr.
Author of "The Life of Jeanne d'Arc," " In the Silver Age,"

etc. Crown 8vo, 8j. 6d.

*' A graceful and touching, as well as truthful account of the Franco-

Prussian War. Those who are in the habit of reading books to children

will find this at once instructive and delightful.'"

—

Public Opinion.

*' Miss Parr has the great gift of charming simplicity of style : and if

children are not interested in her book, many of their seniors will be."

—

British Quarterly Rez'iew.

65, Cornhill, London.
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VII.

JOURNALS KEPT IN FRANCE AND ITALY, FROM 1848
TO 1852. With a Sketch of the Revolution of 1848. By
the late NASSAU William Senior. Edited by his daugh-

ter, M. C. M. Simpson. In two vols., post 8vo, 24^.

"The present volume gives us conversations with some of the most

prominent men in the political history of France and Italy ... as

well as with others whose names are not so familiar or are hidden under

initials. Mr. Senior had the art of inspiring all men with frankness,

and of persuading them to put themselves unreservedly in his hands

without fear of private circulation."

—

Athtncsufn.
" The book has a genuine historical value."

—

Saturday Review.
'

' No better, more honest, and more readable view of the state of

political society during the existence of the second Republic could well

be looked for."

—

Examine^'.
" Of the value of these volumes as an additional chapter in the history

of France at the period when the Republic passed into the Empire, it is

impossible to speak too highly."

—

Public Opinion.

VIII.

THE SECRET OF LONG LIFE. Dedicated by special per-

mission to Lord St. Leonards. Large crown 8vo, 5^.

"A pleasantly written volume,ofa verysuggestive character.' '

—

Standard.
*' Some shrewd observations, illustrated by references to a number of

remarkable instances of long life."

—

Public Opinion.

"A very pleasant little book, which is always, whether it deal in

paradox or earnest, cheerful, genial, scholarly."

—

Spectator.
'

' The bold and striking character of the whole conception is entitled

to the warmest admiration."

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

'
' We should recommend our readers to get this book . . .

because they will be amused by the jovial miscellaneous and cultured

gossip with which he strews his pages."

—

British Quarterly Review.

IX.

JEAN JAROUSSEAU, THE PASTOR OF THE DESERT.
From the French of EUGENE Pelletan. Translated by
Colonel E. P. de l'Hoste. In fcap. 8vo, with an engraved

frontispiece, price ^s.

'
' There is a poetical simplicity and picturesqueness ; the noblest

heroism ; unpretentious religion ;
pure love, and the spectacle of a

household brought up in the fear of the Lord. . . . The whole

story has an air of quaint antiquity similar to that which invests with a

charm more easily felt than described the site of some splendid ruin."

—

Illustrated London A^ews.
" This charming specimen of Eugene Pelletan's tender grace, humour,

and high-toned morality. " —Notes and Queries.

" A touching record of the struggles in the cause of religious liberty

of a real man."

—

Graphic.
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X.

DISCIPLINE AND DRILL. Four Lectures delivered to the
London Scottish Rifle Vokinteers. By Captain S. Flood
Page, Adjutant of the Regiment, late 105th Light Infantry,

and Adjutant of the Edinburgh Rifle Brigade. Just
pubHshed. A Cheaper Edition, price ij-.

" One of the best-known and coolest-headed of the metropolitan regi-

ments, whose adjutant moreover has lately published an admirable col-

lection of lectures addressed by him to the men of his corps."

—

Times.
" Capt. Page has something to say .... and in every case it is

said moderately, tersely, and well."

—

Daily Telegraph.
'

' The very useful and interesting work. . . . Every Volunteer,

officer or private, will be the better for perusing and digesting the
plain-spoken truths which Captain Page so firmly, and yet so modestly,

puts before them ; and we trust that the little book in which they are

contained will find its way into all parts of Great Britain. "— Vohuileer
Service Gazette.

' * The matter ... is eminently practical, and the style intelligible

and unostentatious."

—

Glasgow Volufiteer News.

XI.

THE SUBSTANTIVE SENIORITY ARMY LIST. First

Issue. Majors and Captains. Containing the Names of all

Substantive Majors and Captains, Serving upon Full-pay
or Retired upon Half-pay, arranged according to their

Seniority in the Service, and in such order as immediately
to exhibit the standing of ever>- such Major or Captain for

Promotion in his own Arm of the Service, whether Cavalry,

Artillery, Engineers, Infantry, or Marines, specifying their

particular Corps, and distinguishing those holding Higher
Brevet-rank. By Captain F. B. P. WHITE, ist W. I.

Regiment. 8vo, sewed, 2s. 6d.

XII.

CATHOLICISM AND THE VATICAN. With a Narrative of

the Old Cathohc Congress at Munich. By J. LOWRY
Whittle, A.M., Trin. Coll., Dubhn. Crown 8vo, 4^. 6d.

*' We cannot follow the author through his graphic and lucid sketch

of the Catholic movement in Germany and of the Munich Congress, at

which he was present ; but we may cordially recommend his book to

all who wish to follow the course of the movement."

—

Saturday Review.
" A valuable and philosophic contribution to the solution of one of

the greatest questions of this stirring age."

—

Church Times.

\jMSt out.
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XIII.

NAZARETH : ITS LIFE AND LESSONS. In small 8vo,

cloth, 5^. By the Author of " The Divine Kingdom on
Earth as it is in Heaven."

" In Him was life, and the life zvas the light of tnen."

*' A singularly reverent and beautiful book; the style in which it is

written is not less chaste and attractive than its subject."

—

Daily Tele-

graph.

"We would earnestly commend it for attentive perusal to those who
are proposing to undertake, or have just entered upon, the sacred

ministry in our church."

—

Mornijtg Post.

" Perhaps one of the most remarkable books recently issued in the

whole range of English theology. . . . Original in design, calm
and appreciative in language, noble and elevated in style, this book, we
venture to think, will live."

—

Churchman^s Magazine.

\Just 074t.

XIV.

THE DIVINE KINGDOM ON EARTH AS IT IS IN
HEAVEN. In demy 8vo, bound in cloth. Price loj-. 6d.
" Our Commonwealth is in Heaven."

"It is but seldom that in the course of our critical duties we have to

deal with a volume of any size or pretension so entirely valuable and
satisfactory as this. . . . Thei'e is not a living divine to whom the

authorship would not be a credit. . . . It is a remarkable book,

and indicates a great deal of vigour in the mind that conceived it. Not
the least of its beauties is the perfect simplicity and clearness conjoined

with a certain massive beauty of style."

—

Literary Churchman.

" We cordially recognise the high purpose and devout spirit which
characterize this work. It is both thoughtful and eloquent."^^nV/>/^

Quarterly Reviezv.

{Now ready.

XV.

THE FOUR-FOLD BOND. By Robert Carr. i2mo, 2j-. 6^,
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Sermons by the Rev. Stopford A. Brooke, M.A.
Ho7tora7'y Chaplain to Her Majesty the Queen.

I.

A FUNERAL SERMON FOR THE LATE REV. F. D.
MAURICE. Crown 8vo, sewed. \s.

II.

CHRIST IN MODERN LIFE. Sermons preached in St.

James's Chapel, York Street, London. Second Edition.
Crown 8vo. ^s. 6d.

" Nobly fearless and singularly strong . . . carries our admir-
ation throughout."

—

British Quartei'ly Review.

III.

FREEDOM IN THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND. (Second
Edition.) Six Sermons suggested by the Voysey Judgment.
In One Volume. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3J. 6d.

"Everyone should read them. No one can be insensible to the
charm of his style, or the clear logical manner in which he treats his

subject."

—

Chto'chman^s Monthly.
"We have to thank IMr. Brooke for a very clear and courageous

exposition of theological views, with which v/e are for the most part in

full sympathy."

—

Spectator.
' * Interesting and readable, and characterized by great clearness of

thought, frankness of statement, and moderation of tone."

—

Chjtrch
Opinion.

'

' A very fair statement of the views in respect to freedom of thought
held by the liberal party in the Church of- England."

—

Blackzuood^s

Magazine.

IV.

SERMONS PREACHED IN ST. JAMES'S CHAPEL, YORK
STREET, LONDON. Fifth Edition. Crown Bvo. 6s.

" No one who reads these sermons will wonder that Mr. Brooke is a

great power in London, that his chapel is thronged, and his followers

large and enthusiastic. They are fierj', energetic, impetuous sermons,
rich wath the treasures of a cultivated imagination." —Guardian.

" Mr. Brooke's sermons are shrewd and clever, and always readable.

He is better off than many preachers, for he has something to say, and
says it."— Churchtnan^s Magazine.

" A fine specimen of the best preaching of the Episcopal pulpit."

—

British Quarterly.
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-Books on Indian jSubjects,

THE EUROPEAN IN INDIA. A Hand-book of practical

information for those proceeding to, or residing in, the

East Indies, relating to Outfits, Routes, Time for Departure,
Indian Climate, etc. By Edmund C. P. Hull. With a
MEDICAL GUIDE FOR ANGLO-INDIANS. Being
a compendium of Advice to Europeans in India, relating

to the Preservation and Regulation of Health. By R. S.

Mair, M.D., F.R.C.S.E., late Deputy Coroner of Madras.
In one vol., post 8vo, 6s.

" Full of all sorts of useful information to the English settler or tra-

veller in India,"

—

Standard.

"One of the most valuable books ever published in India—valuable

for its sound information, its careful aiTay of pertinent facts, and its

sterling common sense. It is a publisher's as well as an author's ' hit,'

for it supplies a want which few persons may have discovered, but which
everybody will at once recognise when once the contents of the book
have been mastered. The medical part of the work is invaluable."

—

Calcutta Guardian.

IL

EASTERN EXPERIENCES. By L. Bowring, C.S.L, Lord
Canning's Private Secretary, and for many years the Chief

Commissioner of Mysore and Coorg. In one voh, demy
8vo, i6s. Illustrated with Maps and Diagrams.

" An admirable and exhaustive geographical, political, and industrial

survey. "

—

AthencBum.

"The usefulness of this compact and methodical summary of the

most avithentic information relating to countries whose welfare is in-

timately connected with our own, should obtain for Mr. Lewin Bowring's
work a good place among treatises of its kind. "

—

Daily News.

"Interesting even to the general reader, but more especially so to

those who may have a special concern in that portion of our Indian

Empire. "

—

Post.

" An elaborately got up and carefully compiled work."

—

Home News.

III.

A MEMOIR OF THE INDIAN SURVEYS. By Clement
R. Markham. Printed by order of Her Majesty's Secre-

tary of State for India in Council. Imperial 8vo, los.

65, Cornhill^ Londo7i,
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BOOKS ON INDIAN SUBJECTS- (cr^wi'/w?/^^).

IV.

WESTERN INDIA BEFORE AND DURING THE mJTI-
NIES. Pictures drawn from Life. By Major- General Sir

George Le Grand Jacob, K.C.S.I.,' C.B. In one vol.,

crown 8vo, ^s. 6d.

"The most important contribution to the history of Western India

during the Mutinies, which has yet, in a popular form, been made
pubHc."

—

Athenmim.
" The legacy of a ^vise veteran, intent on the benefit of his countrymen

rather than on the acquisition of fame."

—

London and China Express.

"Few men more competent than himself to speak authoritatively

concerning Indian affairs."

—

Standard.

V.

EXCHANGE TABLES OF STERLING AND INDIAN
RUPEE CURRENCY, upon a new and extended system,

embracing values from one farthing to one hundred
thousand pounds, and at rates progressing, in sixteenths of

a penny, from \s. ()d. to 2s. yi. per rupee. By Donald
Fraser, Accountant to the British Indian Steam Naviga-
tion Co., Limited. Royal 8vo, \qs. 6d.

VI.

A CATALOGUE OF MAPS OF THE BRITISH POSSESSIONS
IN INDIA AND OTHER PARTS OF ASIA. Published

by Order of Her Majesty's Secretary of State for India in

Council. Royal 8vo, sewed, is.

A continuation of the above, sewed, price 6d.^ is now ready.

I^ Messrs. Henry S. King &=> Co. are the authorised agents

by the Government for the sale of the whole of the Maps
enumerated in this Catalogue.

VII.

THE BENGAL aUARTERLY ARMY LIST. Sewed, 15^.

THE BOMBAY DO. DO. Sewed, ^s.

THE MADRAS DO. DO. Sewed, \2s.

V
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Poetry.
I.

SOITGS OF LIFE AND DEATH. By John Payne, Author
of " Intaglios," " Sonnets," "The Masque of Shadows," etc.

Cr. 8vo. \jfust out.

11.

THE LEGENDS OF ST. PATEICK, AND OTHER POEMS.
By Aubrey de Vere. Crown 8vo. S^In the press.

III.

SONGS OF TWO WORLDS. By a New Writer. Fcap. 8vo,

cloth, ^s.
'

' The volume is marked both by lyrical feeling and lyrical art . . . it

is poetic both in substance and form."

—

Daily News.
'

' There is genuine beauty in his work—bright pure thoughts and
tender fancies."

—

Scotsf?mn.
" So free and unaffected that we cannot but believe that the 'new

writer ' must be a very old student, and a long-practised manipulator in

the mechanics of verse."

—

Manchester Exaininer.

IV.

THE INN OF STRANGE MEETINGS, AND OTHER
POEMS. By Mortimer Collins. Crown 8vo, ^s.

"Mr. Collins has an undercurrent of chivalry and romance beneath
the trifling vein of good humoured banter which is the special cha-

racteristic of his verse. . . . The 'Inn of Strange Meetmgs' is a
sprightly piece."

—

Athe'nceimi.
'

' Abounding in quiet humour, in bright fancy, in sweetness and
melody of expression, and, at times, in the tenderest touches of pathos."—Graphic.

V.

ASPROMOHTE, AND OTHER POEMS. Second Edition,

cloth, 4J-. (id.

" The volume is anonymous ; but there is no reason for the author to be
ashamed of it. The ' Poems of Italy' are evidently inspired by genuine
enthusiasm in the cause espoused ; and one of them, ' The Execution of

Felice Orsini,' has much poetic merit, the event celebrated being told

with dramatic force."

—

Athencsiim.
" The verse is fluent and free."

—

Spectator.

VI.

THE DREAM AND THE DEED, AND OTHER POEMS.
By Patrick Scott, Author of " Footpaths Between Two
Worlds," etc. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, ^s.

VII.

EROS AGONISTES. By E. B. D. \_In the press.
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Recently Published Novels.

I.

A GOOD MATCH. By Amelia Perkier. Author of " Mea
Culpa." Two vols. [Just out.

II.

THOMASINA. By the author of "Dorothy," "De Cressy,"

etc. Two vols., crown 8vo. \Just out.

"We would liken it to a finished and delicate cabinet picture, in

which there is no brilliant colour, and yet all is harmony ; in which no
line is without its purpose, but all contribute to the unity of the work.

"

—Atkenceum.
'

' For the declicacies of character-drawing, for play of incident, and
for finish of style, we must refer our readers to the story itself : from the

perusual of w'hich they cannot fail to derive both interest and amuse-

ment."

—

Daily Neios.
" Very pleasant and lively reading."

—

Graphic.
" This undeniably pleasing story."

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

III.

THE STORY OF SIR EDWARD'S WIFE. By Hamilton
Marshall, Author of " For Very Life." One vol., crown
8vo. \_Just out.

"There are many clever conceits in it . . . Mr. Hamilton

Marshall proves in ' Sir Edward's Wife ' that he can tell a story

closely and pleasantly."

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

"A quiet graceful little story."

—

Spectator-.

" There is a freshness and vigour in Mr. Marshall's writings that will

be enjoyed by the thoughtful reader."

—

Public Opinioti.

IV.

LINKED AT LAST. By F. E. Buxnett. One vol., crown

8vo.

" 'Linked at Last' contains so much of pretty description, natural

incident, and delicate portraiture, that the reader who once takes it up

will not be inclined to relinquish it without concluding the volume."

—

Morning Post.

"A very charming story."

—

John Bull.

"A very simple and beautifiil story."

—

Public Opinion.
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED NOVELS—(ci7«/z««^^).

PERPLEXITY. By Sydney Mostyn, a New Writer. Three

vols., crown 8vo. [^^^-^^ out.

" Unquestionably a very powerfal story. What may be called its

manipulation is exceedingly able, inasmuch as it is told in an autobio-

graphical form ; and yet it exhibits the thoughts, feelings, ideas, and
temptations of a woman of varied and interesting characteristics."—

Morning Post.

" We congratulate Sydney Mostyn on the production of a deeply

interesting work, full of manly thoughts, admirable reflections, and

sparkling humour. The work is aptly named, and we can assure its

author we shall experience no perplexity when others from his pen lie

on our table."

—

Ptiblic Opinion.

"Shows much lucidity, much power of portraiture, and no incon-

siderable sense of humour."

—

Examiner.

" The literary workmanship is good, and the story forcibly and
graphically told. "

—

Daily News.

"Written with very considerable power, the plot is original and
. . . worked out with great cleverness and sustained interest."

—

Siandard.

VI.

CRUEL AS THE G-RAVE. By the Countess von Bothmer.
Three vols., crown 8vo.

" Jealousy is cruel as the Grave.'"

"The Wise Man's motto is prefixed to an interesting, though some-
what tragic story, by the Countess von Bothmer. . . . Her German
prince, with his chivalrous affection, his disinterested patriotism, and his

soldierlike sense of duty, is no unworthy type of a national character

which has lately given the world many instances of old-fashioned

heroism . '
'

—

A thencBtcm

.

"This graceful story—tender and gay, with the sweetest tenderness

and the brightest gaiety,—whether pathetic or satirical, is always natural

and never dull."

—

3forni7zg Post.

"An agreeable, unaffected, and eminently readable novel."

—

Daily
Nezvs.

65, Coni/iill, Londo7i.
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VII.

HER TITLE OF HONOUR. By Holme Lee. One vol.,

crown 8vo. (Second Edition.)

"It is unnecessan' to recommend tales of Holme Lee's, for they are

well known, and all more or less liked. But this book far exceeds

even our favourites, Sylvan Holfs Daughter, Kathk Brande, and
Thorney Hall, because with the interest of a pathetic story is united

the value of a definite and high purpose. "— Spectator.

" We need scarcely say of a book of Holme Lee's \mting, that it is

carefully finished and redolent of a refined and beautiful soul. We
have no more accomplished or conscientious literary artist."

—

British

Quarterly.

"A most exqvdsitely written story."

—

Literary Churchman.

Forthcoming Novels,

THE PRINCESS CLARICE. A STORY OF 1871. By
Mortimer Collins. Two vols., crown 8vo. {Shortly.

II.

HONOR BLAKE; THE STORY OF A PLAIN WOMAN.
By Mrs. Keatixge, Author of '* English Homes in India."

Two vols., crown 8vo. {Nearly ready.

in.

THE DOCTOR'S DILEMMA. By Hesba Stretton,
Author of " Little Meg," etc., etc.

IV.

HESTER MORLEY'S PROMISE. By Hesba Strettox,
Author of '' Little Meg," " Alone in London," " David
Lloyd's WilL" Three vols., crown 8vo. [/;/ the press.

V.

ISRAEL MORT, OVERMAN. THE STORY OF THE
MINE. By John Saunders, Author of " HireU," "Abel
Drake's Wife," etc. Three vols., crown 8vo.

[/// the press.

65, Cornhillj London.
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VI.

A NEW STOEY. By Alice Fisher, Author of " Too Bright

to Last." Three vols,, crown 8vo.

vil.

THE SPINSTERS OF BLATGHINaTON. By Mar
TRAVERS. 2 vols.

VIII.

A NEW WORK By Col. Meadows Taylor, Author of

" Tara," etc. In three vols.

IX.

A LITTLE WORLD. By Geo. Manville Fenn, Author of

" The Sapphire Cross," " Mad," etc.

X.

THE HIGH MILLS. By Katherine Saunders, Author of
" Gideon's Rock," " The Haunted Crust," etc.

XI.

OFF THE SKELLIGrS. By Jean Ingelow. In three vols.

XII.

WHAT 'TIS TO LOVE. By the Author of " Flora Adair,"
" The Value of Fosterstown," etc.

XIIL

THROUGH LIFE. By Mrs. Newman. One vol., crown 8vo.

XIV.

LISETTE'S VENTURE. By Mrs. Russell Gray. Two
vols,, crown 8vo.

XV.

THE SILCHESTERS. A New Novel. By Mortimer Col-

lins, Author of " Marquis and Merchant," etc.

65, Cornhill, London.
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A HOLIDAY BOOK OF PROSE AND VERSE.

Illustrated. Elegantly Boiuid in Ornafnental Cloth Cove?',

with Gilt Edges a?id Illufninated Fy'ontispiece, 2s. 6d.

Illumi?iated Cover, sewed, \s.

Contents.

The Miserable Family Hain Friswell.

Sleep by the Sea. A Poem . . . . . Tom Hood.
The New Pass Amelia B. Edwards.
A Regret. A Poem The Hon. Mrs. Noiton.

The Echo of the Bells Alice Fisher.

The Critical Spirit Rev. Canon Kingsley.

A Scene on Olympus Percival Keane.
Tristram and Iseult. A Poem .... Algernon C. Swinburne.

How Bayard Married his old Love . . . Holme Lee.

After Some Years Laura Leigh.

Love and Revenge Countess Von Bothmer.

Time : an Apologue Thomas Purnell.

A Tale of High Colour. A Poem . . . Godfrey Turner.

A New Lease of Life Thomas Archer.

The Gambling Hands The Hon, Mrs. Norton.

"An extraordinary shilling's worth. 'Tristram and Iseult' is alone

worth far more than the price of the publication, which is a very good

annual, and very creditable both to the editor and publisher."

—

Standard.

MoJithly, Price One Shilling.

THE MINING MAGAZINE
AND REVIEW.

A
RECORD OF MINING, SMELTING, QUARRYING,

AND ENGINEERING.

Ediied by NELSON BOYD, F.G.S., Etc.

Henry S. King & Co., 65, Cornhill, London.
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